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ABSTRACT

This thesis entitle Political Challenges to sutsinable 
Development in Indonesia. Politically sustainable development 
should be adopted as a new paradigm fay reorienting development 
process into human development and restructure the society.

This study assesses both the framework and the practice 
of development in Indonesia during New Order era tton a 
humanist perspective of sustainable development. The fr.imcvork 
of Indonesia's development is labeled as an authoF 1 itian- 
developmental state. To guarantee the success of an ccunomic- 
growth-oriented development, the state formed into an 
authoritarian structure which has since maintained. 
Sustainable development has been adopted as a sub-ordina11* oi 
authoritarian-developmental framework.

Four approaches to sustainable development —  ococtmtrlc 
reformism, ecocentric radical, technocentric reform i cm and 
technocentric radical —  are identified. The authoritarian- 
developmental state framework favors to : technocentric 
reformism which relies on the states ma nag - -a"* capability to 
implement sustainable development policies. Practically, 
however, the institutional power arrangement for sustainahio 
development is weak, compared to the powerful forces o t parts 
of the state apparatus trftich in some cases operates beyond tlu
st ated management framework. T h e weak position o i civil 
society vis a vis the state exaggerates the weakness of the

V



current structural arrangement and inevitably leads to an 
unchallenged abuse of the state's power.

This study selects three criteria of a politically 
sustainable development: mutual vulnerability, equality and 
participation. Assessing Indonesia's development process based 
on these criteria shows the reluctance of the internal 
structure to launch a radical change.

Halifax, Februari 1992

Purwo Santoso
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Ca&PTER I 
POSIKS THE VwmSM.

A. IHT»3DÜCnOH

The literature on the causes of non-sustainability ot 
development (maldevelopment) and their solutions has been 
dominated by economic and ecological perspectives. These 
perspectives, however, are deficient in that they take for 
granted that solutions will automatically result when the 
adoption of economically and ecologically sound development 
policies is launched. Development, however, is not a 
politically-free activity. The politics of the process of 
instituting policies for sustainable development -- nted-,. to 
be brought into focus, conceptualized and analyzed. This study 
attempts to serve this purpose.

Definitions of sustainable development are widely 
available. {See, for example, Pearce et al., who compi1od i 
numerous definition as shown in annex I-l.’) The mor.t popular 
definition, perhaps, is that of the World Commisr.itjn on 
Environment and Development WCED).

Sustainable development is development that meets 
the neWs of the present generation without 
con^roffiising the ability of the future generations 
to meet their own needs. It contains within it two

’ Pearce, David; 'iarkaodya, Anil; Barbier, Edward B. ; Biitepjritn. f o r  
a Green Economyt Earthscan, London, 1989. See the appendice:;.



key concepts:
* the concepts of ’needs', in particular the 

essential needs of the world's poor, to which 
overriding priority should he given; and

* the idea of limitation imposed by the state of 
technology and social organization on
environment’s ability to meet present and 
future needs.^

For the purpose of this study, sustainable development is 
understood as change directed toward ’human development'; the 
increased capacity to meet the human needs and the expansion 
of choice^, without exceeding the ecological limits.

It should be bear in mind that human development in this 
study is not only refers to the physical quality such as the 
decrease of mortality rate, increases of higher education 
enrolment, life expectancy, access to health services, access 
to safe water, calory intake, and so on, but also spiritual 
quality such as freedtxa, religiousness, justice and equality. 
Simply put, human development includes a humanely development 
which represent the actualization of humanity in the process 
of development.

Historically the issue of sustainable development was 
inspired by environmental crisis. Publication of Club of 
Rome’s studies. The Limits to Growth, in 1972 raised a global 
awareness of the crisis.* Sustainable development has now

 ̂ The World Commission on Environment and 0evelops®nt, Our Cossson 
Future, Oxford University Press, ^ford, 1987, p. 43.

 ̂ United Ration Developeænt Programme {UKDP}, guman Development 
Report 1991, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1991.

* M adows, D-H. et al.. The Limits to Crovtb, Potcasac. New York, 
1972. On evolutionary thinking on environnæntal management, see Colby, 
Michael E. ; ”Tbe Evolution of Paradigms of Enviroimæntal Management in



become an all encompassing concept and framework of global 
development. It is more than just how to protect environment 
and manage natural resources. As Lloyd Timberlakc stator.: 
"Sustainable development is not about making development 
environmentally sound. It is about making development 
deve 1 opmenta 11 v sour«î -

This study mostly deals with sustainable development at 
a conceptual level. It is conducted in the spirit of promoting 
sustainable development as a new paradigm. In applying thi;; 
paradigm, radical political change is required- As the’ VJCKU 
states: "the real challenge for bringing about sustainable
development is to ensure new values are more adequately 
reflected in the principles and operations of political and 
economic structures.”*

The issue of sustainable development is systemic and 
beyond boundaries of nation states.^ It involvir, 
interdependency among nation states in overcoming gloiial 
crisis® —  such as depletion of ozone layer, global warming.

Development”, ft Dissertation Proposal to the Social systems Science 
of the Wharton School, The University of Pennsylvania.

 ̂Quoted by Arnold, Steven H.; "Sustainable Development: A Golution 
to the Development Puzzle”, in Development, 1989:2/3 - Journal of Siu, p. 
22; frtSD Timïærlaka, Lloyd; "The Brundtland Report: Some M d  Impl ic.it iun", 
Campaign Newsletter, Y(%ath for Développât and Cooperation International 
Secretariat, Amsterdam, Ho. 13, July 1986.

* fetorld Commission on Bnviroi^ænt and Develojmient, op. tdt., p. 28,
 ̂Brown, Lester S., Horid Without Borders, Vintage Books, Now York,

1972,
® ibid., p. X. Tiœ tferid Ccamission on Environment and Development 

is the third to a mandate from the DH General assembly to formulate
and coï^>el a political action for overcoming global-wide crises. "... 
After Brandt's Prograsme for Sarvlvsl and Common Crisis, and after Paiiae's 
CoasTon Security, would cĉ ta to ComK>a Future” .



deforestation, the spread of AIDS, —  which leave human beings 
with an unanticipated future.^ Ihis reflects the mutual 
vulnerability^® of national states and all human beings. 
Regardless of the advancement of science and technology, human 
beings are vulnerable. They rely on the natural resources of 
the earth. For this reason technolc^y does not reflect the 
superiority of h u ^ n  beings over nature. From an ecological 
perspective, the vulnerability of human beings to nature is 
implied in the concept of a natural limit or carrying 
capacity.

Awareness of the vulnerability of human beings dictates 
the need for mutual help. Head suggests that:

[A] new form of social contract is required, one 
based on scientific reality and tempered by 
humanitarian constants. That contract must be one 
that emphasizes fairness not privilege, law not 
force, stewardship not exploitation, tolerance not 
extremism —  a social contract far more demanding 
of human endeavor and more challenging than the 
centuries-old structure and process that lineal 
thinkers have declared m o d e m  simply by the 
insertion of electronic components and the 
attachment of nuclear bombs-

Even though sustainable development involves 
interdependency among nation states, its realization rests on 
efforts at the national level since both the progress and the

Ibiâ.
Concept of jsatadi vulnerability is promoted by Head, Ivan L, On 

a Hinge of ttistoryi The Sutasl vulnarabflizy of Soafb and Sorth, 
University of Toronto Press, Toronto, 1991. It is important to bear in 
mind that this concept is also relevant at national level, namely in the 
relation between state and society.

ibid., p. 189



setback of global development are determined by the dech-.icns 
and actions of nation states. Even if international action is 
forthcoming, national action will still be necessary- This 
fact justifies the appropriateness of a case study of 
sustainable development of one country. This study will 
explore the issue of sustainable development in the particuiar 
context of Indonesia.

B. RESEARCH QDESTIOBS.

By definition, shifting from a traditional into a 
sustainable development paradigm requires a fundamental change 
of the current social, economic and political arrangements. 
This study focuses on the political implications of adopting 
a sustainable development paradigm in an Indonesian context. 
The central question addressed in this study is what are the
political challenges that Indonesia faces in adopt i ng
sustainable development as a new paradigm ?

The current political arrangement is designed to crente 
a conditions conducive to the traditional developmf’nt 
paradigm. This study, therefore, assesses its relevance to 
sustainable development.



c. THE THESIS.

Prior to describing the thesis of this study it is
worthwhile stating from the beginning that sustainable
development is not a goal. Instead, it is a process of
development.

Methodologically the fundamental changes needed to 
facilitate a process of sustainable development are: a
redirection of development efforts and a restructuring of 
society. The first involves a reformulation of the goals and 
the essence of development- The second requires a reordering 
of the power structure to ensure the development process is 
sustainable in etcological, economic, political and socio
cultural terms.

1. REDIRECTION OF ®ÎAL.

In order to assure that development is sustainable, it 
should be directed toward human development. Instead of 
material abundance. There are two reasons. First, ecologically 
nature has a certain limit to allow human things to create 
material abundance. Second, all human beings are a subject of 
development, ^ujcordingly sustainability of development is 
dependent on them.

Traditionally, development is dedicated to the provision



of an abundance of goods and measured simply as an increase of 
income. The common belief is that the higher the income, the 
higher the quality of l i f e . S u c h  assumptions and beliefs 
are now questioned. The first two annual reports of the United 
nation Development Programme (UNDP), Human Development Report 
show that the level of income or GNP does not reflect the 
quality of human development of a country. The lesson from 
this report is not to exaggerate the importance of economic 
development because the ultimate goal is the improvement of 
quality of life, instead of material abundance.

The quality of life in this study is not only i nterprctcd 
manifest in a material or physical sense —  represented by 
Physical Quality of Life Index (PQLI) —  but also in non- 
material sense, such security, religiousness, peace, justice 
and so on. The improvement should take place on both 
individual and societal basis and can be assessed bot ti 
objectively and subjectively. Quality of life, in this ;;tu<iy 
derives from the premises that (1) development is dedicated 
for human beings and (2) human beings are both special and 
individual creatures, are both object and subject ot 
development who need both material and spiritual satisfaction.

Rhetoric in official circles in Indonesia claim the-

Material satisfaction is indeed i^eded, especially for the- pucr 
societies or countries. It is needed as far as additions of cuattni.il 
wealth lead to the improvatent of well-beings. When affluence is reached, 
additional of material t^alth frames irrelevant. But the point is that 
material satisfaction is not every thing.

United Nation Itevelopaent Programme (UNDP), Human Oevelopment 
Report 1990f Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1990, and UBDP, op. rxt.



state’s commitment to human development, namely its devotion 
to the improvement of the quality of life.’* In reality, for 
political and economic reasons, development practice in 
Indonesia has been devoted to econt^ic growth, i.e. material 
progress. The non-economic sectors, such as cultural and 
political development, are perceived to be somewhat 
subordinate of the pursuit of economic growth. The long term 
national development guidelines state that the objective of 
the next 25 years is the improvement of the quality of both 
its people and society.’̂ Yet, the state is still unwilling 
to pursue a radical shift from an economic-growth-orientation 
towards human-development-oriented development.’*

2. POLITICAL XESTBDCTURI^.

The economic-growth-oriented development is pursued 
within a frame of the authoritarian-developmental state. This 
framework emphasizes development in an economic sense and 
relies on the use of the state's power in implementing 
strategy. The difficulty to depart from the economic-growth- 
development stems from the perpetuation of the current 
political arrangement, namely the authoritarian-developmental

See The Guidelines of State policy {Garis-ÿaris Sesar Halusn 
Vegara, GBHN}.

The Guidelines of State Policies [tîœ GS£F7?] 1988.
ibid.
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State. This is because the authoritarian-developsjent.il -Jtatv 
is incompatible with both human development and sustainable 
development. The political challenge in adopting paradigm ol 
sustainable development is displacing the authoritarian 
developmental framework.

Sustainable development calls for the abandonment oi 
authoritarianism and a narrowly focussed -- economic growth 
orientation —  view of development. The barrier to the 
displacement comes mostly from internal structure, i.e., from 
those who hold state power. The authoritarian political 
structure which maintains hegemony is strong enough to resist 
unintended changes. It is those who benefit from motir i .1 ! ~ 
oriented development, such as the bureaucracy and tin 
military, that tend to insist on authoritarianism.

D. METHOIXir^Gy.

1. FOCUS OF ANALYSIS.

To make this study manageable, it is necessary to limit 
the scope of analysis. First of all, it is limited to an 
analysis of the state, the agent for development. It mainly 
examines the state's structure to assess the compatibility 
with the idea of sustainable development. It is assumed that 
the state defines the goals, selects and implements the



appropriate policies to advance these goals within an 
institutional framework which sets conditions, internal and 
external, that provide both constraints and opportunities.

The focus of this study is on the politics of the process 
of policy foration and implementation of sustainable 
development. This analysis focuses how the state deals with 
(1) capital and (2) human development.

The strategy pursued by the government of Indonesia and 
the political arrangement which were involved will be 
evaluated in terms of the criteria of a politically 
sustainable development. Development is politically 
sustainable if values, interests and power relations conducive 
for enhancement of the sustainability of development.^^

2. SOURCE ftlSD TYPE OP DATA.

This research relies on secondary resources: books,
journals, magazines, news papers and both government and the 
non-govemaæntal documents and publications. The data is 
important for analysis of government policies, in terras of 
underlying the theoretical backing, intentions and objective 
for the assessment.

The advantages of relyi:^ on documents and records as the

The concept of politically sustainable development will be further 
elaborated in chapter II.

10



source of data is outlined by Lincoln and Guba as follow.

... , first of all, they are aliaost always
available, on a low-cost (mostly investigator time) 
or free basis. Second, they are stable source ot 
information, both in the sense that they may 
reflect situations that occur at some time in the 
past and that they can be analyzed and reanalyzed 
without undergoing changes in the interim. Third, 
they are rich source of information, contextually 
relevant and grounded in the contexts they
represent. Their richness includes the fact that 
they appear in the natural language of tliat
setting. Fourth, they are often legally 
unassailable, representing, especially in the car.o 
of records, formal statements that satisfy r.omo 
accountability requirement. Finally, they are,
unlike human respondents, nonreactive —  although 
the reader should not fail to note that what 
emanates from a documentary or records analyr, ir. 
still represents a kind of interaction, that
between the sources and the analyy iug
investigators.

There are, of course, disadvantages in rciyjjic; on 
documentation and records. Documents possibly arc 
unrepresentative, lacking in objectivity and des i'pi, d I i,r 
deliberate deception. These weaknesses, however, .ir«' not. 
fatal. Representativeness and objectivity are the signiMeant 
requirements in the conventional-positiv 1st paradigm, from thf- 
phenomenological perspective, the most important thing in not 
the representativeness of the sample but the ability to got m  
understanding of the phenomena. In terms of validity, th<- 
weakness can be overcome by cross-checking, as thf 
conventional method suggests.

Lincoln, Yvonna S. and Guba, Egon G.; Saturaiiat iv tzKju11 y, s.t ̂i
Publication, 1985, California, pp. 276-277.
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This study uses both qualitative and quantitative data 
with the emphasis on the former to explain the relationship 
between state and capital. Qualitative data used to analyze 
valus changes. These are available from statistics released 
both by the government of Indonesia and other institutions.

3. ANALYSIS OF CATA.

The analysis of data will be on the way the state 
arranges conditions to allow development to occur. In order to 
understand the arrangement of what has happened in the past 
and then find out the requisite changes for bringing about 
sustainable development, the framework of Indonesia's 
development must be discussed.

Any state framework leads to a particular development 
path. Presumably, the capital-accumulation-oriented 
development goes in a different direction from human-oriented 
development. Assessment of the political framework of 
Indonesia's development shows an early sign of whether or not 
such development is in a sustainable direction.

At the practical level, the state's attitude towards 
capital accumulation is an important indicator of whether or 
not it is consistent with the idea of politically sustainable 
development. This, in turn, indicates whether or not political 
restructuring is critical. To illustrate this discussion a
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number of case studies will be presented: ( 1) oil and qat:
management, (2) forestry management, (3) conflicts over land, 
(4) manifestation of environmental law to resolve the problem 
of pollution, (5) attempt to resolve transportation problem, 
(6) conflict arises from industry. The lessons of these 
studies will show how to successfully create conditions that 
allow measures aimed at sustainable development. This will 
guide some concluding remark on the required political chang, s 
for future development.

This study is organized in five chapters. Chapter 1 I 
explores and maps out various conceptions of sustainable 
development. As there is no congruent theory, this study 
proposes a humanist view of sustainable development.

Chapter III describes the political framework ot 
Indonesia’s development: the authoritari an-devclopmont c.t.it*'. 
This helps in understanding the approach to susta i ii.ibio 
development that the government has been taking. Sustainable 
development in Indonesia is pursued under the 'shadow' of an 
authoritarian developmental state-

Chapter IV further elaborates the practice of sustainabit* 
development in Indonesia. This chapter will overview thf 
measures that have been taken to pursue sustainable 
development. It relies on the uses of state power and its 
capability to manage natural resources and environment, it 
shows that sustainable development in Indonesia is sut- 
ordinate of the authoritarian-developmental state framework.



Chapter V is a further elaboration of assertion in 
chapter IV. This chapter formulates three criteria of the 
politically sustainable development: equality, mutual
vulnerability and participation. Assessing the practice of 
Indonesian development with these three criteria leads to a 
conclusion that an authoritarian-developmental state is 
incompatible with the idea of sustainable development. The 
political challenge for adopting sustainable development as a 
paradigm is the replacement of authoritarian-developmental 
state framework. The conclusions derived from this study are 
suggested in chapter VI.

14



aSBEX 1-1

Tex Box I-l Selected Definitions of Sustainable 
Development.

The following are definitions of sustainable development, 
parts of the compilation of Pearce, David et. al., 
Blueprint for a Green Economy. Earthscan, 1989, Annex.
"Sustainable development - development that is likely to 
achieve lasting satisfaction of human needs and 
improvement of the quality of human life" (p.23)

Robert Allen, Bov to Save The World (London: Kogan Page, summarizing The World Conservation Strategy.
"The World Commission does not believe a dismal 

scenario of mounting destruction of national global 
potential for development - indeed, of the earth's 
CL-acity to support life - is an inescapable destiny. The 
problems are planetary - but they are not insoluble, I 
believe that history will record that in this crisis the 
two greatest resources, land and people, will redeem the 
promise of development. If we take care of nature, nature 
will take care of us. Conservation has truly come of age 
when it acknowledges that if we went to save part of the 
system we have to the system we have to save the system 
itself. This is the essence of what we call sustainable 
development.

There are many dimensions to sustainable devclopmf-nt. 
First, it requires the elimination of poverty .uid 
deprivation. Second, it requires the conservation and 
enhancement of the resources which alone can ensure that 
the elimination of the poverty is permanent. Third, it 
requires a broadening of the concept of development no 
that it covers not only economics growth but also social 
and cultural development. Fourth, and most important, it 
requires the unification of economics and ecology in 
decision making at all levels”

Prinæ Minister Gro Karleas Brundtland, sir Peter Scott 
Bristol, 8 October 1986.

"A major challenge of the coming decades is to learn hov 
long-term large-scale interactions between environment and 
development can be better managed to increase the 
prospects for ecologically sustainable improvement in 
human well-being” {p.5J

W. Clark and R. Munn, Sustalaahle Development of the Bivsphei >■, 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Preaa, 1986).



CHAPTSS XI 

CTEOfiETZCAL PSAHamoaX

This chapter describes the framework of the study. It 
traces the discussion of the literature regarding the debate 
and the essence of sustainable development. It also reviews 
the political requirements for bringing it about.

The first part of this chapter elaborates the various 
ideas of sustainable development that have been advanced- It 
shows that there is no coherent theoretical basis for 
launching sustainable development. Beacuse the proposed 
thinking on sustainable development is wide, this section also 
demonstrates the author's position in the current debate, 
i.e., approaching sustainable development from humanist 
perspective. The second section presents this.

Bearing in mind that this study is aimed at complementing 
the domination of ecological and economical studies of 
sustainable development, it is important to analyze political 
requirements for adopting sustainable development. This is 
subject of the third section.

Prior to exploring the theoretical basis of this 
argument, it is worthwhile to state the operational definition 
of the key terms. Sustainable develotasent is a directed change 
toward human well-being through human development, without
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exceeding ecolc^ical limits. Human development is 
actualization of fundamental values of humanity —  individual- 
social, material-spiritual, qualitative-quantitative —  in 
order to improve a multidimensional quality of life. The 
statement political challenges for bringing about sustainable 
development refers to conditions needed by the agents of 
development to achieve sustainable development.

A. THE DIVEHCIEG 93^RIES OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT.

It is unfortunate that the popularity of sustainability 
as a new development paradigm is not accompanied by the 
establishment of its theoretical ground. It is understandable 
because the issue of sustainable development arose from the 
malpractice of development, as opposed to the result of 
intentional theoretical development.

To start the discussion it is important to map-out 
briefly the existing thinking on sustainable development. 
O'Riordan's’ dual categories of environmental of approaches: 
ecocentrism^ and technocentrism^ represent the extreme pole:;

o'Riordan, E n v lz o x a s a n ta li^ , Pion Limited, London, 1981, p . I.
 ̂He defines eca^ntrism as a line of thought which rests the

supposition of natural order in which all things ved according to 
natural law, in which the most delicate and perfect balance was maintained 
up to the point at which man entered with all his ignorance and 
prestiiïçttioo. This initios, in fact, is adopted from McConnel, "The 
Environmental 3^>vement: Ai^iguities and Meaning'*, Natural /îerourct'i;
Joumai, 11, 427-436.
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in the thinking on sustainable development. The explanation of 
non-sustainability and the formula for sustainability of 
development lies somewhere in between these extremes.^ 
Extreme ecocentrisa argues that development has been 
unsustainable because it has been ignoring natural (physical) 
limits.5 The other extreme argues that it is due to the 
incompatibility of certain types of social relations on which 
development depends- Examples of such social relations are 
capitalism* and the Western world view^.

The theoretical debate on sustainable development has at 
its core a divergence between natural science which is very 
much concerned with the question of natural limits, and social 
science which pays more attention on growth or progress.® The 
core problem of sustainable development lies in natural limits 
and material progress.

As the core aim of sustainable development is to alter 
the existing pattern of development. Borrowing Adams's

Techoocentrisffi is defined as the a^Iication of rational and 'value 
free' scientific and managerial techniques by a professional elite, who 
regard the natural environnant as 'ræntral stuff frcas which man could 
profitably shape bis destiny. % i s  definition is adapted from Hays, S.P.; 
Conservation and the Gospel of Efficiency, Harvard University Press, 
Cambridge, Hass, 1959, p. 2.

Paradoxically, however, sustainable development is not a matter of 
choosing one of the extre^s. Rather it is a ̂ lestion of amrging them into 
a new paradigmatic thinking.

 ̂ Meadows, D.H. et al.. The Limits to Grovth, Earth Islam, London, 
1972. They are examples of the subscriber of this idea.

* Most Marxist analyses also based on the idea of capitalism as the 
root of the problems.

 ̂Korgaard, Daly and Hirsch are example of pec^le who share the idea 
that Western worldview is tîw root of problem of noo-sustainability, even 
though each argues different points.

® This fact justifies the relevance of adopting O'Riordan's dual 
category environmentalism.
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Figure IÏ-1 Map of sustainable development thinking.
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classification, the question is whether the change. It is in 
favor of reformism or radicalism.^ And it is also helpful to 
identify the way to bring about change. Conservatism, in the 
sense of insistence in the status quo, is not included in this 
categorization because sustainable development requires at

Adam, W.M.; Gre&a D w w lo p m e n t!  S av£raam & nt and S u s t a l n a h l l i t y  i/i 
th e  T h i r d  f l o r id , Root ledge, London, 1990.
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least the repair of the present condition.
Putting reformism as an axis and radicalism as ordinate, 

helps to picture the position each arguj^nt. See Figure lT-1. 
The combination of this axis and ordinate with the earlier 
continua results in the distinction of four types of thinking 
sustainable development. They are: (1) ecocentric radical (2) 
ecocentric reformism, {3) technocentric radical, (4) 
technocentric reformism. These will be discussed briefly in 
sequence.

1. ECOCEHTEIC RADICALISM.

The ecocentric radical thinking includes: Ecofacism
(which includes deep ecology, and bioregionalism) and steady- 
state theory. They share a biological-deterministic view, 
taking a biological arguments as a basis for formulating 
necessity for sustainable development- Their conception is 
inspired by Malthus's classic argument that population cannot 
"exceed* available resources without famine or disease. This 
providing natural checks on population growth.^® However, 
ecocentric radicalism no longer narrowly focuses on food- 
population relationship. The role of technology which was 
absent in Maithus analysis, for example, is now being taken

Redcliff, Michael. Sast&liisble Development; Exploring the 
Contradictions, Routledge, London, 1987, p. 9.
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into account. Yet, like Maithus, they believe that there is no 
technical solution to the problems of development.

The hallmark of the ecocentric radical analysis is the 
publication of The Limits to Growth." 'Hie underlying bel ici 
is that there is an absolute limit of resourcess needs to 
sustain human life. Nature sets a certain capacity in 
supporting human activities. In this sense, their thinking is 
deterministic.

Ecofacisat Deep Ecology and Bioregiopalism. Adams uses 
the term ’ecofacism* to characterize ideology of the dictation 
of ecology, or even nature in general, over human beings. This 
means that problems of the sustainability of development are 
ecologically defined and therefore the solution should bo 
derived from ecological principles, especially that of an 
ecological limit.The main characteristic of biorcgionalism 
is its practical advocacy in implementing a symbiosis-with- 
nature life style. In doing sc, it puts emphasis on local 
attitudes, namely living according to the local condition and 
culture.

Deep ecolœiy^^ is anti-anthropocentrist, i.e., it
analyzes human Wings at the same level as other species.

Mea&3ws, Dmœlla H, et al.;op. cit..
An example of bioregionalism thinking is presented hy 

Christopher and Plant, Judith {^.}; Turtle Talk; Voice for a SusLainable 
Future, New Society publisher, Philadelphia, 1990.

These principles are discussed intensively in Devall, Bill, and 
Session, Seor^; deep Ecology: Livisg as if Nature Nattered, Peregriiae 
Smith Books, Salt Lake City, 1985.
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Indeed, equality between species is one of its principles. It 
has no positive concern for economic progress, it advocates a 
zero-growth economy in order to sustain life. It proposes to 
move back to the past —  in which hu^an beings had much less 
intervention into nature —  in order to achieve sustainability 
of human living on the planet earth.

Philosophically, the advocates of deep ecology and 
bioregionalism attempt to change the current world view and 
merge the understanding of economics, social and ethical, and 
spirituality and their implications. % i s  leads to radicalism, 
i.e., demands for radical charge in those aspects as well as 
demanding redefinition of development-^* This manifest in its 
advocacy of the "coming back” to indigenous technologies —  

assuming this is ecologically non-destructive —  symbiosis 
with nature and so on. Since deep e c o l c ^  stands too far from 
the demand of an interdisciplinary approach of sustainable 
development, its argument is not widely accepted.

The Steady State. The concept of steady-state is slightly 
different from that of the deep ecology perspective. It is 
dynamic in the sense that it allcws growth at a certain level 
before calling for a non-growth economy.

The main proponents of steady-state thinking are William 
Ophuls, who adopts a political analysis’®, and Herman E.

Colby, Michael E; op. cit., p. 7,
see Ophuls, William; Ecology and the Politics of Scarcity:
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Daly, who comes from an economics background’*. Their 
biological-deterministic view is manifested in their seeking 
of socio-econo-political arrangement which is capable of 
respecting bio-physical limits. They demand a shift at the 
paradigmatic level, instead of just transforming the existing 
socio-econo-political arrangement. In this sense the thinking 
is radical.

The steady-state htoery criticizes the traditional 
paradigm in the way it assumes infinite wants. The total stock 
of wealth in the nature which is available to sustain 
economies, according to Daly is finite. The finiteness is 
regulated by biophysical {natural) law. Therefore, according 
to this way of thinking, the only way to sustain the economy 
is to pursue a steady-state,’̂ .

Like the deep ecologists, Ophuls argues that scarcity is 
the source of original "political sin": resources that arc

frologue to a PoJiticai theory of the Steady State, H.H. Freeman and Co., 
San Francisco, 1977.

Seme of Daly's writing are (1) Daly, Herman E. (ed.}; Tovard A 
Steady-state Economy, K.H. Fr^joan and Ci»pany, San Francisco, 1 9 7 { 2 )  "Tte Econtmic Thcaight of Prettericît SotWy", üfstory of PoJitfcal Ecocnny, 
12:4, 1980. (3) "A Harxian-Kalthusian View of Poverty and Develoj,anc*nt",
PopuJatfojj Studies, 25{1), March, 1971. (4) "The Economie of Steady
State", American scaaoslo Association, Kay 1974. (5) Steady-Sate Economics 
: The Ecvoomlcs of Biophysical (6} Equilibriuoi and Moral Growth, w.h. 
Freeman and Ccâ saoy, San Francisco, 1977. (7) "The Steady-state Economy : Toward a Political of Bioj^ysical Equilibriiun and Moral Growth”,
in Daly, Herman S. (ed.), Tovard S Steady-state Scooctmy, 1973. (k) "on
Economics as a Life Science", Journal of Political Eccnonjy, 76(3), May- 
Jun, 1968.

Daly defines the steady-state as an ec^oay with constant stock 
of people and artifacts, maintained at «oses desired, sufficient levels by 
low rate of jsaiatenaiice ^throughputs, that is, by the lowest feasible 
flows of matter and energy frcsn the first stage of prcaiuction (depletion 
of low-entrojy materials frca the eavirar^eat) to the last stage of consumption (pollution of the environment with high-entropy wasten and 
exotic materials).



scantier than human wants have to be regulated by government, 
for otherwise naked conflicts would result. He perceives 
scarcity as an "evil** and projects that ecological scarcity 
will one day bring growth to a halt.*'® Accordingly the 
scantier the natural resources, the more the society 
vulnerable to conflicts.

There are a number of analyses justifying the steady- 
state idea on non ecological-grounds. One example is Pirages 
in The Sustainable Society: Implications for Limited
Growth’’. The search for social limits to growth, is 
discussed later in the section on technocentric radicalism.

2. ECOCEKTRIC HEEOSMISM.

Ecocentric reformist analyses focus on policy-oriented 
solutions for problems of sustainable development. They design 
the ecologically-sound policies which Include: population 
stabilization, resource preservation, renewable energy path.

C^ibuls, william; op. oil., p. 127-130.
Pirages, Iannis Clark; The Sustain able Society; X^llcation far 

Limltetî Growth, Preager, 1977.
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institutional and value changes, and so on

Protectionist and Conservationist. The most popular vordt; 
among the ecocentric reformists are protection and
conservation and management of environment and natural 
resources. A good example is the contents of the document ot 
World Conservation strategy.^’ As the formulation this 
document is dominated by biologists and ecologist;', not 
surprisingly their socio-economic and political analyse;-, are 
insensitive to structural problems; and take for granted that 
proper policy making, planning, legislation and management are 
the sources of solution without the awareness that they hav<> 
contributed to the problem.

Livelihood Ecologist. There are a number of writing;; un

A typical ecological-policy orientation is reflected in K.
Brostfn, Building a Sustainahle Society, or in each volume of the stete n! 
the World, and also Clark and Jtann's edited tKJok, Sustainable pevelopment 
of tbs Biosphere (CaM)fidge University Press, 1986}. The ecocentrlo 
reformists are very much ai»mre of tte limitations of the natural ccunynt, ni in supjsjrting the development process. Therefore, they strongly ilMi.iji'i 
protection and conservation of the life-support system, as the present, 
generation now witnesses its deterioration.

Its goal is to integrate conservation and development, to ennurt- 
that modification of the planet does indeed secure the survival and wr-ll 
being of all people. Conservation in this document is defined as the 
mansg^îent of human use of the biosphere so that it may yield the greatest 
sustainable benefit to tbs present generation while maintaining its potential to meet the needs and aspirations of future generaliorjs. Devel cement is defiled as modification of the biosphere and the 
a^lication of human, financial, living and non-living resourten to satisfy htasan needs and improve the quality of human life. The way theao 
two concepts are tWflned shows naivety in analysing socio-political aspect 
of develop^nt. It focuses attention on the conservation of 
resources toward three objectives; £1) to maintain essential ecoloyir<,l 
processes and 1 if e-support systems, £2) to preœrve genetic diversity and 
£3) to ensure tte sustainable utilization of species and ecosystems. See, 
lUCN, World Conservation Strategy, 1980.
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sustainable development that ftxms on livelihoods which rely 
on the utilization of ecosystems, such as agricultural 
sustainable development, forestry sustainable development, 
sustainable development of the fishery and so on. Their main 
concern is how to sustain the livelihood without destroying or 
endangering the ecosystem.

A good example of the livelihood ecology approach is the 
agroecosystem analysis for sustainable development, with its 
prominent authority Gordon R. Conway. This approach suggests 
that a sustainable agricultural development should ensure: 
productivity, stability, equability, efficiency and 
sustainability. The maximum performance of all of these 
properties is very difficult to find, since there is a trade
off in increasing the performance of each. It is imperative to 
got the best combination of the level of performance of 
them.^^

3. TECHKt3C£STEIC

The technocratic a b r o a c h , of txith the reformist and the 
radical varieties, assumes an ability of human beings to 
"control" nature- Changes in human values, behavior, 
institutions, socio-cultural and politico-economic systems are

^  Conway, S. Gordon, Barbier, ^Sward S.; After the Green Revolution; 
Sustainable Agriculture for lievelo^ent, EarthecBn Publication Ltd, 1990.
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believed to be the answer to problem© of natural liaits. The 
urgency of shifting toward sustainable development does not 
necessarily stem from ecological constraints,^* instead, the 
technocentric approaches start from an assumption that the 
constraints are the inapprcprlateness of human be imp; in 
conceptualizing and conducting process of development.

Economic studies that use this approach, for example, 
David Pearce et al., suggest that the «sergenee of sustainable 
development is due to the failure of economics to value the 
environment. The present mode of development is discountinq 
the future. Therefore the solution that they offer jr. a proju-r 
accounting of the environment and restoration the pricintj and 
incentive system.^ The way the World Commission on 
Environment and Development (WCED) approaches sustainabJ*- 
development is a good example. It does so by emphas iz i nq 
poverty as the origin of the problem, in the sense that; 
poverty exacerbates environmental degradation. Therefore, tiiir. 
Commission recomsends resolving problems of poverty as tliu 
avenue to pursuing more sustainable development.^

The technocentric reformist is the most optimistic ot 

all, rejecting the idea of the limit of human progress. i1, is, 
is marked by its main concern —  to sustain economic growth.

^ In tbs context of the dispute bet^^en ecologists and econoiuiuti;, 
this approach att^pts to ecoiogire the ecooomy, instead of economizing 
the ecology, as the ecocentrist does.

Pearce, David and harkandya, anil and Barbier, Edward K.; 
Blueprint for a Creen Ecroat̂ y, Eartscan Publications Ltd.; London, 198V. 

^  World Ctwffisission of Enviromænt and Developi^nt; op. cit..
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The World Bank is the proponent of this position^.

Managerialism. Essentially, this approach perceives 
sustainable development as an issue of the managing 
development. It includes the establishment of laws to assure 
that the development process is well managed.

The managerialists assume that an optimum balance between 
nature and resource users can be found, to combine 
productivity with conservation goals. The sophistication of 
science and technology has theoretically allowed for modelling 
techniques, which makes both these objective possible.

The Managerialist view has been unreliable for resolving 
problems of non-sustainability of development because it is 
too slow in bringing needed reforms. It merely deals with 
corrective measures rather than directive ones, and is 
reactive instead of proactive in guiding future development. 
It can not catch up with the mounting problems, simply due to 
the inability {or unwillingness) to pursue radical change.

Ecodevelop@ent. 'Eco* in ecodevelopment signifies both 
economy and ecology.® The attitude is to economize the

See the World Bank publication, for example; Suh~Sabaran Africa: 
From Crisis to Sustainable Gsrovth.

An example of enviroianental manageiseat studies of sustainable 
developsnent is the special issue of the Scientific A/serican magazine of 
Seiiteaiber 1989, entitle Managing Planet Earth. See also Saunders, J. CAsen 
(ed.); The Legal Challenge of Sustainable development, Canadian Institute 
of Resources Law, Calgary, 1990.

Colby, Michael S.; op. cit., p. 13-
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ecology rather than to ecolc^ize the oconomy 
Environmental management is considered as the heart of 
economic development. Dasmann simplifies the core discussion 
of ecodevelopment as represented by a triangle of basic needs, 
self-reliance and ecological sustainability.^

Ecodevelopment was advocated by UNEP in the context ot 
planning.^’ Unlike the managerial approach it advocates a 
political approach to the problems of sustainability of 
development. It therefore tries to tackle problems such as the 
imbalance and exploitative pattern of international trade’’. 
This perspective is promoted further by the WCED.

4. TECSKDCEKTRIC BaDICM.ISM.

Paralleling the radicals in the ecocentric pole, 
supporters of the technocentric radical philoaopny propose * >

The csxsprehansi^e analysis of ecodevelojsient has been daix? by: 
Farvar, ft'.T. and Glaeser; Politics of Bcodevelopment, International 
Institute for Eavlroncsnt and Society, Berling, 1979; Kitldel, H. ; 
Ecodevelopment, cover, London, 1981.

^  Redclift, Michael, op. cit., p. 34.
Redclift, quotes UNEP definition of ecc develojæjojst an 

'development at regional and lc»:al levels ... consistent with tlic 
potentials of area involved, with attention given to the adequate and rational use of the natural resources, and to application of technological 
style op. cit. p. 34.

^  ibid.. The WCED mentions various manifestations ol power and 
structural imbalances is the global political econœrry, such es in p. 48 : 'Globally, wealthier nations are better placed financially and 
technologically to cope with the effects of possible climate chan<jf;. Hence, our inability to prcaaate the common interest in sustainable 
develojsssnt is often a product of tî» relative neglect of econoraic and 
social justice . thin and asrangst nations'; p. 81.
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abandon the progress or gro%rth. Their justifications, however, 
are different. Based on epistemolcgical analyses, they 
conclude that the root of the problems of sustainable 
development is the mistaken nature of world-view, instead of 
natural limits. It suggests that science, the driving force of 
the progress, has been misconceptualized, and therefore leads 
to unsustainable develcement.

Epistemoloqical at^roach. In essence, the epistemological 
approach proposes to alter the past and present world view 
with a new one leading to sustainable development, Richard B. 
Norgaard for example, proposes co-evolutionary analysis in 
which he suggests that development should be understood as a 
sustainable process of evolution, instead of progress.^ As 
a metabelief, progress must be replaced by natural evolution. 
Daly and Cobbs Jr. propose a similar analysis. They promote an 
epistemological analysis which lead to assertion of the 
fallacy of the present economics and other sciences.^ The 
same thing applies to technology, based as it is on

For further analysis, see Richard B. Hoirgaard; "Sustainable 
Development: A Co-evolutionary View", Futures, Dec^^yex 1988; also
"Sociosystem and ecosystem coevolution in the Amazon", Joum&l of
Environmental Economie and Management, 8, 1981; also "Cosvolutionary
agricultural development", Economic Dev&la^ent and Cultural Change,
32£3); also "SnvironiBœital tconrasics: An Evoliitionary Critique and a plea 
for pluralism". Journal of ^viron^ntal Economies and Management, 12(4;. 
The other example is Kljkamp, Peter arai Sœteman, Frits; "Land Use, 
Econtaity and Bœloçy: S ^ d  and Prospects for Co-evolutionary develop^nt". 
Futures, D&ceeber, 1988.

^  Daly, Berman E. and Cobb Jr., John B, ; For the Common Good, 
Beacon Press, Boston, 1989.
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science.^* They basically argue that the current 
epistemological fouruJations of science and technology are 
unsuitable for sustainable development.

The cosvolutionary perspective criticizes the assumption 
that the development of science and technology is sclt- 
evolving and cyclical. Under the orthodox theories the idea of 
progress rests on this. There is no difference between goal 
and processes.

Herman Daly and John B. Cobb J r ’s. work: For the Common 
Good: Redirecting the Economy Toward Community . the
Environment, and a Sustainable Future, criticizes economic:;, 
and other disciplines, as suffering from a fallacy ot 
misplaced concreteness. Quoting from Whitehead's work, they 
show the degree of afcratraction involved when an actual entity 
is considered merely so far as it exemplifies certain 
categories of thought is inadequate.

Social Limits to Growth. In the line with the bio
physical limit argument, Fred Hirsch developed a conception 
known as the social limit to growth.^ Instead of departing 
from the idea of ecological scarcity, as Ophuls docs, Hirr.ch 
develops the idea of social scarcity:

, 610.
^  Hirscb, Fred; Social Simit to Growth, Harvard University Press, 

Cambridge Massachusetts, 1976.
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It [scarcity] expresses the idea that the good 
things of life ai-e restricted not only by physical 
limitations of more of them but also by absorptive 
limits on their use. Where the social environment 
has a restricted capacity for extending use without 
quality deterioration, it imposes social limit to 
cxjnsumption- More specifically, the limit is 
imposed on satisfactions that depend not on the 
product or facility in isolation but on the 
surrounding conditions of use.^

Hirsch's argument reinforces Norgaard’s critique of the 
predominantly Westem-linear-progress worldview. Hirsch*s 
objection is individualism or self-interest acting as the 
principles driving and guiding force of the social-economic 
system. On one hand, such a model has brought about economic 
growth. On the other hand, such growth contains problems 
arising from its complexity and ambiguity. This leads to the 
emergence of three major problems of development: (1) the
paradox of affluence, (2) the distributional compulsion, aixi 
(3) the reluctance to collectivism. These should be understood 
in an intertwined way

Affluence is paradoxical because it is driven by 
"relative needs”, i.e., the need to achieve, have, or exploit 
more than that of fellow humans, instead of fulfilling the 
needs of everyone. In the sphere of social scarcity, economic 
growth not only allows deprivation of other humans but also, 
by its nature, creates problems of inequality,

F-E. Trainer in Abandon Af f1uence. objects to the

ibid.. p. 3- 
^  ibid., p. 1.
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consequence of affluence and unless the system that produces 
it is radically altered, society will slide into more and more 
acute difficulties within the next few decades with an ever- 
increasing chance of catastrophic self-destruction.^' His 
objection to the affluent way of life i_, not merely because ol 
its inherent dangers but also because it exists at the expense 
of others who are deprived. According to him affluence in the 
developed countries is a direct cause of Third World poverty.

Social Eeology and social Capitalism. There are various 
arguments tracing the root of unsustainable development to the 
logic of capitalism and the blind pursuit of proI it 
maximization. The manifestation of this logic is not only the 
inability of taking care of ecological systems but also t ho 
presence of an ecological crisis.^ Social ecology is anti
capitalist and to some extent agrees with Marxism in that 
class and exploitation are the basis of capitalist 
accumulation. However, it take into consideration ecological 
issues which are absent in Marxism.

Social ecology calls for a non-hierarchical confederacy - 
- a stateless, decentralized, democratic society based on 
free, confederated communities in which people will have 
direct, face-to-face control over their personal and social

Trainer, F.E.; op. c±t,, p. 1.
^  ClCAf, Michael; “Bcolc^ical Exhaustion and the Global Crime ol  

Capitalism: Discussion Paper".
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This type of society is also dessanded by the 
proponents of social capitalisa.*^ The underlying assumption 
is that any type of society that has more control over social 
production and a greater saise of respKmsibil ity to each other 
will lead to management of the environment and natural 
resources in a more rational way.**

B. RESPONSES TO THE DIFFERING APPROACHES.

The diversity of approaches mapped out in the previous 
section put the concept of sustainable development in a 
problematic position. On the one harrâ, it covers the 
interdisciplinary character of the issue, but on the other 
hand it is unable to determine clear and acceptable direction 
or policies for its implementation. As study on this issue 
becomes more sophisticated, it is possible that a 
comprehensive approach will be established. I n s t e a d  of 
choosing one among various positions in the debate, this study 
proposes to approach sustainable development from the 
perspective of human development. It is a radical perspective

Yih, Katl^rixte; "The Red and the Gz^en: Left Perspective on
Ecology**, Honthly Reviev, Oct. 1990, p. 18.

It calls for a decentralized political system of self-governance 
characterized hy the user ownership of housing and tsjmsainity facilities 
and by democratic local ownership and control of aæans of producing goods 
ami services and ttfâ credit required to finance such production Morehouse, 
Ward Building Stiataiijaitle Ctssmmitdesi Tools and Concepts foe Self-
Reiiant Scont^ic hange. The Bootstrap Press, 1989, p. 132.

** Yih, Katherine; loc. cit.
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in the sense that the change should be made at a fundamental 
level, the woridvew. In terms of the convergence t_tween 
ecocentrism and tecfanocentrism, it takes a middle ground by 
attempting to seek an interdependency tetween them.

There has been a misinterpretation or undervaluation ot 
the human being ^ i c h  goes band in hand with the misconception 
of development. This section argues that non-sustainabil ity of 
development is rooted in this mistake. Economic development 
theories have viewed human beings as homo econon t -iir.. 
Envelopment is the satisfaction of economic needs. From such 
a reductionist perspective development thinking is 
predominated by the question of having. From this 
perspective, satisfiers are the available economic goods. 
Underlying this perspective is an assumption that human beings 
have an infinite needs and that there are infinite alternative 
in satisfying these needs. Market mechanism, through changimj 
prices can deal with scarcity of resources by promoting the 
use of alternatives.^

An emerging approach, the Human Development, challenger; 
this proposition. In avoiding a reductionist point of view, 
Hax-Neef et al. go beyond the economic rationale by 
formulating three postulates: {!) development is about people 
and not about objects, (2) fundamental human needs are finite, 
few, and classifiable, (3) fundamental human needs arc the

^  Criticism to this orthodox thinking is brought by ttte radical 
steams both in ecocentric and technocentric analyses.



same in all cultures and in all historical periods. That 
changes, both over time and through cultures, is the way or 
the means by which the needs are satisfied/®

The first postulate leads to an awareness that the 
purpose of the economy is to serve the people, and not the 
people to serve the econo^. In the second postulate, t h e y  

differentiate needs from satisfiers.^ The important point 
that they make is that satisfiers are not the available 
economics goods. Foods, shelter, education and alike are 
satisfiers. Whereas the needs are subject to two categories: 
existential and axiological. The needs according the 
existential categories are : beii^, having, doing and
interacting. According to axiolc^ical categories they are : 
subsistence, protection, affection, understanding, 
participation, idleness, creation, identity and freedom. 
Placing these two cat^ories into a matrix show the 
interaction between them. This is displayed in the annex II-l.

Human development is proposed as an alternative to the 
orthodox view of development. The latter perceives that 
development as an endless economic progress through capital 
accumulation and is dangerous for the future of human beings

In regard of tbs way these postulates are <terived, see Hsa-Seef, 
Manfred; Elisalde, Astocio acd Bopeshayn, Scale Developsænt; an
Option for the Future®, Oevelofs^nt Oxalogus, 1989 (1), 19-20

They pro^gwse that human needs imist be understfxxi as a system: that 
is, all human needs are inter-related and Interactive. So hierarchy 
exists, except of the needs of eubsistaKe, that is to remain alive., 
ibid., p. 18.
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due to its non-sastainability.*^ The social liait-to-growth 
argument suggests that this type of development is only 
beneficial for the few and demands "exploitation" of the rest 
in order to sustain itself. Historical evidence supports this 
claim.

Historically, economic-growth-focused development has 
been "successfully" brought about in the rise of the so-called 
"developed countries”, and hence became the model of 
development that developing countries have tended to follow. 
This, however, is subject to criticism. As Miles suggests:

It is clear that the so-called ’developed’ nations 
are far from being in the state of time]ess 
perfection, and that the alluring models of 
material progress they offer to the rest of the 
world are seriously flawed. It is likewise evident 
that the term ’developing nations’ is inappropriate 
to many of the countries to whom it was so readily 
applied in the recent past. In many respects, the 
Third World seems to be importing most of the 
social problems of the industrial countries, but 
failing to acquire much of their material 
influence.*®

The fact that the cry for sustainable development emerged 
in the West —  which then gained worldwide support —  

undermines its validity as a model for the global development.

Goulet asserts that economic growth has become an end in

Host of Berman Daly’s writings depart frc»i this premise.
Miles, Ian; Social Imlicators for iftKsa.: Developsi^nt, Frances 

Pinter, Locdon, 1985, p. 10,
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itself.*’ The assumption that development allows equally for 
abundance or affluence in fact does not necessarily mean 
improvement of quality of life. Goulet argues that people in 
the developed countries who have already attained material 
abundance are witnessing "alienation of abandamce" which is as 
destructive as "alienation in misery".

A prosperous society whose TCmbers are manipulated 
by an imperscmal system is not develop^, but 
distorted. A society has "anti-development" if its 
"development" breeds new oppression and structural 
servitude.

Empirical support of Goulet's argument is provided by Shin and 
Snyder. Their research in South Korea suggests that rapid 
economic development is accompanied by a dramatic increase of 
the quality of life in a physical sense, while its social and 
personal aspects steadily decrease.

Accumulation of material wealth does not always lead to 
improvement of well beings. According to Jan Drenowski, at a 
certain level it is saturated in the sense that it does not 
increase the of well-beings.^^ He calls such level as an

Coulee, Denis; TAe Cruel Choies ; & Sev Concept in the Theory of
Development, Athene™, Sew York, 1971, p. 217.

5° ibid., p. 216.
5̂  Shin, Ooh C and Snyder, Wayne; "Sconcunic Growth. Quality of Life, 

arai Developi^st Policy: A Case Study of Saith &)rea". Comparative
Political Studies, Vol. 16, Ko. 2, July 1983, p. 202.

^  Jan Drewnœfski that material saturation is paradoxical. "It has
been always iælieved that social evils are generated by poverty and 
destitution. But aov the o^osite s^as to 1» tr™s it is in the most 
affluent societies that crime and corruption increase by le^ns and bounds, 
and the faster the affluent» spread the lower society sink". Drewnowski, 
Jan; "The Affluence Line", Social Xadicator Sesearcb 5 {1978J, p. 267.
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'affluence line'. The well beings of human life only requires 
a certain amount of material wealth, that is above poverty 
line but below affluence line.^^

Simply put, true development is based on humanity, i.e., 
reflecting the multidimensional characteristic of human 
beings. The core issue of sustainable development does not lie 
in the outskirts of humanity, nor at just the surface but is 
rooted deeply in the "underdevelopment® of humanity. There h.ir; 
been a lack of understanding on this issue. The present mmii? 
of development is unsustainable because it only deals with a 
partial humanity, focussing on one aspect of life meanwhile 
overlooking others.

C. FOLITICALI.Y SUST&JfihBLE DEVELOPMENT

As mentioned at the beginning, this study attempt;-, to 
approach sustainable develop^nt from a jsîlitical perspective. 
As Ophuls and Hii^ch have suggested in the earlier discussion, 
scarcity is the determinant factor of sustainability. 
Approaching development from a political perspective is 
criticai because it is about choosing which objective to 
pursue at the eiqjense of others in a context of scarce

Conce^ and model of poverty lLi% is widely discussed ii econcaiiics 
or (^velopB»nt économies. This study does not go that far. For concept, 
i^tbodology and SKxtel to fonrailate affluence line, see Drewnowski, Jan, ibid.
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resources.
The essence of a political approach to development is a 

sensitivity to the phenoMsna of values, interests and power in 
human affairs.^ Political analysis of development has to 
deal with the forms that these phenomena take and the ways in 
which they are interrelated.

The importance of value in political analysis is 
emphasized by David Easton who defines politics as an 
authoritative allocation of values^. This guides the search 
for a politically sustainable development. Recalling that 
uustainable development is about altering the development 
paradigm initiated by a change of values, the political 
approach for sustainable development is not only relevant but 
also urgent. Pursuing sustainable development means altering 
an old value, unlimited progress with a new one: 
sustainability.

The answer to this question 'who gains and lose', or 
'whose interest is served and whose is not served* indicates 
the existing power configuration. To quote Goldsworthy again, 
“Who the power-holders are, the sources of their power, the 
values and interests that are served by the exercise of power 

these, in developmental matters, are major factors

^  Goldsworthy, David, "Thinking akaut devalofsæat politically" 
Develops^nt And Chsnge, Vol. 19 (1988>, p. 507.

^  Easton, David; The Political System, A.A, Kixïpf. Inc., New York,
1953.
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governing the kinds of plans and decisions that are made” 
Therefore, bringing about sustainable development requires a 
certain type of power configuration or political arrangement.

The previous discussion implies that politics plays a 
significant role in bringing about sustainable development 
through the seeking certain type of political arrangement. 
This is parallel with Stephan Dovers suggestion that the 
political context of sustainable development is '•recognition/ 
creation/maintenance of required organizational nnd 
institutional structures”

How is development politically sustainable ? In annwei ing 
this question, the three components of a political approach in 
development suggested by Goldsworthy —  values, interests ,ind 
power- Development is politically sustainable if values, 
interests and power relations enhance the sustainibi1ity oj 
development.

What are the indicators of politically susta i .i.iM t' 
development? Political sustainability is a fiworabi«' 
conditions for other forms of sustainability to perform well. 
Ctovers shows six dimensions of sustainability: ocofogicMî, 
biological, economic, resources, survivalist and soci a i.

^  JJbià., p. 511-512. 57  _   r--__flcDovers, Stephen, "Sustainability t Definitions, Ciarif icat ir,ns <ii;j 
Contexts”, Oevelops^nt: Jottmsl of the SIS, 1989; 2/3, p. 35.

Ecologically sustainability is protection of basic life supj-uri 
systKB. Biologically it is maintenance of biological diversity. 
Econcsiicslly it is stability in t W  total system providing goods services. In ten^ of resairces it is provision of individual goods and 
services (or équivalent). From a survival perspective it is satisfaction 
of basic human needs. Socially it is intangible human needs and support.
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Political sustainability creates a favorable conditions for 
those dimensions to gain the highest level of sustainability 
through organizational and institutional rearrangement.

This study proposes three indicators of politically 
sustainable development: mutual vulnerability, equality and 
participation. They are presented in sequence.

1 .  Mutual Vulnerability. In terms of the process,
sustainable development is about the recognition of natural 
limits which puts human beings in a state of mutual 
vulnerability. Shridath S. Ramphal urges this point by saying 
that:

If we are truly to embark on a new era of 
sustainability, we must lay down ethical guidelines 
for our relationships to each other and to 
ecosystems as a whole. It is the urge to survive 
that will enable us to strike a sustainable balance 
between ”eco” and " ^ o *  systems; to look at the 
world and each other with a new sense of genuine 
partnership, to ensure that the richness of our 
human diversity does not degenerate into the chaos 
of separateness; to make a reality of human 
solidarity; to understand that, in our relationship 
with nature, what we must strive for is not mastery 
but harmony. We can do so if we accept that the 
world is one: one earth, one environment, one
human i ly

Bearing in mind the scarcity of natural resources and 
environnent tc support the development process, both the state 
and the society need to share control of them. Politically 
sustainable de\ 1moment is a strengthened partnership within

itxii., p. 35.
Ramphal, Shridath S. **Eguity and Sustainability: A Southern

Perspective^, Ecodeclsxaji, No. 1, 1991.
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the society and between the society with the state. The 
mechanism to do so is a mutual coercion, mutual agreed upon'^ 
the spirit of mutual vulnerability. This idea has been 
developed in redefining the notion of security. It rejects the 
old concept based on self-interest and adopting a new 
principle of coramon-interest The logic here is that
agreement upon the reality of mutual vulnerability will 
strengthen the commitment of mutual coercion. In this respect 
sharing knowledge plays a critical role.“

2. Effective popular participation in decision_ making. 
The development process in developing countries is typically 
dominated by the state. The society needs to iricroaso itr; 
control over the state. This idea is proposed by the WChi) 
which argues that sustainable development requires a pol it icnl 
structure which secures effective popular participation in 
decision making.^

3. Eguitv of well-beings. This indicator refers to the

Garxett Hardin explains that social arran^f^nts that prt/tnct? 
responsibility are arrangements that create coercion, of scaue sort. Th<- 
only kind of coercion he rectxmaends is mutual coercion, mutually upon by the majority of the people affected. Hardin, Garrett; “The Tro'fody 
of CtsMJOn”, Science, vol. 163, p 1243-1248, 13 ttecetcber 1968.

See " Cocason Security”, a brochure released Citizens' Inquiry Intc 
Peace and Security in Canada.

^  The need to share knowledge is prcxnoted by International Institut*? 
for Sustainable Development. One of the twofold focus of this Institute is 
coasatmication : to engage people of all backgrounds in producing and sharing knowledge about sustainable develoja^nt by {%) identifyinq 
locally-generatW knowledge and action for broadest dissemination and 
integration into decision making, (2} exploring new ways to communicate sustainable development concept and practices, £3) providing broad access to sustainable develogent information. See brochure released by 
International Institute for Sustainable Development.

^  The World Commission on Environnœnt and Development, op. uic., p.
65.
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need to redefine the goal of development. Development is about 
improving the quality of life of human beir^s, which is more 
than just satisfying material needs.^

The politically sustainable development is not only that 
which promotes eradication of poverty but also prevents 
excessive affluence to occur. They both are environmentally 
destructive.*^ Hoîre than that, sustainable development 
requires a commitment to fairness and equity.**

D. CONCLUSION.

The challenge for the future study of sustainable 
development is to enhance interdisciplinary approach in order 
to overcome the current weakness: the unavailability of a 
coherent theoretical ground in which various thinking 
presented in this chapter link to one another, instead of 
excluding one another.

This study adopts a radical position, argues that changes 
toward sustainable development should be at a paradigmatic

Bearing in mimi the frasæwork of human development, the quality 
of the well-being hiosan-beings is oot only determii^d by the satisfaction 
but also the balance their ne^is, Includiog that of individual-social 
needs, material-spiritual needs, siibjective-objective needs and 
qualitative-quantitative neWs. The balance is b^wrtant in avoiding 
excessive reliance on materialistic satisfiers of n^ds.

Ramphal, Shridath S., op, cit.
** The role of equity in sustainable developi^nt is discussed 

extensively by Julia Carder and Hark Roseland, **Thinking Globally: The 
Sole of Social Sgaity in Sustainable DeveiopBœnt® and "Acting Locally: 
CooHDunity Strategies for Equitable Sustainable Itevelopœent", both are in 
Alternatives, Volume 16, Nu^ier 3, Octcâ>er-Boveaiber 1989.
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level. It attempt to stand in the middle of ecocentriu and 
technocentric poles as they are complementing one another. In 
addition it argues that sustainable development denies the 
validity of economic-growth-oriented development and promotes 
human development. Political conditions for such a promotion 
are enhancement of the spirit of mutual vulnerability, popular 
participation and equality.



Table II-l

II-l.
Matrix of Needs and Satisfiers.

Needs 
accord
ing to 
axiolo- 
gical 

category^

Needs according to existential categories

Being Having Doing Inter
acting

Subsis
tence VPhysical 

health, 
mental 
health, 
equilibr
ium , sense 
of humor, 
adaptabil
ity

2/
Food,
shelter,
work

3/
Feed,
procre
ate,
rest,
work

4/
Living
environ
ment,
social
setting

Protec
tion

5/
Care, ad
aptabili
ty, auto
nomy, equ
ilibrium, 
solidarity

6/Insurance
system,
saving,
social
security,
health
system,
rights,
family,
work

7/Cooper
ate , pre
vent, 
plan, 
take care 
of, cure, 
help

8/
Living
space,
social
environ
ment,
dwelling ;

Continued
* The column of BEING registers attributes. personal or 
collective, that are expressed as nouns. The column of 
HAVING registers institutions, nor^. mechanisms, tools 
(not in material sense), laws, etc. that can be expressed 
in one or more words. The column of K3ING registers 
actions, personal or collective, that can be expressed as 
verbs. The columns of INTERACTING registers 1 carat ions and 
milieus (as times and spaces). It s t ^ d s  for the Spanish 
ESTAR or German BEFINDEN, in the sense of time and space. 
Since there is no correspondii^ word in English, INTER
ACTING was chosen 'a faut de mieioc*.
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Table II-l Continued

Affec 9/ 10/ 11/ 12/ 1
tion Self Friend Make Privacy, |

esteem, ship, love, ca intimacy.
solidarity family ress. home.

partner expres space of
ship. sion emo togeth
relation tions , erness
ship with share.
nature take care 

of culri- 
vate, ap
preciate

Under 13/ 14/ 15/ 16/
standing Critical Litera Investi Setting

conscien ture, gate, of forma
ce , recep teachers, study. tive in
tiveness , methods, expe teract
curiosity, edu riment. ion.
astonish cational educate. schools.
ment, dis policies. analyze. universi
cipline. com mediate ties.
intuition. munica acade
rational tion pol mies.
ity icies groups,

commun
ities

Partici 17/ 18/ 19/ 20/
pation Adaptabil Rights, Become Setting

ity, res- affi of par
receptive pons ib- liated. ticipate
ness, sol ilities, coo interact
idarity. duties. perate, ion, par- ;
willing privileg propose, tics.
ness, de es , work share. associa
terminat dissent. tions,
ion , dedi obey, in churches,
cation. teract, communi-
respect. agree on. ties, ne
passion. express ighbor
sense of opinions hoods,
humor family

Continued



Table ll-l Continued

Idleness 21/ 18/ 19/ 20/
Curiosity, Right, Become Setting
percep respon affili of par
tive -ness. sibili ated. ticipate
solidari ties, cooper interac
ty, wil duties. ate, pro- tion.
lingness. privi p o s e . parties.
determina leges. share. associa
tion, ded work dissent. tions.
ication. obey. church
respect. interact. es, com
passion. agree on. muniti
sense of express es, nei
humor opinion ghbor

hoods
family ;

Creation 25/ 26/ 27/ 28/
Passion, abili Work, Produc
determin ties. invent, tive and
ation. skill. build. feedback
intuition. method. design. setting.
imagina work compose. work
tion, bol interpret shops ,
dness. cultural
rationali groups,
ty , auton audienc
omy, in es , spa
ventive ces for
ness , cu expres
riosity sion,

temporal
freedom

Continued
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Freedom 33/ 34/ 35/ 36/
Autonomy, Equal Dissent, Tempo
self rights choose. ral/sp
esteem. be atial
détermina different plastici
tion. from, run typassion. risk, de
asser velop
tiveness. awa
open- reness ,
minded commit
ness. oneself,
boldness. disobey
rebel-
1iousn-
ess.
tolerance

Source: Hax-Neef, Manfred; Elizaide, Antonio .ind
Hopenhayn, "Human Scale DevelojMnent: An Opt ion 
for the Future", in Development Dialogue. I'm't 
(1), p. 33,
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CHAPTER III

AmHCmnBZMi-ISPELORraflAL 
FRMDEWCnUC OF XHD(^1E»IA*S VSVEUOSMBST

The previous chapter mapped out various thinking of 
sustainable development. Indonesia seems to adopts the 
technocratic reformism thinking. With regard to the map in 
Figure Indonesia is located in the bottom-right.

Sustainable development in Indonesia is adopted an 
additional component which has to be inserted into the overall 
development framework. The framework is labeled by Park Sa- 
Myung as an authoritarian-developmental stated Analyzing this 
framework will explain the rationale of adopting the 
technocratic reformism approach.

The authoritarian-developmental state framework relies on 
the exercise of state's power. There is an optimism within the 
state that its apparatus, institutions and instruments are 
capable in "controlling” the nature. The functioning of a 
managerial, regulative and technocratic capabilities are the 
driving force for sustainable development.

The first section of this chapter describes the political

Park, Sa-Hyung, The State, Revolution and Hevelopjr -itt A 
Comparative Study of Transformation of the State in Ind<^nesia and the 
Philippines, Dissertation at the State University of New Xork at Buffalo, 
1988
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structure in Indonesia since indej^ndence in 194b. This 
description is important because it provides context for the 
following discussion. The second section discusses the othor 
part of the framework: developmental state. The third section 
of this chapter discusses the excess of the concentration of 
power on the hand of the state.

A. STATE.

Officially, the framework of Indonesia's development 
promotes human development.^ The Guidelines of the state 
Policies [the GBHNl̂ . for example, suggests that:

National development [in Indonesia] is the 
development of the man and the whole Indonesia 
society in all aspect of life. This means that 
development is not merely the pursuit of materia] 
gains such as food, clothing, housing, health and 
so on, or spiritual satisfaction like education, 
the sense of security, responsible freedom ol 
expression, the sense of justice and so on, but 
a I so as a proper and harmonious balance of both : 
that development shall be spread evenly throughout 
the country,; that it is not just for the benefit 
of a certain group or part of the society but 
intended for the whole society and must be rea11 y 
enjoyed by the whole of the people as improvement 
of their standard of living containing social 
justice, which is the aim and ideal of our

 ̂ It is expressed in the top legal/political documents, suf.h as tfit.- 
Constitution ami the Decree of the Peoples’s Consultative AsstMfUiy {tie 
hPS), which is highest institution of the state structure.

 ̂ This docuiœnt is tte product of the People's Consultative 
Assembly, the represent of the supremacy of the people.



independence.remphases added1*

From this quote, it is obvious that development in Indonesia 
is supposed to be dedicated to the improvement of the quality 
of human beings both materially and spiritually, individually 
and socially. In a practical sense, however, the focus of 
Indonesia’s development has been on economic growth, instead 
of human development. In some cases, it has become an 
obsession. The GBHH itself emphasizes the focus on the 
economic aspect of development.

Emphasis on economic growth encouraged the adoption of a 
capitalistic development type^ regardless of the rhetorical 
antipathy to the notion.® The state-led capitalist mode of 
development that Indonesia aimed to bring about is grounded on

Decree of the People's Coosulta'tive Assea^ly of The Republic of 
Indonesia Ho. II/HPR/19S3 on The Guidelines of State Policy (the GBHH). 
This document further en^hasize that : "The Indonesian nation is desirous 
to have a harmonious relationship tetween man and his God, between man and 
his fellow-men and the environment around him, to have a gtxad relationship 
between nations and harmony between the ideals of worldly life and the 
pursuit of happiness in the hereafter, l^cause harm)nious life bettæen man 
and society is the ultimate goal of national development; briefly called 
a prosperous society based on Pancasila".

 ̂ All Rx^ison's writings cm Indonesia assame that the country is a 
capitalist state. He states this explicitly in ’'The Transformation of the 
state in Indonesia", Hulietin of concerned Asian ScholsTB, vol. 14, no- 1. 
-Tanuary-March 1982 on p. 48. Hackle agrees with him in the sense that the 
country has b ^ n  aaploying an econcasic system which has been creating a 
society which is beccxaing more and more capitalist. See Hackle, J.A.C.; 
“Harta dan Kuasa dalam Kasa Orde Baru" (Wealth and Power during Hew Order 
Period), Prisma, Pebruari 1984, p. 31.

® Kunio's assertion clarifies this paradox. "Since the term 
‘capitalist’ has become a dirty word, those who play 'capitalist' role do 
not usually want to be called by this term, and those who write about them 
often avoid doing so. Why the term has acquired a derogatory connotation 
is not exactly clear, but perhaps Karl H&rx's attack on capitalian has 
been the most ir^rtant contriimting factor", Yoshihara Kunio, The Rise of 
Ersatz Capitalism in South-East Asia, Oxford University Press, Singapore, 
1988, p. 1.
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the theory of the developmental state.^ The core argument in 
the theory is that appropriateness of state involvement in the 
process of capital accumulation would lead to suceens in 
economic-growth-oriented development. The determinant ot 
development success is the state's commitment to economic 
expansion, and more importantly, its capacity to implement 
well-chosen development strategies.® In doing so the statu i;- 
assumed to have a strong relative autonomy in order to be able 
to chose and implement its strategy.

The logic of the developmental state framework io that 
the strength of the state is dedicated to direct social change 
toward an end, such as rapid economic growth. A technocratic 
approach, in which rationality and ability of export;- to 
control resources is strong, is favorable for the 
developmental state framework. To allow this mechanism to 
happen, the state needs a stable political environment and a 
high degree of obedience to the state.

To assure that the state is capable of controlling th<. 
society, the state relies on an authoritarianism’ which will

Gordon White and Itobert Wade are among the leading supporters cf
the develogBsental state argument. The notion of developsœnt in i f
their writing implies economic development. See for example, Gordon Wljitu, 
{ed.}. The Developmental State In East Asia, MacMillan, London, 19RR.

® Deyo, Frederic C., The Political Scoaaay of the Sew A.iion
IndvstrializatioB, Ctorneli University Press, Ithaca, 1988, p. 227.

’ Usually authoritarianism is contrasted with deosocrac/ -in<J 
totalitarianism. Oa the n ^ d  for authoritarian rule see: Robison, PichacU, 
Indonesia: The Rise of Capital, Allen and Unwin, 1985. Ho ca/c:
’’Authoritarian rule ... is presented as a necessary component of 
développât, thereby lifting the state above the realm of politics and 
denying legitimacy to political activity, political opposition and critics
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works hand in hand with corporatism^'^. ïet, it avoids 
totalitarianism because it is aware of the inefficiency in 
enforcing totalitarian rule. The state even may restructure 
the entire politico-econoay in order to make the society 
politically apathetic and easy to govem.

B. THE EhRHATIOK OF AH AUTHOBXTARZAN STATE.

The notion of state is more then simply a government or 
regime. Instead, it incorporates administrative, legal, 
bureaucratic and coercive systems. It attempts not only to 
restructure relationships between civil society and public 
authority in a polity but also to restructure many crucial 
relationship within civil society.^’ Given this concept of

of the regime.”

Usually corporatif is contrasted with pluralif. This distinction 
refers to the relation between interest groups and the state. Wade, op. 
cit., p. 27, explains that :

[I)n pluralist regiBœs, interest groups are voluntary 
associations, f r %  to organize and gain influences over state 
policy corresponding to their econraaic or political resources.
The precess of government consists of the competition between 
interest groups, with goverœænt bureaucracies playing an 
important bat not generally dominant role. In corporatist 
systems the state charter or creates a small nun^ber of 
interest groups, givlr^ tt^m a monopoly of representation of 
occupational interest in return for which it clairm the right 
to monitor them in order to discourage the expression of 
"narrow,” conflictive demands. The state is therefore able to 
shape the demands that are made upon it, and hence —  in 
intention —  maximize cc^liance and cooperation.

Stephen D. Krasiœr, Osfending the Satlonel Interest: Aaw Materials 
Investment and U.S. foreign foiicy, Princeton, S.J., Princeton University 
Press, 1978, quoted frc^ Park, Sa-Hyot^, TAe State, XevoJatlon and 
Oevelop^nti A Comparative Study of Transformatiœi of the state in 
Indonesia and the Philippines, Dissertation at State University of Bew
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the state, the emergence of it in Indonesia requires a brief 
description of both the society and the authority.

The heterogeneity of civil society in Indonesia parallels 
its geographical character. Indonesia is the largest 
archipelago in the world, comprising more than seventeen 
thousand islands.’̂ Java is the centre of concentration of 
the population as well as of the development of the country. 
Although it is only about 7 jÆJrcent of the total area, it is 
occupied by 60 percent of the national population. The larger 
islands: Sumatra, Kalimantan, Sulawesi and Irian .Taya
constitute 19.6, 21.4, 15.9 and 15.1 respectively. Moreover, 
Java is the location of most of the big cities {i.e., over a 
million population): 9,603,000 out of 10,868,000 inhabitant;, 
of big cities are in this island.

The nation state of Indonesia was established in Am}ur,t 
17, 1945, as Sukarno and H, Hatta declared its
independence.'^ Sukarno, who then became the first prosidont, 
popularized the pursuit of ’revolution’ as a national c^oai. 
The main political arrangement at that time was dosigtn'd to

York at Buffalo, 19SB, p. 15. See also Petras, James and f'o-Kt.un.j, Hui "state a ad Development in Korea and Taiwan", Studies in Politi’-.tl 
Econosy, 34, Spring 1991,

These islands are spread in the tropical region of southeast Asi.., 
in between 6̂  08* north latitude and 11° 15’ south latitude; and betwt-c-n 
94° 45’ and 141° OS* east longitudes. The sire of the country is estimatird 
at 5,193,250 sq km which consists of 2,027,087 sq kim land territory and 
3,166,163 sq km sea territory. There are five major islands - Sua,atra, 
Java, Kalimantan, Sulawesi and Irian Jaya - and about 30 saiallec groups. Only about six thousand of the islands are inhabited.

The former colonial power (the Dutch) declared recognition of its 
sovereignty four years later.



con^-olidate national unity. The relevance of this was not 
merely of the lack of political integration^^ but also 
because of the diversity within the nation. The national 
slogan 'unity in diversity* fBhinneka Tunoaal Ikal symbolizes 
an important socio-cultural characteristic- The country is 
comprised of hundreds of ethnic groups, each of them having 
its own local custom and language. Yet, they can communicate 
through a national language fBahasa Indonesia!. The existence 
of a national state united them through their diversity^^.

Indonesia experienced three major political changes since 
its independence. First, the country experimented with western 
style of political arrangements, liberal democracy. The 
society was fragmented into a number of ideologies, ethnic and 
religious groups. In their struggle for political power they 
were competing with one another intensively and extensively. 
Pervasive conflicts were not only took place at a formal level 
—  such as between political parties —  but also in social 
activities. These were conflicts sustained until 1957, 
motivating President Sukarno to launch a dramatic change.

The new arrangement concentrated national power in the 
Presidency. Liberal democracy, in which conflicts were

The effort of the Dutch to retain its colonial power it the 
country was launched through the politic of divide end rule. Yet, the 
nationalist movement was capable to challenge and overcome these colonial 
cf forts.

The philosophical framework to manage this diversity is expressed 
in Sanskrit language as **Bhinneka Tunggal Ika”, næaning unity in 
divcirity.
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tolerated, was substituted by 'guided democracy*. In thif. now 
arrangement the President assumed central power and had 
privileges in guiding the decision making process. In i .u t , 
the guidance from the President is the manifestation m  

authoritarianism. President Sukarno decided to use 
authoritarian measures to overcome the political ocnnojitic 
crisis that prevailed at that time. He dissolved the ,doeted 
representative body due to the pervasive conflict which 
rendered it unproductive and created a new body to which 
members were appointed.

The authoritarian measure successfully reduced t lie 
previous level of massive conflicts but two main opp-.c. i n) 
forces remained: the military and the Indonesian t'ommiin i c.t
Party fPKIl. The President’s power depended on his aid lit y tc 
strike a balance between these.

During the 'guided democracy' period, the economy was 
deteriorating, The^e was an acute economic dis'-qui 1 it i iun 
until 1966’*. The government budget deficit was î inan-cq by 
money creation, causing hyperinflation. Total budget d« ticits. 
from 1960 to 1966 were: 10.2%, 26.3%, 41.2%, 167.71, v n  .u" , 

1602.9% and eventually 16700.0%, respectively’̂ . The severity 
of condition reflected in this budget deficit and inflat imn is. 
described by Crouch as follows:

Suttoi), Hary; "Indonesia, 1956-70", in Klllick, Tony {o-i.; 7h<- 
XTfi" a n d  S t & b i l i z a t i a a ,  1984. p. 70.

ihid.
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The year preceding 30 September 1965 was marked by 
a wide spread feeling in Indonesia that the 
political system could not last as it was for very 
much lor^er. Ihe economy appeared to be approaching 
collapse as inflation raged out of control, 
production in many fields declined, the neglected 
economic infrastructure deteriorated, foreign 
exchange reserves were depleted, and foreign aid 
became increasingly difficult to obtain. The 
machinery of government had ceased to carry out 
many of its functions as pervasive corruption 
permitted officials at the top to enrich themselves 
while impoverished lower-level employees barely 
-tjrvived.

A failed coup attempt by the PKI in 1965 set up a moment 
for the third political change. This event not only resulted 
in a banning of the communist party but also shiited of the 
political power. Banning the PKI meant that power fell to the 
other two: President Sukarno and the military. However,
dissatisfaction towards Sukarno’s leadership led to his 
replacement by General Suharto in 1966’’. He named the regime 
the "New Order", in contrast to the "Old Order" under 
Sukarno's leadership.^ This is the third setting of 
political arrangements which has prevailed until now.

The backbone of the New Order regime is the military, 
especially the army. Since this regime come into power it 
became the major power in rtmnig the state ans it bureaucracy.

Crouch, Harold, The Army and Politics, Cornell University Press, 
ithkica and London, 1978, p. 21,

Since that time General Suharto has refined President of 
Indonesia. Formally, lœ was appointW Acting President in 1967 and 
President (definitively) in 1968- This regime identifies itself as the New 
Order government and call the previews regime the Old Order,

The dichotomy old-new in this context discredited the old one.
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To legitimize its role in politics it introduced the concept 
of the dual function of Armed Forced fdvi furvosi A B R n  . Thin 
allowed the military to expand its traditional defence roIe to 
become the sole determinant as to how transformation would 
lead and with whom to collaborate.

Inspired by O'Donne] 1 's concept of the buroaucr.it ic 
authoritarian state, Mas'oed points out five corapcntntf oi 
Indonesian political structure.^’ They are: (1) ccntrol oi
the civil bureaucracy, (2) the coordination of the an-.-i 
forces, (3) the loyal popular representatives, (4} th.- 
simplified system of political parties, and ( the 
President's office as the core.

1. There is no question that the bureaucracy is Mu- uMin 
vehicle for development. Controlling the bure.iucr.it i>■ 
institutions allows the central powers of the state to direct 
national development policies and programs. The outcome ot 
this control is the establishment of a top-down decision 
making process.

For example, the central government prepare;; C u  id* ! i n . . 

of State Policy (the GBHN) which determines the f r.ini-coi k , 
principles and strategy of medium and long-term development. 
These guidelines are then operationalized in the Five-ye.it 
National Development Plan (the REPELITA). Institution:; to 
carry out the top-down development planning mechanism are

Kâs'œd. Kochtar, pp. cit., p. 160-184.



National Development Planning Board { BAPPEKAS)^  and Local 
Development Planning Board fBAPPEIM TK. I and BAPPEDA TK. Ill 
at local levels. The funding of the development process is 
centrally controlled through the National Annual Budget (the
AiiBN} .

For effective control over the bureaucracy, the high 
ranking military officers are placed in strategic positions, 
serving in cabinet ministries, as governors, head of districts 
and so on- Moreover, many officers from Jakarta-based 
organizations were sent to local offices.^ This results in 
a consolidation of control over local governments.

2. Urilike Sukarno, who attempted to control the military 
by creating factions in each of its components, i.e., the 
army, navy, air force and polices Suharto did the reverse. In 
order to assure control over all factions in the military 
structure, Suharto launched reorganization. The position of 
army, air force and navy commanders which is * autonomous ' were 
lowered- At the same time a new institution was created, the 
ministry of defence and security, in charge of taking over 
their responsibility,^ They are now united as an integrated 
torce guaranteeing political stability and providing national

?? The regard of National Development Planning, see Amin, Teuku
Dzulkarnain, The Process of Planning; A Stady of the Effectivene&s of
Indonesia* s Nations! Developiænt Planning agencies, 1952-1979,
Dissertation, University of Pittsburgh, 1982.

ibia.

xbxd.
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security. Yet they are under his control. This control is 
secured by excluding officers who shows weak loyalty to the 
President. Two main ways in doing so are retirement by 

associating them with the ’left' ideology, or offering them a 
good position out side of the military, such as ambassador.

3. Suharto has been very successful in conditioning 

popular representation to the interests of the execut ive body. 
This is done by establishing an agreement with the leader ot 

the political parties on: (1) conducting a general election by 
using the list system, (2) increasing the numbei o: 

legislators (the DPR) from 347 to 460^, (3) giving t he
government authority to appoint 100 legislators and 1,- ; ft tti.- 
People's Consultative Assembly (the MPR). and (4) forcing ttv 

armed forced to give up their right to vote in goncmî 
elections. These agreements all favored his government . otiv i- 
important measures were to remove any representative oil ics jI 
who criticized the government and to ensure that those who ji " 
nominated for positions arc approved by the government. '

4, The New Order regime judged that the political partie;; 
during the Sukarno era we re too ideological as appo;;ed to 
program-oriented. This problem was exaggerated by the I act 

that there were a great number of parties. This is beiicwd to 
be the root of pervasive conflict in the past and by the 
token believed to have misled the people away from the goul ot

^  Recently, it is up to 5W) members. 
^  ibid.
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(economic; development. Simplification of the party system was 
designed to focus the people's attention only on economic 
development, and at the same time avoid the ideological 
conflicts of the past.

To consolidate the political sphere the military 
introduced numerous measures. First, it created a state party, 
the Golonqan Karva f G O L K A R I This party was developed 
through consolidation of functional groups introduced when 
President Sukarno was still in power into a joint-secretary 
named sekber GOLKAR.

As the general election was arranged to be held in 1971, 
these consolidated organizations are proposed to be a vehicle 
to win the seats in the house of representatives. To support 
this proposal, a doctrine called mono-loyalty —  meaning 
loyalty only to the government —  was imposed on the civil 
servants. All civil servants are organized in an organization, 
the KORPRI. This organization is the backbone of the GOLKAR. 
The effectiveness of the regime's measures is shown by its 
success i •> g u'ieral elections in 1971. It gained 62.8 percent 
of the vote compared to the other major parties that received 
troffl 6.9 to 18.6 percent. As a result the government party

The New Order reginæ does not call the OOLXAJi a political party, 
despite the fact that it is. The eetablist^ænt and the operation of this 
party is sponsored by the military. For a more detailed discussion see 
suryadinata, Leo, HiJICsjry Ascendancy and Political Culture: A Study of 
Indonesia's Golker, Moiaagraphs in International Studies, Southeast Asia 
Series, no. 85, Ohio University. Onlike other parties, this one still has 
a channel to reach the masses at the grass-root level through state 
bureaucracy. All goven^ænt officials have to be the member of the state 
party through membership in the Corp of Indonesian civil servant, the 
XOHPRI.
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gained 73 percent of 460 seats in the Houso ot 
Representatives^. Since th, the hegemony of the state party 
has been similarly unchallenged.

Parallel to this measure, the basis of the non-statf 
political parties has teen weakened. First, the regime imposeJ 
a floating mass policy, in which political parties were not 
allowed to have an organizational base at the grar.s-root 
level.^ Yet the state party still has access to tho ttuo.-.iu 
through the bureaucracy which is designed to be a component oi 
the state party.

Secondly, the regime forced non-state parties to nerg. 
into two groups; the Islamic and the nationalist,*” 'I'hi.- 
grouping weakened rather than consolidate ! the non-;.t it.' 
parties because of inherent hostility between fraction;-, within 
each new grouping. It means that the grouping interna! i/ol tin- 
conflicts and therefore weakening their popularity vis. a vir. 
the state party.

Third, the state enacted a law which obliged iij 
political parties and mass organizations to use tt!<'

^  The arnæd forces, do not vote, but they get 100 seats .
They are of course, part of the state party.

^  The lowest one is at the district level.

^  In 1973, tte Islamic—affiliated parties were merged into th»; 
United Developsnent Party (the PPP) and the non-islamic and nationalist 
partied merged into the Indonesian IJrasocratic Party (the PDI).
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Pancasila^ —  the state ideology —  as their only principle. 
This not only destroyed their identity but also weakened their 
ability to mobilize the masses on the basis of ideology.

5. Indonesia's political structure has been elitist 
although scholars of Indonesian politics characterized this in 
different terms: Karl D. Jackson calls it a bureaucratic
polity*^, King calls it a bureaucratic authoritarian^ and 
McVey calls it a %amstaat.^ îhe elitist form of the state 
relies on a centralizing mechanism through which President 
Suharto became the core. To assure his capacity to take 
control, the consolidation of power to the President's Office 
has pursued through several measures. First, the reliance of 
a Personal Assistant Body fAspril which functioned as a think-

It is pronounced as Panchaseela, consisting of two Sanskrit words 
pj/ica «waning five, and siJa meaning principle, meaning that it comprises 
five inseparable and interrelated principles. They are 
I. Belief in the one and the only God 
7. Just and civilized humanity
3. The Unity of Indonesia
4. Democracy guided by the inner wisdom of deliberation of representatives 

Social justice for all the Indonesia people. This concept is formulated
in the PreaoAile of the 1945 Constitution.

^  Jackson, Karl D, “Bureaucratic Polity: A theoretical Framework for 
the Analysis of Powær and Communication in Indonesia", in bis and Pye, 
Lucian W., Poiiricai Power and Communication ht Indonesia, University of 
California Press, Berkeley, Los Angles, 1978. Be defines bureaucratic 
polity as "a political system in which power and participation in national 
decisions are limited almost entirely to the highest levels of tte 
bureaucracy, including especially the highly trained specialist known as 
the technocrats". See, p. 3

^  King, Dwight Ï., "Ind&iesia's Kew Order as a Bureaucratic Polity, 
d Noopatrimonial or a Bureaucratic Authoritarian Regime ; What
Difference Does It Hake ?" (1979), in Anderson, Benedict ai«i Kahin, Audrey 
(ed.). Interpreting Indonesian Politics: Thirteen Contributions to the 
Debate, Interim Report Series Ko. 62. Second ïhrinting 1987.

^  KcVey, Ruth. "The Beamataat in In&inesia", in Anderson, Benedict 
and Kahio, Audrey (ed.), op. cit..
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tank for his strategy. Moreover, it also functioned as 'shadow 
cabinet*.^ Second, the creation of his own financial 
resources for patronage purposes.^

in summary, the New Order has successfully constructed a 
powerful and centralized state apparatus autonomous of d irect 
control from the society. Hence, it successfully created an 
independent political force to allow the state to perform it.;- 
developmental role. In addition, in doing so the military 
collaborated with technocrats. The first cabinet that
President Suharto formed on 2 5 July 1966, for example, 
incorporated a group of economists from the Kacuîty ot 
Economics in the University of Indonesia. They were, for 
example, Drs. Widjojo Nitisastro, Mohammad Sadi i , Emil ti.iiim, 
Ali Wardana, Subroto.^^ Some of them are still cab i net
members. The rest of the cabinet members ore nilitary
officers. The collaboration between the military and
technocrats in leading the development in îndunesia 
established the 'developmentalist regime'.

With the triumph of the "developmentalist® group ol

Muhaimin, ïahya A,, Slsaxs dan Politik: Kebljaksanaan Ekcm̂ ni:i 
Indonesia 1950-1980 [Business and Bolitxcs: Indonesians Eoono^aif Pol ii-y 
1950-I980J, LP3ES, Jakarta, 1991. This book is a translation of hi;; 
dissertation Indoaeslaa Economic Policy, 1950-Î980; The Politics oi 
Client-Businessman, Hassachussett Institute of Technology, 198?.

^  ibid.

They are known as the Berkeley fSalxa due to their similarity of 
their university-^ucation background at the University of California at 
Berkeley in the Onit^ states. Prror to formal recruitment ai; ministers 
they had been working with President Suharto on his personal staff 
(ASPfil), See Mas'oed, Kochtar, op. cit.
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political elite due to its control of the coercive 
resource of the state, the post colonial 
democratic-liberal state was transformed into the 
authoritarian-developmental1st state in
Indonesia .... The transformation of the state was 
marked, in its authoritarian political form, by a 
drastic shift in the predominant apparatus of the 
state to the state to the coercive or 
administrative apparatus away from the 
representative apparatus, and its developmentalist 
economic role, by a rapid expansion of the 
autonomous role of the state in capital 
accumulation

C. DEYELOI^HKThL STATE.

The developmental state emerged as a variant of economic 
development thinking guided by modernization theory.^ First, 
the pillar of economic development is seen as capital 
accumulation. As savings are invested in the productive 
activities, capital accumulates. This process then leads to 
economic growth. Second, the most productive activities, and

^  Park, Sa-Kyung, op. cit., p. 232.

Development thinking in Indonesia has been dcmiinated by 
modern i zat ion theory, which believes that development is a linear 
progress. On this theory see, for exaa^e, ftoetow, N.W.; The Stages of 
Economic growth i A Ifon-Can^mlst Banifesto, Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, 1971, Second Edition. See also keier, Gerald H.; Leading Issue 
in Economic Development, Oxford University Press, Kew York, 1984, Fourth 
Edition, and Emerging Erom Poverty, Cbiford University Press, Hew York, 
1984. Other examples are Lefis, W. Arthur; **The Dual Economy Revisited**, 
Manchester School of Economic and Social Stadiec, Ro- 3, Sept., 1979, and 
The Theory of Economic Growth, Richard D- Irwin, Inc., RïKiæwood, Illinois, 
1955. From Hirschman, Albert O. are. Essay in Trespassing : Econcnsics to 
Politics and Beyond, Cai^rid^ University Press, Cs^ridge, 1981, and The 
strategy of Economic DeveLop^nt; Yale University Press, Haven, 1958.

In fact, Rostm^'s theory of stages of econcmic develo^x^nt still 
drainâtes political rhetoric. The recent catchwmrd is how to attain self- 
sufficiency as a preparation for take-off.
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hence the biggest contribution to economic growth, is the 
industrial sector. Bearing in mind the centrality of the state 
mentioned above, the concept of developmental state reflects 
the state-led industrialization.

According to the jBHS. the priority of development in 
Indonesia is economic development by relying on 
industrialization as it "driving forces". This is obvious from 
the series of five-year development plans, fREPELITAs) 
Economic development, in turn, is believed to be the "driving 
force” for development of the country, i.e. to pursue the 
ideal state of justice and welfare for all the Indonesian 
people.

Theoretically, there are two specific modes of state 
involvement. White distinguishes them as parametric^’ and 
pervasive^. While either can bring about positivt.' 
development pattern, inappropriateness of state involvement

Agricultural development is not neglected, despite the fact that 
it does not share the priority of the industry. See Arme Booth, 
Agricultural Development in Indonesia, Allen and Unwin, Sydney, 1988.

T W  parametric mode assumes that the state is a quasi econemic 
actor. Its role is limited to provide a framek«3rk of institutions anh 
resources conducive to economic development. There are three forms c.f 
parametric action : to provide a regulative macro-economic management, to 
establish institutional context favorable to economic development and to 
provide infrastructure. White, Gordon and Wade, Robert, "Developmental 
State and Markets in East Asia", in White, Gordon {ed.j. Developmental 
State In East Asia, MacMillan, London, 1988.

^  In the jærvasive the state is involved more directly in tht.-
process of industrial investment, productiœi and circulation, elimination 
or circumscription of ecom^mic actors. The state has two ways to do so : 
through administrative and political measurea.
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can lead to two opposing dangers*^. Minimizing parametric 
involvement can lead to market failure. The weakening of 
competition over time results in the concentration of economic 
power in a few haiwis so that the market fails to provide 
desirable allocation of economic goods to a large part of the 
society. On the contrary, maximizing pervasive involvement can 
lead to bureaucratic failure. The excessive control of the 
bureaucracy over the economy can lead to inefficiency.

The challenges for the developmental state is to maintain 
the balance of those two types of involvement. In a more 
specific and operational sense, a kalance should be made 
between: (1) government regulation and market processes, (2) 
state and civil society, (3) domestic and international 
economies. The notion of balance accords a substantial role 
to the state as the executor of national economic interest but 
encourages a vibrant micro-economy operating in a competitive 
market context.**

The key to maintaining such balance is selectivity. State 
involvement in economic development is through a selective and 
systematic "intervention** of market forces- In regard to tne 
neo-classical distinction of ‘ii^jort substitution' vs, ‘export 
promotion* strategies, for example, South Korea and Taiwan 
neither contradicted nor chose between them. Instead they

White, Gor&xi, "Developmental States and Socialist 
Industrialization in Third World", in The Joarnal of Developaieat Studies, 
Volui^ 21 SO- 1 October 1984, p. 101.

** White, C. and Wade, R,, in White, G. {ed.), op. cit., p. 25.
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combined the two strategies both sequentially and 
concurrently.*® The underlying assumption is that the ntato 
has a reasonably efficient administrative institution, in 
addition, the state has the technical capacity to .inalyi'o 
problems, formulate feasible solutions and implement them in 
competent ways.

An illustration of state involvement is provided by w.uie. 
In the context of capitalist development he suggests that tho 
central economic role of the state is to use its pcnvor to:

raise the economy's investable surplus; ensure that 
a high portion is invested in productive capacity 
within the national territory; guide investment 
into industries that are important for the 
economy's ability to sustain higher wages in the 
future; and expose the investment projects to 
international competitive pressure whether directly 
or indirectly. The resulting intense cycle of 
investment within the national territory leads to 
rapid rises in labor demand, and hence to increase:-, 
in labor incomes and wide distribution of the 
material benefits of growth (even in the absence ot 
collective labor organization)

Wage suggests that the success ot East Asian economics is 
due a combination of three factors; (l) very high levrls of 
prœiuctive investment, making for fast transfer of newer 
techniques into actual production; (2) more investment in 
certain key industries that would not have occurred in the

lo c .  c i t .

Wade, Robert, GovBrn±ag the Æartet; £ccno{slCB theory a/id th-a Solo  
o f  G o vsm sen t Zn E&st A si& a i j i i i t iS C T i& liz a t io n , Princeton University Press. 
Princeton, 1990, p. 342.
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abTJcnce ot government intervention; and (3) exposure of many 
industries to international competition, in foreign markets if 
nut at home. Kc explains further that these are the proximate 
causes. According to him, they are themselves the result, in 
important degree, of a set of government economic policies, 
such as the use of incentives, controls, and mechanisms to 
spread risk. These policies succeeded because they have been 
[j'-rmitted or supported by a certain kind of organization of 
the state and the private sector.*^

Characteristic features of the developmental role of the 
state according to Perk are : (1) the accelerated
transnatlonalization of the economic structure, (2) the 
emphasis on undertaking autonomous accumulation in the public 
sector as well as support for accumulation in the private 
sector, and (3) the strong material and coercive capacities of 
the state to tormulate and enforce its own priorities for 
ac e u nu l a t io n Th e s e  will be elaborated in sequence,

1. Transnationalization of the economic structure in 
Indonesia began when the New Order regime assumed power. An 
outward-lociing strategy was adopted to stabilize the economy 
which was in crisis. The state established economic 
cooperation with capitalist states in order to channel 
investments and loans from international capital.^’ In order

ibid., p. 26-27.

Park, Sa-Myuny, op. cit., p. 269.

See Mas*oed, Mochtar, op. cit., p. 61.
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to guarantee a fa/orable investment climate the Foreign
Investment Act fUU Penanaman Modal Asing. PMAI was enacted in 
1966. To enforce this Act the state established investment 
Coordinating, Board (BKPHi . The state pledged to return 
nationalized^^ foreign enterprises to their original o«.ner;. 
and restore the role of market forces. As a result, toreign 
capital immediately organized the Inter-Governraenta1 Croup un 
Indonesia (IGGI) consisting of the World Bank, the 1 Ml', .mi
thirteen Western countries which regularly provided 1 u.mr. i u
Indonesia,^’ The influence of a laissez-faire ph i I o:ui[<iiy,
aimed at producing maximum economic growth and relyinu iu - ivi Sy 
upon investment by international corpir.3te capita 1 , 1 ct-'i
until 1975, at which point there was a resurgence ot c - tn< ni. 
nationalism stimulated by an oil-boom.'’̂

2. Autonomous capital accumulation was pursued through 

the control of strategic economic positions.

The New Order state monopolized many key sectors i.i 
the economy and participated in directly productive 
and entrepreneurial activities through st.stu 
enterprises. It monopolized the all-important oil 
sector, which provided over 70 percent of tot.il 
exports and more than 50 percent of state revenues, 
through the state oil corporation PERTAMINA, while 
most exploration, development and production wen- 
conducted by foreign capital under production- 
sharing agreement. The state also controlled the 
mining and processing of other minerals. In the 
agricultural sector, the state monopolized the

Such nationalization was done under Sukarno. 

Park, op. cit., p. 275.

Robison, cp- cit., p. 131.
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internal and external trade of main food grains, 
and state estates were major producers of sugar 
palm oil and rubber. In the manufacturing sector 
the state controlled most large-scale industries 
producing cement, fercilizer, steel, paper, 
textiles, petrochemicals, electrical equipment, and 
so forth. The financial sector was also controlled 
by the state, which supplied over SO percent of all 
commercial credits through five state banks, and 
the role of private commercial banks was 
insignificant.^^

In order to encourage the development of domestic 
capital, the state enacted the Domestic Investment Act fUU 
Penanaman Modal Dalam Negeri. PMDN) in 1968.

I. In order to strengthen state's capacity in formulating 
and enforcing its priorities, the state has consolidated its 
power through the formation of authoritarian state and 
collaborate with the technocrat. This was the subject of the 
previous discussion and therefore needs no more elaboration.

D. EXCESS OP KB AOTHORÏTARIAH-DEVELOPMENTAL STATE.

The condition that allows the partnership between the 
liuthoritarian form and the developmental role of the state is 
the strength of state power. The transformation of the state 
allowed Mackie to assert that "No other non-communist state in 
Southeast Asia has anything like such a prominent state sector

Park, op- cit., p. 273-274.
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as Indonesia”.^ Robison labels the Indonesian state as a 
pact of domination among the politico-bureaucrats.^*’

Excessive state power in Indonesia, however, ir. 
problematic. The role of the New Orler state in rapital 
development is the subject of Robison's writings, one oî whii-h 
is Indonesia: The Rise of Capital.^ instead of tlio state 
replacing the role of capitalists and becoming the dri v i ng 
force of economic-oriented develop.sent, it has created what 
Kunio calls ersatz capitalist.^^ He means *ersat:'. * as unal 1. 
to function as that in the Western and Japan socU't it-r..‘

A parallel ssertion to that of Kunio was mado by Ari< i 
Budiraan who sugg ts that the state has fail in brimjirsg ai-mi 
the developmental state. Instead, the state turned ti-

Mackie, J.A.C., "Property and Power iti Indonesia", in r. 
Richard and Young, Kenneth (ed.), The Politics of hiddh- luJ ; ,.
Monash Papers on Southeast Asia - No. 19, Center of S./utdi.-.tL t A- i .
Studies, Monash University, Australia,

Robison, Richard, Power and Economy r;: Suhacr-i* r Ini : i,
Journal of Contesnporary Asia Publisher, Manila, 1990, p- 1 SO-1S i.

^  Robison, Richard, (1986), op. cit.

Kunio, Yoshihara, op. cit..

^  According to Kunio, capitalism in Southeast Asia ( in.jiwut ; 
Indonesia) is ersatz in three different meaning. First, thf- di.-vt-lijisi-t i.t ' 
capital in this region has been lar^ly confined to the tertiary ut- t. i, 
unlike that of the West and Japan where it is confined to the i iviur*r; 1 1 
sector. Capital in the Southeast Asian region cannot act as the engine t.-i 
sconcfflic development because it does not have export capacity.

Second, capital in this region is doiB* lated by the Chinect.-. Frum tit<- 
point of view of what he calls Muslim f. .aroentalist and chauviiu ut ic 
nationaiist which hold "anti Chinese" sentinænt, this type of capit., 1 i;: 
ersatz.

Thirdly, from t W  point of view of laissée-faire eci>iioa;ists tht- 
Southeast Asian capitalism is dominated by rent-seekers. In proving this 
he points out strange breeds of capitalism such as crony capitalists and 
bureaucratic capitalists and so on who seek not only protection fr<xri 
foreign competition but also concessions, licenses, monopoly right, and 
government subsidies in the form of low-interest loans ibid., p. 3-4.



bureaucratic capitalist state (according to Arief Budiman) or 
military bureaucratic state (according to Robison).

According to the scenario of the developmental state, an 
efficient capital accumulation, either led by the state or 
private bourgeoisie, takes place after a strong and 
authoritarian state is established. This happened in South 
Korea, Taiwan, and Singapore but not in Indonesia. As Arief 
rsiidiroan asserts:

After a strong state emerges, efficient capital 
accumulation does not follow. Instead the state 
bureaucrats starts to enrich themselves, using 
their bureaucratic power as their "means of 
production." They prevent the emergence of a strong 
bourgeoisie outside of the state.

Indonesia is unable to comply with the capitalist framework 
that it intended to, due to abuse of power- Budiman suggests 
that as a strong state was established, the state bureaucrats 
started to take advantage of their strong political position.

It is worthwhile noting that the bourgeousise in 
Indonesia was divided into Chinese and indigenous businessmen. 
They all cooperate with the state apparatus in a pattern in 
which the latter gives political protection, market monopoly 
and other special facilities, while state apparatus and 
businessmen shared in profits. Usually, this co-operation 
between the Chinese and the state was mediated by a client

Budlman, Arief, “The ajsergssce of the Bureaucratic Capitalist 
State in Indexéesia", in Lia Tech Ghee (ed.). Reflections oa Development in 
Southeast Asia, Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1988, p. 112
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bourgeoisie comprising mostly of close relatives ul the 
bureaucrats.

The state, according to Arief Budiroan, is not a tool c£ 
the bourgeoisie, but the ^bourgeoisie** enters the r.tate, 
becomes the state bureaucrats, and does business Irom 
the state. Therefore, the means of production is not monetary 
capital, but the bureaucratic power of the state.*’

It is well known in Indonesia that the tamily oi 
President Suharto is extensively involved in busino:;;-,.'* l ; s 
this study, only their involvement in management of oii-ani- 
natural-gas and forest are mentioned. Mrs Suharto’s bruth. r, 
Bernard Ibnu Hardjono who own the Gunung Ngadeq Jay.i nroup ot 
companies, involved in logging among other. The Prei.iUtnt 
youngest son, Hutomo Manda la Putra leads a trading euntp.my î I 
Humpus. This company has given an exclusive agency right ter 
the methanol and purified terphalic acid (TPA) that I'Kk'IAHniA, 
began to producing in 1986. The oldest son, s ig : t 
Harjojudanto, is also involved in business. He is a key f igur,- 
in the Hanurata group which bids for logging concer:; i cnr. 
Together with his father's close associate. Bob Hasan, who i;.

ihid., p. 124, 
ibid,

^  See Time 3 February 1992. Kanio asserts that President Suh.itl'. inn. 
self have invested in business, particularly in Liem Siue Llong's 
ccKnpaniea. But, this assertion is unverified because he has nut done so j!. 
his sane. Kunio, op, cit., p. 69. Lian shares monopoly on clove 
with Probosutedjo, a half-brother of suharto, beira also a ma for s' .pj.lii r 
to the PBRTAHISA.



well known as ’King of Timber’, he plays a role in plywood 
industries. Banibang Trlhatmfxljo, President's second son, 
through his business group Bi^ntara —  comprised about 30 
companies, is involved in LNG transportation and petrochemical 
manufacturing,^ There is no legal basis, and even no need to 
prohibit President's families to be in business. However, 
their involvement is politically interesting tecause the use 
of state power is involved in promoting their business.

Most of the bureaucratic capitalists in Indonesia came 
from the military. The most prominent is Ibnu Sutowo, the 
former director of PERTAMINA. He was a lieutenant-general upon 
retiring. He established the largest private indigenous 
business group when he led PERTAWNIA. The group is involved in 
a wide range of activities: including manufacturing, auto
assembly, trade, logging, banking of property and 
shipbui Iding.** The use of state power is indicated by the 
blur between his public and private business empires, between 
his partners and clients in private business, and contractors 
and business partners of PERTAMINA.^

Kunio, op, cit., p. 70.

See Robison, op. cit. and Shin, Yoon Bwan, Ùeaiystifyljig the 
Capitalist State: Political Patronage, bureaucratic Interests, ssd
Capitalist in Formatiez in Sosharto's Indonesia, Dissertation at Yale 
University, 1989.

^  Robison, op. cit., p. 350.
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E. COlKïLUSICæ.

Indonesia is an authoritarian-developmental stato. 
Authoritarianism is considered as the price for succosr. in 
economic development. The perpetuation the authoritar ian- 
developmental state framework dictates the adoption oi 
technocratic reformism approach to sustainable development.

The authoritarian form of the state, in tact, k.is 
established by President Sukarno as a reaction to tho taiUitf 
of liberal democracy in 1950s. The New Order regime m.iintnint d 
it tor a different purpose; securing the econoraii’-gî owt h- 
oriented development under the developmental state î in k.

A series of restructuring processes have boon untiert.iki-n 
by the New Order state aimed at safeguarding tlio iL’lativt- 
autonomy of the state. This is considered a nect : t.ury 
condition to allow the state to implement its dov*■ 1 rn jit 
strategy.

The results of the restructuring is not only excf.y!. i vt 
use of state power but also the apolitical attitude ot tti> 
society. Moreover, the New Order state also replaced the 
political-oriented development model under Sukarno*;; 
leadership with econosic-oriented development. While this 
replacement has successfully allowed the society to be tree 
from pervasive political conflicts, the apolitical society ir. 
too weak to prevent the abuse of state power. As a result, tho 
authoritarian-developmental state framework suffers from tho
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abuse of the power. It appears to be a bureaucratic or 
military capitalist state in which elements within the state 
apparatus can easily enrich themselves through the use of 
state power.
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CHAPTER IV

LZMXTS OT 8USZ&ZB1SUE OSVEIO^SMT 
UirogR B I I X m m m R Z A H - O T V H O m Q R A L  

s ^ a s  FSBm sm xBK

Chapter III described the authori tarian-devc ! opment .i 1 
state framework as the manifestation of tho tochncx’rat it 
reformism approach. This chapter discusses the limit of thif- 
approach.

It begins with a description of the official view and itr. 
policies on sustainable development. The official v icw i;. 
mainly managerialistic, which incorporates the technocrat i r 
and legalist approaches. This perspective, in fact, i*.- the 
consequence of the domination of the state.

The second part discusses the paradox between the 
weakness of institutions charged with implementing sustainable 
development and the powerful forces which are control liiKj tin 
development process in the traditional manner. The last p.ut 
provides a political assessment of this paradox.

A. OFFICIAL VIEWS THE R31ICIES.

1. OFFICIAL VIEW,
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Managerialistic. From the state perspective sustainable 
development is a matter of a rational and wise management of 
natural resources and environment. This is expressed in the 
GBHN of 1978 which was the first document that took 
sustainability into account.

Rational use of Indonesia's natural resources is 
necessary in the execution of development. 
Exploitation of these natural resources should not 
destroy environmental living conditions and should 
be executed by an overall policy which takes into 
account the needs of future generations.

This statement is repeated in each edition of GBHN^. meaning 
that a managerial approach is perceived as an avenue toward 
sustainable development.

The adoption to such an approach is easy to understand. 
To fulfil the obsession for economic growth the state needs 
access to huge amounts of capital. In the domestic economy, it 
has no option other than to rely on natural resources and 
environment to generate revenue or guarantee loans.^ Such a 
reliance on natural resources, especially oil and gas in

In each GBSN and REPELITÂ, excluding that of the first period, 
sustainable development is always defined as an issue of natural resources 
and living environB»nt sanagenænt issues. Peritxi by period, these 
documents provide more detailed directives.

 ̂ In addition to this source the Hew Ortter used international 
capital to b£x>st tl% economy. For tl» issue of the attitude of the New 
Order state toward foreign investment s œ  Sill, Sal, Foreign Investment 
and Industrialisation in Indonesia, Oxford University Press, Singapore, 
1988. also Has’t^d, Mochtar, Skoatmi dan Struktar PolitJJc i Order Bara 
1966-1971., LP3ES, Jakarta, 1989, translated from his d isE^rtat ion, Tke 
Indonesian Economy and Political Structure During the Early Sew Order, 
1966-1971, The Ohio State University, 1983. Also Robison, Richard, 
Indonesia; The Rise of Capital, Allen and Dmfin, 1986. They suggest that 
as the Hew Order regime casæ to po&^r it emrouraged foreign investaænt, 
aid and loans to boost the economy.
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Indonesia's economy, is well-known and will be discussed 
elsewhere.^ Massive exploitation of forest resourccss also 
began just after the New order government come to power.

The dependency on natural resources is apparent Horn 
export profile. Ten commodities (petroleum products, torcst 
products, rubber, coffee, tin, palm-oil, tea, pepper, tobacco, 
and copra cake) make up 91.73 percent of the total exports in 
the period 1969-1978- The critical role of oil in export 
earnings of Indonesia is indicated by the fact that on avot .uj> 
it accounted for 58.12 percent of the total.*

The changing role of oil is also apparent in the 
composition of the state’s earning suggested in Table iv-i. As 
the oil-boom in the 1970s faltered, the vulnerability oi 
Indonesia’s economy due to its dependency to oil revenue 
became overt. The government began promoting primary exportr. 
other than oil and natural gas products. The main contrlljutor 
was the forestry sector but a variety of other primary 
resources also increased. By 1986 non-oil and gas earnings

The cco^rebensive study of the dependency of Ixidc«iesij’s «.-'.-omu,// 
on oil and gas and other resources is done by Reksohadiprodjo, Sukanto; 
The Role of O H  and Gas and other Resources in the Eoo/iomic Oevelopfsenc uz 
Xzidonesiai Problesis and Prospect, Dissertation at University of Colorado, 
1981. He lists natural resources endowœnt of Indonesia, including
both the non-reiæwable and renewable. The first includes; petroleum, tin. 
copper, nickel ore, i^uxite, iron sands, mai^anese, coal, gold, silver, 
lead, zinc, granite, iodine, kaolin, quartz sand, limestone, chromite, 
volcanic sulphur, rock aspbklt, phosphate rock and marble. The second 
includes: forest products, fisheries, water, and plantations that produce 
(rubWr, palm-oil, coffee, tea, kernel, copra, and pei^>er). p. 3.

* ibid., p. 6.
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Table IV-l. Co^>ositlon of tto^stic Earning During 
REPELITA IV, 1984/65 - 1988/89 {%)

63/
84

84/
85

85/
86

86/
87

87/
88

88/
98

BEPE-
LITA
IV

Oil and Natural 
i gas

66.0 65.5 57.9 39.3 48.3 40.9 49.9 1

Other than Oil
and ifatural gas 34.0 34.4 42.1 60.7 51.7 59.4 50.1

! Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Source: Renc&na PaabanguTiao Tahun Keliisa 1489/90 - 1993/94,

Buku I [Fifth Five-year Development Plan, 1989/90 - 
1993/94, Volu^ I.

surpassed those of the oil and gas industry.^
Regulative. Since success of the authoritarian- 

developmental framework is heavily dependent on the ability to 
utilize the strength of the state, it is not surprising that 
the development process in Indonesia is overwhelmed with 
regulative measures. The Constitution and the GBHN. the 
REPELITAs. and many other official documents^ are the 
manifestation of the state's regulative characters. All of 
these documents are ordered in a hierarchical manner, meaning 
that regulations which are set at the upper levels affect all 
the lower levels.

Technocratic. Another derivative of the reliance on state

Reksohadiprodjo, Sukanto, pp. cit., p. 65-

 ̂ Other legal products are (1) Acte —  which are decided 
coliaboratively between the President and the People Representative 
Council {DP5} —  {2) GoverfMsent Regulations {PP), (3) Presidmit Decree, 
(4} President Instructions, (5) Ministry Regulations, [6) Kinistry Decree, 
(6) Ministry Instruction and (7) regulations each local governments, both 
at the provincial level and at the district.
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power is technocratic problem solving. The Environmental 
Impact Assessment is a gotxî example of the technocratie 
approach to sustainable development. Environmental Impact 
Assessment fAMDALl is the main instrument for environmental 
protection in Indonesia. The legal basis of this measure is 
Government Decree (PP) Nuniier 2 9 of 1986, which determines 
that Environmental Impact Assessment is required for the 
following projects; (a) landscape modification and al terat ion,
(b) natural resource exploitation both renewable and non
renewable, (c) processes and activities which can potentially 
cause inefficiency and deterioration of natural resources, (ti) 
process and activities which produce damageable product to 
social and cultural systems, (e) processes and activiti>c. 
which produce something that can influence the sustonaiu-c ol 
natural resources conservation areas and cultural 
preservation, (f) the introduction of new plants, animal-.-, and 
organisms, (g) processes and utilization of organic and 
inorganic resources, (h) the utilization of technology whicti 
is potentially damaging to the environment,^

See Sunoto, Developing Gover/vsejital Organization for Arh 
Zategrsted Envlraamental Management in Indonesia , Kastt-r 
Enviror^sntal Studies, York University, Deceisiier 1989, p. 68.

Environi^ntal assessnent, according to the existing régulâtkjji, in 
not only required for the proposed, but almo for the existing activities. 
The detail^ guidance for conducting enviroimiental impact assessment is 
provided by the K L S  through the enactment of several Decrees by  Kinistt-r . 
Mas hchmad Santosa suggests that ®îtjhere are thousands of potential 
candidate projects that can bs reviewed. It was estimated that wht-ti the 
EIA Regulation was pr<%mIgated, 10,054 projects and activities were
candidates for EIA review/". See Santosa, Mas fichmad, “Environmental Law in 
Indonesia”, paper presented at a 1990 Public Interest Law Cufderencn, 
March 1-4, 1990, University of Oregon School of Law, Eugene, Oregon, p. 
13.

Being techïKîcratic oæaaures of controlling the quality of
S Î



The previous discussion suggests that the managerial ist ir 
perspective, complemented by technocratic and rct3ul.1t ive 
approaches are important in achieving sustainable development 
from the government perspective, but are insufficient with a 
deeper understandii^ of sustainable development. This is due 
to the naivety that the state is free from self-interest and 
completely serves the interest of the society- As the proviou-.- 
chapter has pointed out, the framework of tho author i t.n ian- 
developmental state lead to the abuse of state power.

Ihere are political factors which are hidden beyond tht' 
management process which are detrimental to the achievement ot 
sustainable development. This is further elaborated in section 
B.2.

2. TOLICIES OK SDSTAXKABLE DEV2LOMŒNT.

Policies on environmentally sustainable development all 
stem from Act No. 4 of 1982 concerning Basic Provisions lor

environiœnt, AtWAL requires a lot of eitperts from various fields, Uww, .,u 
attempt to næet tte need of both the quantity and quality of expierts f./i- 
AJWAL is under way. Mas Achmad Santosa adds that by 1986 the numlrf?i t j 
practitioners who took, tlæ EIA course —  assuming that they have a basic 
knowledge of EIA —  was 2,061 of type A (basic) and 237 of tyjx.- B 
(advanced). This simply is inadequate, especially in the Ministry of 
Industry, for largest mn^ser of development projects. 15 staff with typ»i 
A certificate had to ^ a X  with 6000 new projects per year, in the period 
of 1982-1986. Santoso, op. cit., p. 13.

Jhe reliance of A^AL/EIA on environsæntal controls should not 
overlook the weakness of only being appropriate at the project level. 
Suooto, op. cit. suggests that they are unable to handle the large sea if; 
develo^mnt process, such as mines, imiustrial developnænt zones and laud 
use planning.
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the Management of the Living Environment.® This Act provides 
a legal basis for the framework in managing the environment. 
This Act is considered an 'umbrella* for the provision of 
other regulatory initiatives and revisions- A list of some 
provisions of this document is shown in Tex Box IV-l.

Tex Box TV-1 Selected Regulations for Sustainable 
Development.

1. Act no. 5 of 1984 concemii^ Industries.
2 . Act no. 9 of 1985 concernir^ Fisheries.
3- G o v e m ^ n t  Decree (PP) no- 22 of 1982 concerning Water 

system.
4. Government Decree (PP) no, 17 of 1986 concerning 

Regulative Authorities, Guidance and Development of 
Industries.

5. Government Decree (PP) no. 29 of 1986 concerning 
Environmental Impact Asses^tent.

6 . President Decree no. 53 of 1989 concerning Industrial 
Zone.

7. Decision of State Ministry for Environment and
Population no Kep-49/MI3ŒIB/6/1987 concerning Guidance 
for Determining Significant Impact.

8 . Decision of State Ministry for Environment and
Population no Kep-50/MEMKI^6/1987 concerning Guidance 
in Conducting Environmental I^xact Assessment.

9. Decision of State Ministry for Environment and
Population no Kep-51/MENKLH/6/1987 concerning Guidance 
in Conducting Environmental Impact Evaluation.

10 Decision of State Ministry for Environment and
Population no Kep-52/MEMKLH/6/1987 concerning Deadline 
for Conducting Environmental I^iact Evaluation.

From a political perspective, the Act: (1) guarantees the 
right of the people to a good and healthy living environment, 
(2 ) obliges everybody to maintain the living environment and

Conservation and preservation is t W  central focus. This Act is an 
umbrella for the more detail regulatiœis in each developc^nt sector. For 
example this Act itself instructs enacti^nt of acts on protection of 
inorganic natural resources {article 11), conservation of organic natural 
resources and its ecosyst^ (articles 12), protection of man-made 
resources (article 13), protection of cultural heritage and so on
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to prevent and abate environmental damage and pollution, (3) 
guarantee the right of, and obliges the people to participate 
in the management of the living environment.’ These provisions 
are politically important because of the dominance oi the 
state's role in management.

This study does not attempt to describe the detail of 
government policies aimed at sustainable environmental and 
natural resource management. Instead, it outlines tho typo ol 
policies that the government pursues. See annex lV-1.

B. IBSTITBTIOlOa. VOWBR ARRABSEBEKT.

*Weak institution and powerful force" is a sub-heading 
that James Rush uses to describe the irony of forest 
management in tropical Asia.^® This, in fact, applies in the 
Indonesian case, even in a larger scale —  management oi 
natural resources and environment. The powerful state's force 
is not balanced by strong institutions to allow effective 
natural resource and environmental management. The weak 
institutional arrangement will be shown by insertion of KFJl 
into government structure and compared to the powerful forcer, 
which control oil and forest management. The unreadiness of

’ Articles 5 and 6, Act no. 2 of 19S2.
Rush, James, TJie Z^st Treef SscZsimlag the Environment In tropicaî 

Asia", The Asia Society, tew York, 1991, p. 48. In this sense the 
institutions are the rhetoric wtereaa the force is the political reality.
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these institutions to initiate the managerial process is 
indicated by Emil Salis's popular metaphor "to sail the boat 
while making it"J^

1. WKUt IffâTITOTIC».

There are four t y ^ s  of ministries in the Indonesian 
government structure. The majority of the ministries, such as 
Education and Culture, Health, Industry, Agriculture etc., are 
distinguished from all the others by havir^ local branches for 
implementing their policies. There are three ministries which 
coordinate activities between certain governmental 
departments: Politic and Security; Economic, Finance and
Industry; and Social Welfare. The third type is a state 
ministry which is mostly responsible for policy formulation on 
certain aspects but relies on other ministries for 
implementation. The example of these are; Population and 
Environment; Secretary of State; and Role of Women. Finally 
there are a number of junior ministries which function within 
the larger ministries mentioned above: such as Jr. Finance, 
Jr. Agriculture, Jr. Industry, etc.

To carry out the measures toward sustainable development, 
a ministry known as the State Ministry for Envelopment

Ibid. See also Kismadl et al. Enviroi^^stsl Sector Review {Phase 
11), Vol. 3, Jakarta, Ksrch, 1968.
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Table IV-2. Principal Government Agencies 
Environmental Responsibility

with

Government
Agency

Environmental Responsibility

Ministry of 
Health

Sanitation, food quality, 
pesticides

Ministry of 
Agriculture

Renewable resources, especially in 
agriculture, aspects of coastal 
zone management, fisheries, animal 
husbandry, pesticides regulation

Ministry of 
Forestry

Forest protection, production, 
nature refuges, forestry research, 
regreening and reforestation

Ministry of 
Mines and Energy

Non-renewable resources, off-shore 
mining, environmental geology

Ministry of 
Public Works

Water supply and management, human 
settlement, city planning, water 
and air pollution, energy

Ministry of 
Industry

Industrial control

Ministry of 
Communications

Noise pollution, pollution by 
shipping

Ministry of 
Manpower

Labor development and organization, 
occupational safety

Ministry of 
Transmigration

Transmigration settlements

Ministry of 
Trade and 
Cooperative

Trade in protected animals, plans 
and cultural objects

Ministry of 
Education and 
Culture

Environmental education, 
environmental study centers, ! 
protection of culture

Continued
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Table IV-2. Continued
State Ministry of 
Research and Tech
nology

Ecolc^, oœanography, natural 
resources inventory, supervision 
of research, technoli^ical de
velopment

Ministry of Justice Cfxiificatin of environmental law
Ministry of Finance Environmental budget
Ministry of Inter
nal (Heme) Affairs

Supervision of municipal and 
provincial agencies dealing with 
environment

State Ministry for 
population and En- 

1 vironiaent (Kliî)
Coordinating of environmental 
and population affairs, environ
mental supervision of develop- 
Effint projects, environmental 
impact analysis development and 
revi«:W

Specialized Agency 
(Selected):
Bakosurtanal National Coordinating Agency of 

Survey and mappii^
I Lembaga 11au Penge- 
tahuan Indonesia 
(LIPI)

Indonesian Institute of Science 
and Constituent Institutes

Lembaga Biologi Na- 
! sional (LBN)

National Institute of Biology 
(Part of LIPI)

Lembaga Oceanografi 
Nasional (LON)

National Oceanographic Institute 
(Part of LIPI)

Agency for Agricul
tural Researcdi and 
Development (AARD)

Working Group on Agro-ecosys
tems, Germ Plasm Protection, 
Commission, agricultural rese- 
andi ar*i development ^

Forest Products Re
search Institute 
(LPPH)

Timber a W  other wood products 
deve-lopment

Source: Kisnadi et al,. Report of the EnviTOnaental Sec
tor Review fPhase U K  Vol 3, Jakarta March 12 
1988, p. 18a-18b.
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Supervision and Environment (EglH) was established in 1978. 
Later on, in 1984, this became state Ministry of Popular ion 
and Environment or the KLH. From the beg inn it^ until the 
present, Prof. Dr. Emil Salim has be&n in charge of running 
this ministry.

KIÜ is a state ministry concerned with policy formation 
rather than implementation. The lack of enforcement power 
makes coordination extremely important because environmental 
affairs are under the jurisdiction of various ministries and 
non-ministerial agencies. Table IV-2 shows this. From ttii;. 
table, it is clear that there will be conflicts of interest 
between agencies in the implementation of env i i c'in-nt.« l 
policies because they each have their own agenda.

Even though the success of the mission of KIH depend;; on 
the ability to coordinate activities among minj;-,trii-;., 
Sunoto's research shows that this is still far from being abb- 
to do so. He concludes that interrelationships bftvcefi 
governmental organizations (Departments), which c 
responsible for managing the environment, have not developed. 
He also suggests that:

Interdependent working system among sectoral
organizations (departments) which are responsible 
for managing the environment are still not 
apparent. ... In addition, development policies and 
plans, which are usually prepared and formulated 
individually by sectoral organizations, do not 
encourage organizational participation in the 
process of achieving integrated environmental

Sunoto, op. cit., p. 119.
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management. Environmental management is seen as a 
separate part of sectoral development prs^rams 
which discourages increasing sectoral 
accountability and commitment to environmental 
management®.

KLH rely upon other ministries botli to follow the
policies formulated and to implement them at national and
local levels. Unless other ministries do these two things it 
is very unlikely that environmentally sustainable development 
will be successful.

This means that there is ambivalence in the role of KUi 
as indicated by its status as a state ministry. It has been 
assigned a critical role in identifying and resolving certain 
problems but has no power to ensure that they are implemented.

The need to strengthen the power of the implementing 
institution in charge of sustainable natural resources and 
environmental management was apparent. In 1990 the government 
established the BAPEDAL (the Environmental Impact Control 
Agency)-’̂ It will develop agencies at the local levels. 
These executive agencies, indeed, complement the role of the
KLH. In fact, it is led by Dr. Emil Salim, who is also the

ibid, p. 143-144-

TÎW functions of BJiPBDAL arei {1} to assist the President in 
formulating action plans to environmental impacts, (2) to manage
and monitor developsant which has significant impact on the enviroiBsent, 
(3) to develop preferential laboratories to man^e data and information on 
ei IV ir omental pollution, (4) to enhance public participation in 
environmenta 1 control, (5) to carry out otlmr tasks as instructed by tlœ 
Preaidental Decree Ko. 23/1990.

Craommication with Cutrier, Ds^ty SnvixonmentAl Impact Assese^nt 
iAXDALi Of the BAPPBÛ&L.
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State Minister of the KLH. However, BAPEDAL*s authority is 
limited mostly to pollution control.

The structural arrangement for the JIH also ambivalent in 
another respect. It desperately needs the ability to reach the 
masses but the existing arrangement does not provide a regular 
channel to do so. To alleviate this problem, the Bureau of 
Population and Environment IBKLHl was implanted under the 
directive of Governors and Head of Districts of the Miniutry 
of Home Affairs. Therefore environmental policies at the lee.il 
level are actually enforced through the Ministry oi ikime 
Affairs rather than the KLH. The structure of the iiKlh i;. 
presented in Figure iv-l.

A close look at the state's internal arrangement in 
attempting to bring about sustainable development show:- i 
vulnerable institutional arrangement due to ambivalence cî 
state's interests. On the one hand, there is an intcre::t te 
protect natural resources and environment, represented hy the 
establishment of the KLH. On the other hand, the remainin') 
institutions are still sustaining their usual busineru witij 
limited environmental concern. The position of the KiJi to 
instigate the sustainable development process, is constraInr-j 
by the internal political structure and its insufficient ! 
to perform its role.

A practical example of the weakness of institutionn tc. 
control sectors of the environment is found in the forest 
industry. The Ministry of Forestry suffer from the same

9 ;̂



Figure IV-1 Environmental Organization : Ministry of KLH,
Ministries, Provinces

r  ----
i Hinist. Education

Rector
UniversityProv. 

Dept.

President

Home Affair

Prov. Admin
Governor

Key :
Lines of Direct Contact 
Lines of Direct Cooperation 
Lines of Responsibility

Source: Modified from Bayliss, Michael, "Aspect of
Locational Policy", Environmental Sector Review. 
Volume I, Jakarta November 1983, p 31.

institutional ambiguity as the KIH. in that there are six
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ministries which are responsible in forest management'^. 
Coordination among them has historically been poor with only 
minor improvements recently.'^

According to the Forest concession Agreement (FCA), the 
concessionaires are subject to a number of conditions’® airoetl 
at establishing a basis for conservation and developing torcr.t 
industries. They are responsible for preparing lorcst 
inventories, for protecting the concession areas :rcn 
encroachment and fire and for proposing 2 0 -year, five-year and 
annual operating plans to the Forestry Department. Included in 
the proposal is a plan to reforest the area. The World Hunk, 
however, suggests that the Forestry Department has been un.ddc 
control the extraction practices of the concessionaire;,.’■" ,".u 
IXED report suggests that, although the concession agreement

oilIls outlines their responsibilities as follows: "The Koci-ti/ 
Department controls concession policy and log harvest; the Agrit ul; ujc 
Department controls policies affecting conversion of forest land lo 
crops; the Transmigration Department identifies land sites cte.u.d r 
resettlement for families from heavily populated Java and Bali t called Outer island, principally Kalimantan and Sumatra; the Dvfj,jrtiirt.'Dt 
Public Work does tlw actual land clearing for this program, the tu<-rgy 
Departtwnt issues oil and minerals concession on both forest aivJ unforested land; and still another agency, the State Ministry i-,i Environment [and Population], atteapts to introduce envtronnw-ntaj considerations into the policies of the other five, but with inf 
success". Cillis, Halcora, "Imfonesia: Public policies, res<,ur(.management, and the tropical forest", in Repetto, Robert and Gill in, Malcx^ (ed. ), Public Policies end the Misuse of forest ,
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1988, p. 90.

ibid.
On conditions set by the state see Sidabutar, Hiras P., Au 

Investigation of the Impact of Domestic Leg Processing and log J
Pestriczion an ladoaesis'B Export faming from Logs, Disst.-irt..i* jf.t. 
Submitted to University of Washington, 1988, p. 10-17.

The World Bank, ladonesiar SustainaJble Bevelopm^nt of forest, Ljud 
and Water, Washington DC, 1990, p. IB.
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is a good contract, for various reasons includit^ operational 
irregularities and institutional difficulties, both parties 
have failed to uphold fully their ctmmitment.^  The inability 
of the Ministry of Forestry to enforce its policies is clearly 
a function of the structural arrangement.

The Ministry of Forestry’s inability to control the 
operation of the business groups is not only because of its 
institutional weakness but also because of internal 
distribution of personnel. The World Bank reports that nearly 
50 % of all forestry staff manage forestry resources on Java. 
However, most of the forest areas are in the outer islands. 
This implies insufficiency of personnel in the outer islands, 
which means Forestry Ministry officials are dependent on the 
information provided by the concessionaires to assess the 
actual condition of the forest.

This lead to (an) understatement of the volume and 
quality of merchantable timber, and hence the 
royalties to be paid, and (b) a temlency to ignore 
legging practices and breaches of regulations, such 
as those intended to prevent relogging in
selectively logged areas. The negative consequences 
of these practices include an understatement of log 
extraction, significant reduction in revenues to 
government, overlogging and resource depletion.^’

2. POWEBFÜL FOBC^.

International Institute for Environs^st and Development and 
Coverment of Indonesia, forest Policies in Indonesia; The Suatalnsble 
Oevelopmeat of Forest Lands, Volume 3: Background Paper, p. 137,

21 The world Bank, op. cit., p. 10.
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The state assigned itself full control over natural 
resources, therefore it is responsible for their management. 
The cases of the oil and natural gas and the forestry industry 
exemplifies that state's managerial capability is unable to 
perform well because of the existence of other forces. These 
forces are represented by a development jdiilosophy which 
stresses on material progress and therefore overwhelms efforts 
to achieve sustainable development.

a. Kanagœent of Oil and Saturai Gas.

Management of oil and gas for the welfare of the people 
is conducted through the operation of PERl^AHIHA. the st.ite- 
owned oil company.̂  The history of this company proviUet- .m 
important lesson in the management of resources. PERTAMlNA'r. 
strategic position as a main supplier of money to the utato 
has allowed this company to avoid the management framework of 
natural resources and environment. Such an exclusion ir, 
reflected in a metaphor "government within government":

[Mjany people within Indonesia, including highly 
placed government officials, had been concerned fay

There are still many other state earned cmspaoleg which have? 
nœnopoly over natural resources and utilities, Sœtie of them are p.T.a 
Taffibang TiisaJj {tin), Arun {natural gas), Batobara (coal), Pitteks Tsstang, 
and BuAlc Asas {iron ore, nickel, gold, silver and others). See, shin, 
Yoon Bean, Desistifyiag the Capitalist State: Political Patronage-,
BuTeaucratic Interest, and Capitalist-in-Formation in Sotiharto'y. 
Indonesia, dissertation at Yale Oniversity, 1989, p. 113.
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the manner in which PERTAMINA, under Dr, Ibnu 
Sutowo, had conducts its affairs, asserting that 
its growth was proceeding outside the framework of 
any government regulation, and that it was in fact 
*a government within govemi^nt'.^

The lack of the accountability allowed the company not to 
report its records to the Ministries of Mining and Finance as 
originally required, therefore it was not subject to the audit 
of government agencies.^ Robison asserts that PERTAMIKft's 
annual balance sheets were never published, nor were open to 
discussion within the House of Representative (DPR). It was 
immune to the normal process of aœountability. This led to 
several violations, %diich are listed by Robison as follows:

(a) Pertamina did not pay taxes in 1958-63, and 
between 1967-69 at least Rp.6 . 8  billion in 
taxes had not been paid,

(b) Pertamina neglected to contribute to the 
Envelopment Fund 55% of its profits as 
stipulated under Articles 18 of Law 16, 1960.

(c) Liquid assets and foreign exchange earnings of 
Pertamina were not deposited as required in 
the Bank of Indonesia, but in foreign banks.

(d) Expenditure in excess of estimates were not 
explained.

(e) Pertamina had not passed on to the government

^  Coi, Jin Bee, The Petroleum Resources of Indonesia, Oxford 
University Press, Kuala Lumpur, 1982, p. 30.

Ibid., p. ISO. On this regard, Robison suggest that years
immediately following the eatablishoent of the Sew Order Governa^nt, a 
struggle for control of Pertamina took place ï%t«æeo those who wish^ to 
regularize its operations and make Pertamina accountable to the Ministry 
of Mines and those who wishai to retain its aotcnu^iy. The conflicts c a ^  
to a bead in 1967 when Minister of KiMs, Bratanata challenged Ibnu 
Sutowo's autfarity over allocation of drillij^ concessions, the process of 
tendering and the investment of Pertamina fusai. % e  President entered the 
struggle in a decisive manner, makii^ Sutowo directly responsible to 
Cabinet through the Cabinet Presidium. Pertamisa’s operation fcascase close! 
to public scrutiny and iasmsne to public accountability”, Robison, op. 
cit., 234.
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US$64 million in so-called 'data compensation' 
fees collected from foreign companies,^

The political interests in using the revenue of this 
company allowed it to expand its activities well beyond oil- 
and-gas affairs. It was involved in a 20,000 ha paddy estate 
in North Sumatra providing $150 million. PERTAMINA also 
participated in a 60/40 joint venture with the Ministry of 
Industry in completion of the ambitious and expensive Krakatau 
Steel plant project.^ The first phase of completion cost 
nearly $1 billion. There were many other low-cost projects, 
such as schools, roads, television stations, government 
offices, mosques, bridges, which would not result in financial 
return and which under normal circumstance, should have been 
undertaken by development agencies and not an oil company.

Even though the Director of PERTAMINA publicly claimed in 
1975 that the company does not grow or its own sake, in tact, 
it appears to grow for the sake of those at the core of state 
power. It serves as a main contributor to the extra-budget 
source for the President^ and the military. Robison makes 
this point clearer.

^  Robioen, op. cit.. p. 235-236.
^  This plant was originally started in the Sukarno Era, funcieti by 

Soviet Aid. It was suspended since the PKI failed coup d'etat, which tĥ T. 
led to a ban in 1965.

Ibid.. pp. 32-33.
^  Has'eæâ, Kochtar; op. cit., p. 180.
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Pertamina*s manopoly |x)sition in the oil and LNG 
field and Sutowo's Independence from ministerial 
control were secured in the mid- and late 1960s 
with the backing of the President and of Hankaa 
[Ministry of Defence and Security]. The reason for 
this support relates to the importanœ of Pertamina 
as a source of finance for the military. ... it is 
generally accepted that only 40%-50% of the 
military's real expei^iitures come from official 
budgetary allocations. The shortfall is met through 
a variety of means ... Pertamina's role as channel 
for the zmjor source foreign e a m i M  and state 
revenue made it particularly crucial.^

The extra-budget money in turn is u s ^  for any purpose 
necessary to strengthen the legitimation of the government. 
There are many funds which allocate this money to the society, 
two such fund are the President Charities fBantuan President 
and President Instruction finstruksi President The funds 
have financed programs for consolidating constituencies, or to 
gain support from the non-govemmental political forces. The 
delivery system allows the establishment of patronage, through 
which political economic control is maintained.

The lack of accountability and political use of revenues 
earned by PERTAMINA continued while the company's revenue base 
was expanding. However, its activities were financed through 
loans and guarantees based on the assumption of high oil 
prices. The temporary drop of oil prices led the company to 
financial crisis and a restructuring of the organization.

Within a short period of time PERTAMINA*s loans had

^  Rf^ison, Richard, ap. cit., p. 239.
S3 Has’oed, Kochtar, c^. cit., p. 182.
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exceeded the ceiling on short- and medium-term 
comaiti^nts set by International Monetary Fund 
(IMF) fi r Indonesia, so that the country lost its 
IMF stand-by drawing right. .... the company could 
not repay it short-term loan totalling $ 1 0 0  million
when these were due in February/March 1975. __ it
found that the company had incurred debts totalling 
about $7.6 billion, ..

Ironically this happened at the middle of the ‘oil boom* in 
the 1970s. Robison suggests that the total debt of PERTAMINA 
was US$10.5 billion. Of this, US$2.5 billion was owed for 
civil works contracts, US$3.3 billion for tankers, us$l. 9  

billion for the Krakatau Steel project.^
To show the severity of the debt, Robison compares with 

development budget of the country.

For Repelita I, 1969/70 - 1973/74, the total
development expenditure was %).1 232.8 billion or 
just under DS$3 billion, less than Pertamina *s 
tanker debts. For Repelita II, 1975/75, the total 
development expenditure, swollen by oil earnings, 
had grown to Rp. 9,126.5 billion or approximately 
US$22 billion, just over twice the size ot 
Pertamina*s US$10.5 billion 1975 debt.̂

The state resolved the PERTAMINA crisis by removing its 
Director General, Dr. Ibnu Sutowo and restructuring the

ibid.
^  Robiœm, Richard, (19S6), op. cit., p. 238.
®  IjKk>nesia*s budget system catégorisés expenees into tvo main cate- 

caries, routine and development.
^  Ibid., p. 238-239.
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company.^ Through Decree îfe. 4/1975 President Soeharto 
limited the activities of PERTAMINA. only to the operation of 
oil and natural gas activities by boosting outputs as high as 
possible for the welfare of the People and State; and to 
secure and supply the demand for oil, natural gas, and fuel 
for home industry.^

b. Manag^ent of Forest Resources.

Indonesia is one of the world's mast important tropical 
hardwood producing countries in terms of actual production and 
future potential. In Indonesia 63.5% of the land area is 
forest. It is more than twice the of world average of forest 
land per country. Ninety percent of forest land is state 
owned.

The state's interest in exploitir^ the economic value of 
its forest resources began when the New Order government took 
power. In 1967 the state established a framework for forest 
resource i^nagement by enacting Act no. 5. In it the forest is 
perceived more than just the source of revenue but is also

5S On the way the state resolve such a crisis, see, Ooi, Jin Bee, op.  
c i t . ,  p. 34-35.

^  Ooi, Jin ^e, op. cit., p. 35.
^  Haertsnan, Berman; “Forestry D^elop^nt in IrKkmesla", Invited 

paper presented in the GLO^-90 International Conference, March 19-23 1390, Vancouver Canada, p. 4.
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highly valued for ecolc^ical, social, agricultural purposes 
{Article 6 ) . Yet, two provisions emphasized the first over the 
latter three: (1 ) forest utilization is aimed at capturing a 
maximum yield for national economic development and social 
welfare, and shall be conducted in accordance with sustained 
yield and business principle, and (2 ) state forests are to bo 
utilized by the state itself, by the state jointly with 
private concerns, or by private enterprises appointed by the 
state.®

The exploitation of forest resources mostly relies on the 
collaboration between the ruling elite and capitalist groups. 
The state provides concessionary right, known in Indonesia as 
Hak Pengelolaan Hutan fHrai. to private enterprises. The 
forests "were consigned on a non-competitive basis tn 
individuals closely related to the military government and its 
senior officials, and to business organizations control led by 
the military".® Tempo reports that there are s', 8 
entrepreneur owned HPH^. but Rush suggests this is basically 
controlled by 50 conglo^rates.^^ This is because most of the 
HPHs are bought by the bigger co^>anies,'^ The list of the l'>

®  Sidabutar, Hiras P., op. cit., p. 8-9.
®  Rush, Jaaes, op. cit., p. 36.
^  Te^po, 26 Oktober 1991, p. 27. 

zbiH., p. 37.

^  Tte govermæat prohibits transfer of SPff, but Tempo 26 oktoJxjr 
1991 reports that it, in fact, is still happKiing.
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biggest concessioners ai^ the land they are controlling is 
shown in Table TV-3.

Based on Ministry of Forestry re«srds, Gillis reports 
that by 1983, the total area under concessionary agreements 
was 52.2 million hectares, not including 13.2 million hectare 
under the Foi^stry j^reement {concession awards in process). 
It means that 65,4 out of 143.98 million hectares were

Table IV-3 The Fifteen Largest Concessionaires.

Company Owner
Total j 

Area {ha)
1. Djajanti Burhan Dray 2,956,000
2. Barito Prajogo Pangestu 2,721,500

1 Kayu Lapis Ind. Gunawan Sutanto 2,484,500
4. Inhutani I State Enterprise 2,422,000
5. Alas Kusuma Suwai^i 1,789,000 !
G. Poradisa J.A. SumeiMlap 1,489,000
7. Mutiara Timber John Wenas 1,447,000
8. Bum! Raya Utama Adiyanto 1,275,000
9. Satya Jaya Raya Susanto Lyman 1,235,500 :
10. Kalimanis Bob Hasan 1,086,000
11. Iradat Ihiri 1,053,000
12. Uni 5raya M u h a m o  Ngadiman 985,000 !
13, Hutrindo Alex fUirompis 865,000
14. KorirKio Sung Im Youi^ 863,500

1 Inhutani II State enterprise 754,000

Source: Tempo. 26 Olctotex 1991, p. 27.
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conceded and in process of utilization through HPH mechanism. 
The World Bank in 1990 reports that there are now over 500 
concessionary areas, with an average size of about 1 0 0 , 0 0 0  ha.

The collaboration l.'etween Indonesia's ruling elites with 
the business groups reveal important lessons about the forces 
preventing the success of sustainable development. First, the 
concession right embodies the interest of ruling elite in 
channelling funds from the exploitation of forest resources to 
political activities. Shin suggests this point.

Forestry concession ... were one of the major 
sources of political financing for the political 
military elites. Power struggles among political 
and military factions and their financial need 
caused hundreds of logging companies to pop up in 
the beginning of New Order.^

Second, the dominance of the interests of the business 
groups led to bias in forest managcBmnt. This was further 
encouraged by the government interest to generate revenue to 
finance the development process. Like the oil industry the 
management of these resources rests under the obsession tor 
economic growth.

An example of the dominant interest of the busine;v, 

groups is the disregard for expertise in forestry management.

Many of the businesses who were given the 
responsibility for managing the concession had 
little if any experience In forestry; their major 
interest was the quickest possible return on their 
investment. Moreover, the contractors whom they

Shin, op. cit., p. 232.
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hired to conduct the logging operations often had 
little knowledge or experience of technically 
correct œethtxîs of fellii^ and road building which 
would minimize environmental impact. As a result 
the damage to the logged-over stand was very hi^i, 
affecting as much as 60 per cent of residual 
stand,^

Another function of 
the profit maximization 
orientation of the 
businesses is the 
disregard of the 
b i o d i v e r s i t y  o f  
Indonesia’s tropical 
forest. The utilization 
of forests under HPH is 
only for wood products 
because they are the 
easiest way to generate 
revenue* By 1970 the 
p r o d u c t i o n  o f  
Indonesia's tropical

Table IV-4 Annual Rate of 
Eteforestation in 
Selected Areas, 
1982-1990

Area
Annual rate 
(•OOO ha)

Sumatra 367.7 1
Kalimantan 610.9
Sula%fesi 117.5
Maluku 24.3
Irian 163,7 1
Husa Tenggara 14.5
Java 16.1

Source: Tempo. 26 Oktober
1991, based on FAO 
R e p o r t ,  F o r e s t  
Resource and Land Use 
in Imlonesia. October 
1989-

hardwood rose to 10 million cubic meters, from the average of 
2.5 million cubic meters in between 1960-1965.*^ It peaked in 
1979, at 25.3 million cubic meters. The production decreased 
to the level of 13.4 million cubic meters in 1982, due to the

Xotemational lostitute for aœî Development {USD) and
Government of Inttonesia, op, clc., p, 137.

45 litld,, p. 53.
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ban of log ejqporlÆ. (The ban will be discussed later in this 
section). Production recovered to a level of 26.0 million 
cubic meters in 1987.^ The environmental cost is represented 
by the rapid increase of deforestation. The World Bank 
estimates that 800,000 ha area is logged annually, more than 
the total area logged in all other countries in the 
region".*^ Moreover, rapid forest degradation has been taking 
place in main forest areas: Kalimantan, Sumatra and Sulawc-i 
as presented in Table IV-4.

Government policies similarly emphasize the exclunivt- 
extraction of wood products:

Forestry Department budgetary resources have been hcnv i 1 y 
concentrated upon utilization of the forest’s wood - 
prcxiucing capabilities. The Department has estimated its 
total financial resources in the last years from lysj to 
1988 to be about US$2.95 billion, if programs directed 
toward improving identification and utilization of non- 
wood products had received the same budget as, say, the 
proportionate value of non-wood exports in 1982, then 
about $384 million would have been spent upon these 
activities over the period 1983 to 1988. That is about 
US$75 million per year, roughly 62 percent of the recent 
annual value of non-wood forest exports. But projected 
spending in prograa^ and projects directed toward non- 
wood product was less than $3 million per year over th'- 
period.^

By overlooking the non-wood products, in fact, the 
government underestimates the value of the forest to the

^  Ibid., p. 53-54.
the World Bank, ladonesi&i Suscalnabia Peveiopment of Fore-;,t, f.m.i 

&nd v«cer, Washington IK, 1990, p. 10.
Ibid., p. 67-
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livelihood of local communities. Non-wood products, such as 
tongkawaiîg, damar, lopal, bird's nest, resin, sandalwood, 
sago, honey, natural silk, fruit, meat and an immense variety 
of products for phaurmaceutical and cosmetics, all can be 
harvested by local families without extraction of wood stand. 
Only the harvest of rattan aixi charcoal requires felling of 
wood stands.

Moreover, develc^îment of non-wotx3 prœiucts would have a 
positive impact on the wocm3 products.

"The greater the utilization of non-wood products, 
the m)re valuable becomes the tropical forest in 
its natural state, and the less is the incentive to 
extract wood products only. Therefore, policies 
that promote —  or at least do not hinder —  
efficient utilization of non-wood forest products 
are consistent with maintenance of both the 
protective and productive function of forest. 
Policies in place .... however, have the opposite 
effects", [e^hasis in original]*’

Third, the current arrangement while geared to maximize 
profits is actually inefficient in capturing rents.^ This 
is exemplified by the g o vemi^nt’s decision to strengthen the 
development of wood processing industry by restricting log 
exports since 1979. The ban, however, was weakly imposed, 
sidabutar notes this as follow;

I b i d . , p. 65.
The World Bank defiias rent as t W  difference betw^n the sale 

value of the timber ami the cost of harvesting it, including a reasonable 
profit margin to the concessionaire. It approximates the amount
a forest concessionaire would be willii^ to pay for the concession. The 
^rld Bank, op. cit., p. 16.
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Log esqjort in 1979 amounted to over 19 million 
Cum. irfiile domestic usage was less than 10 million 
Cum. The low volume of do^stic usage is not 
surprisii^; exporting log was i^re profitable than 
domestic prœJucts, even in the presence ot 
processing capacity. The high realization of Imj 
exports, over 100 percent of the quota, also 
indicates that the enforcement of FCA was still 
weak indeed.

Fitzgerald's research quantifies the loss of rents rosuiting 
from the ban.

Fitzgerald (1986) found that, in constant dollar^., 
for every dollar gained in value of plywood 
exports, more than four were lost in Ic^ exports. 
He estimates that forest investment of between 
US$1.0 billion and $2.1 billion in plywood 
factories caused a net drain on the nation's 
resources. Under these policies, domestic timber 
processing produces net social costs, instead of 
the benefits intended by the policy. In effect, 
potential rents were dissipated in the high cost oî 
investing in and operatii^ in effect inefficient 
plywood and sawnwood mills established merely to 
retain timber concessions. Under these policier., 
Fitzgerald notes Indonesians paid $956 million to 
plywood exporters instead of log exporters, ami 
lost value-added that would have resulted from 
additional exports of more than million cubic mc-tcr 
of logs per years

The World Bank report also reemphasizes this assertion. It 
suggests that in 1980, the state captured about 4 0 t of 
available rent, about half the amount collected in th< 
adjacent timber-producing area of Sabah, Malaysia. According 
to that report, the rent collection, since then, has fallen 
further. This results from (l) declining rates of collection

Ibid,, p. 13.

^  Quot^ frcm Gillis, op, cit., p. 97.
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and {2) understatement of harvest volumes. With r^ard to the 
second, the state collected about 85.8 million cubic meters of 
logs in the peri«i of 1979-84. This is much lower than the 
FAO's estimation of the harvest, 124.8 million cubic 
meters.^

C. STATE POWER IN RESODSCES AND ENVTROKMEHTAL MAKAOEKENT.

The central issue in the development process under an 
authoritarian-developmental state is the use of state's {Kjwer. 
The question is how to make sure that the demi nation of state 
over the society is capable in solving common problems.

This section shows the paradox of the consolidation of 
state ïKîwer and the need for a participatory approach to 
achieve sustainable development. On the one hand, in the 
managerial view there is a need for a strong power in 
utilizing common properties, such as natural resources and the 
environment, efficiently. This is the rationale of the 1945 
Constitution in giving the state responsibility to control and 
manage them. On the other hand, concentrating power threatens 
the effectiveness and the sustainability of environmental 
management. In the Indonesian case, it has led to the lack of 
accountability of those in fwwer, who have utilized them to 
maximize economic rents.

The ftorld Sank, op. cit., p. 16.
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There are conflicting interests embedded in the 
functioning of the state. On the one hand, the state attempts 
to encourgae sound management of natural resources and 
environment by creating sets of ii«titutions. The soundness of 
the management is heavily dependent on functioning of those 
institutions. On the other hand, the core power of the state 
attempts to resist the framework of the management. This is 
shown by the interest of the ruling elite to gain an 
independent control over PERTAMINA and the state's forest for 
its political and economic interests. Bearing in mind that the 
current institutions attempting sustainable development arc 
still weak, this inhibits progress in its implementation.

Unless the powerful forces of the state functioning in 
support of, instead of diverging from, the management of 
natural resources and environment the implementation of 
sustainable development suffers from internal barriers, in 
other words, the state reliance on its ability to manage 
natural resources and environment in achieving sustainaLlo 
develoïMaent is fragile due to the exclusion of state power 
from the practice of resources and environmental management.

The persistence of authoritarian-develcpi^ntal framework 
in Indonesia prevents the state fnsa adoptii^ sustainable
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dovelopment as a new paradigia- Instead, sustainable 
(icvclopinent is perceived as a modification of the current 
development by adding an environmental consideration, e.g. 
Environmental Impact Assessment. Sustainable development in 
Indonesia means environmentally sustainable, as oppose to 
developmentally, sustainable development. This is a reformist, 
os opposed to radical definition of sustainable development 
which is taken in order to perpetuate the authoritarian form 
and deve 1 opmenta1 role of the state.

The fact that the state plays a hegemonic role in 
development is politically 'fragile*. The lack of control of 
t rom the society allows the state apparatus to manage natural 
resources according to their own political interest deviating 
from the managerial framework. The belief that the state- 
dominated management of natural resources and environment is 
the avenue to achieve sustainable development is deficient 
because there are forces within the state which are 
unresponsive to the official management framework.
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ASKEX IV-1

Table IV-5 Policy Matrix of Sustainable Development in
Indonesia.

1 POLICy AREA STATED PROPOSED ENVIRONMENT
OBJECTIVES j ACTIONS AL IMPACT

1 Hacro- 
i  econxmics:
Government
Revenue

Government
Expenditure

* Increase 
Government 
revenue.
* Give a 
greater 
portion of 
government 
revenues 
for
regional 
development
* Halt 
natural 
resources 
degradation

* Capture 
more
economic 
rents from 
regional 
sources

* Add an 
environment 
al line in 
the
government
expenditure

* More 
efficient 
use of 
existing 
and additi
onal

* Increase 
environmen
tal quality 
considera
tion

External 
Trade Policy

* Promote 
trade 
surplus
* Promote 
export 
derived 
from
renewable
resources

* Review
incentives
to
activities 
that lead 
to lower 
level of 
population 
and
efficient 
use of 
renewable 
resources

* Reduce 
pollution 
within the 
area
* Reduce 
natural re
sources 
degradation

Continued
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'I'able TV-b Continued

1 Investment * Created * Review * Enhance
Policies a more investment more

attractive policies equitable
1 business toward more income

climate for sustainable distributi
1 foreign development on and
1 investors environment
I that carrying
I encourage capacity
I sustainable

development

Devel(^»aent
Planning
Regional * Promote * Introduce * Improve
Development industrial market- efficient

development oriented use of
zoning in policies in resource
the region combinations
* Promote with other
efficient policies;
spatial regulatory,
planning standard 

emission, 
and spatial 
planning on 
the region

; Planning * Develop * Improve * Improve
Institu an institu the function the
tions tional of district planning

planning (Kabupaten) process
framework BAPPEDA toward
toward (Planning efficient
sustainable Board) to use of
development include El- 

C-E2 [Eco- 
noffiic-cum- 
Environment3

resources

Continued
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Table IV-5 Continued

Data Base * Strengthen * Strengthen * Improve
Planning environmenta environmental environmen

1  informa Balance tal infor
tion on El- Sheets and mation ac
C-E2 analy manage El-c- ceptabilitysis E2 records to

facilitate
analysis of
sustainable
development
question

Sectoral * Achieve * Propose * Xaprove [
Policy intersector development efficient |

al integra format for use of retion to op comparing sources
timize in intersectoral
vestment for comparing
options intersectora1 

projects, 
consider!ng 
env ironmentaI 
consequences 
and opportun
ities 
foregone

Distributi
on of 1
Satuzal
Resources:

1 Water Re * Optimize * Enforce * Allow
sources of water regulation for more

resources for the use efficient 1
* Protect and charge of use of wa
the river water ter and 1
basin from * Expand slow down 1
pollution effluent depletion j
and natural standard to ol natural 1
resources the small resources
degradation industries * Improve | 

water qual- I 
ity 1

continued
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Table IV-5 Continued

Sand Mining * Reduce 
siltation
* Prevent 
natural 
resources 
degradation

* Propose 
development 
format for 
comparing in
tersectoral , 
considering 
env i roniaent a 1  
consequences 
and opportuni
ties foregone

* I:^rove 
efficient 
use of re
sources

Agricultur
al Sectors;
Irrigation
System

* Optimize 
the utiliz
ation of 
water

* Improve 
water charges

* Effi
cient use 
of water

Forestry
Management

* Increase 
the value 
of the for
est Î and

* Capture 
more economic 
rents through 
the forest

* Protect 
critical 
lands 1

Industrial
Sector: |
Pollution
Control

* Inter
nalize so
cial cost 
of pollu
tion

* Introduce 
tax-base in
centive and 
(diarge to re
duce pollution

* Reduce 
pollution 
in the 
basin

Industrial
Location

L

* Discour
age build
ing new 
industries 
along Sura
baya River

________ __ .

* Provide 
infrastructure 
on unproductiv 
e land
* Give incen
tive for the 
industries 
willing to set 
up plant in 
those areas

* Reduce 
pollution 
in Sura
baya River

Costisadd
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Table IV-5 Continued

Energy I 
Sector: |
Alternative 
energy sec
tor

* Encour
age the use 
of poten
tially non
polluting 
and non
depleting 
energy 
sources

* Encour
age the use 
of hydro
power and 
micro-hy
dropower

* Reduce 1 
pollution 1 
and depie- I 
tion of for- 1 
est 1

Infrastruc
ture I
Infrastruc
ture Devel
opment

* Improve 
market ac
cess

* capture 
more eco
nomic rents 
from impro
ved infra
structure

* Reduce 
congestion 
related to | 
efficient 
use of 1e- 
sources (

Institu
tions and 
manage
ments: 1

Environmen
tal Manage
ment of 

: natural re
sources

* Inte
grate envi
ronmental 
concerns 
with com
munity de
velopment

* Develop 
participa
tory appro
ach in man
agement of 
natural re
sources

* Reduce j 
environmen- j 
tal degrada
tion
* Increase 
environmen
tal aware
ness

Education
al-Vocatio
nal Train
ing

* promote 
the under
standing of 
dev elopment 
with envi
ronmental 
consider
ation (El- 
C-E2)

* Streng
then the 
teaching of 
environmen
tal disci
pline thro
ughout the 
educational 
system

* Increase | 
environmen
tal aware- |
ness j
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Table IV-5 Continued

Environmen * Improve * Improve * Contain
tal l a w law enforce and reduce
legisla enforcement ment pollution
tion capability capability and

* Enhance * Enhance environ
the public the public mental
knowledge knowledge in degradation
in environ environ
mental mental
legislation legislation I

Source: Asian Development Bank, Economic Policies for
Sustainable litevelopment. 1990.
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CSaPTER V

CTaïauaora wo» a k s i a m m ia :

Ttam ADTHORITailIJIH-DBVBIOKŒSTMafiK 
TO Sfl^TAZH&BLS aVELOMŒBT

The framework of authoritarian-developmental state still 
exist in Indonesia, Bearing in mind that sustainable 
development is a new development paradigm, accordingly it 
should replace the authoritarian-developmental framework, in 
Indonesia this is not the case. Rather, the concept modi l ie;-, 
the orthcxlox paradigm of economic-growth-oriented development 
by inducing concerns toward natural resources and 
environmental management. Most of its attempt arc at 
s t i-engthen ing state’s ability to manage environment and 
natural resources.

The success of the authoritarian developmental state in 
bringing about material progress is not justification to 
preserve its current framework. Progress has been achiev€?d on 
an unsustainable basis. From a political perspective, the 
authoritarian-developmental framework has difficulty allowing 
three criteria of sustainable development namely: (l;
equality, (2) mutual vulnerability, and (3) participation, to 
manifest in the practice of development, except in the formal 
sense.
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Conceptually, sustainable development is not a goal, but 
it is a process of ensuring that the development process 
improves people’s well-i^ing on a sustainable basis. It calls 
for a change at a paradigmatic level as veil as at a practical 
level.

The state always claims that its main mission is to serve 
development. Such a claim has to be proven by showing that it 
is willing to radically change the current development 
framework in order to create a £a>litically sustainable bases. 
With regard to map of sustainable development (Figure II-l in 
chapter II), the government position needs to moved from the 
bottom-right to the middle-top of the map.

This chapter shows the inability of the authoritarian 
developmental state to comply with three criteria of 
politically sustainable development. In other words, it 
demonstrates the difficulty in shifting from technocentric 
reformism approach into a radical approach in which 
technocentrism and ecocentrism are c%)sg)lementing one another.

The chapter begins with an assessment of performance of 
Indonesia's current develtqment, based both on the 
conventional and the politically sustainable development 
criteria. Ckjnventional criteria are mostly concern^ with the 
output but the other focuses on the process. To make the 
points clearer, the setasnd part of this chapter presents 
illustrations of how development has proceœied. "Rie third part 
identifies political tdiallenges that Indonesia faces if
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sustainable development were to be adopted as a new 
development paradigm.

A. TKE PEAPORMAKÆ OF INDONESIA'S OEVSDOMŒKT.

The main indicator of the orthodox style of development 
is economic growth, Indonesia’s economy in the period of I96‘j- 
1980^ has grown at 8 . 0  percent annually, despite the qlobal 
recession occurring in 1980-1988, it grew by 5.1 percent 
annually.^

As the developmental framework proposes, the industrial 1 
sector is the driving force for economic growth. This rector 
grew by 11.9 percent during the 1965-1980 period and by 5 .i 
percent in the 1980-1988 period. Within the industrial sector, 
manufacturing has shown the most impressive growth, a rate of 
12.0 annually during the first period and 13.1 percent 
annually during the second pericxi.*

The growth of the economy has allowed the improvement of 
people’s well-being. Some eles^nts of improvement arc

Data oo this paragraph are taken frras The World Bank, V o r l d  
Development Rsport 1991: Poverty, Oxford Uoiversity Press, Oxford, 1991, 
p. 180.

 ̂ At 1982, 1985 and 1986 the growth rate was very low. They were 
2.24%, 1.87% and 1.82% respectively. See, Sudlman, Arief, "The Emergence 
of the &ireaacratic Capitalist state in Indonesia", in Llm, Tech Ghee, 
Reflections on Develoj^ent is Southeast Asia, institute of Southeast Aslan 
Studies, Singapore, 1988, p. 127.

 ̂Xbid.
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Table V-i TrereJs in 
Envelopment.

Some Aspects of Human

Aspects of human develtqm^nt Value
1 . Life exp^tancy at birth {years)

* 1960 41.2 I
* 1990 61.5

2 . Under-five mortality rate (per 1,000 
live births)
* 1960 225
* 1990 1 0 0  I

3. Population with access to safe water {%)
* 1975-80 1 1  1
* 1988 46 1

4. Daily calorie supply {as % of 
requirement)
* 1965 81 I
* 1985 116 1

5. Adult literacy rate {%)
* 1970 54
* 1985 72 1

6 . Combined primary and secondary enrôlant 
ratio
* 1970 49 j

i * 1987 84 1
1 ^ ' Beal GDP per capita (PPP$)1 * I960 490 11 * 1988 1,820 1

Source; Adopted from United Nation Envelopment Programme 
(UNDP), Human Envelopment Report, Oxford 
University Press, Oxford, 1991, p. 127.

demonstrated in Table V-1.* People’s life expectancy at birth

This table Is fax frcm coverage of btsaan ctevelO|^ent.
With regard to t W  ooticm of balanced de v e l ^ S ^ t  discussW in chapter XI, 
this table only covers parts of the dimensions of himan developnenc. It 
does not covers the apiritual, t W  sœlal, tl* subjective qualitative 
di^nsions of well-l»inq. This, hc»«ever, will be discussed in the 
following section which examines the process of developsmnt.
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in 1960 was 41.2 years; by 1990 it was 61.5 years. Meanwhile, 
the under-five mortality rate dropped from 225 per l,ooo live 
births in 1960 to 100 per 1,000 live births in 1989. People':; 
access to safe water also has increased from 1 1  percent during 
1975-80 to 46 percent in 1988. The daily calorie supply in 
1965 was only 81 percent of the required. By 1985, it was 116 
percent. The adult literacy has increased from 54 percent in 
1970 to 72 percent in 1985- The combined priiwry and secondary 
enrolment ratio has increased from 49 in 1970 to 84 in 19R7. 
The real GDP per capita has increased from US$490 in I960 to 
US$1,820 in 1988.

In terms of poverty alleviation, Indonesia also achieved 
remarkable success. In the period of 17 years between 1970- 
1987, Indonesia reduced the number of poor from 67.9 million:; 
to 30.0 million.® The success in alleviating poverty is also 
confirmed by Sjahrir's research.^

The success of the state in bringing about development i;; 
shown not only by the objective indicators —  such as economic 
growth and poverty alleviation —  but also by subjective 
indicators. People throughout the country feel a high degree 
of satisfaction concerning their welfare as indicated by the

® Ibid., p. 39-40.

 ̂Sjshrir, Sasic Seeds ija ladtmesîmt Ecoa^aScs, Politics &nd Public 
Policy, Xastitvte of SoatWaet Asian Studies, Singapore , 1986, pp. 73-80.
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Table V-2 Provim:® by Household Welfare Score 1979- 
1982 S 1983-1986

Ptcvijuie 1979-1982 1983-1986

1 (2) (3)
1. Aceh 4.98 9.76 i

2, North Stœatra 5.25 9.03
3. West Sumatra 5.02 8.71
4. Riau 5.21 9.55
5. JaWdi 5.21 8.72
6. South Sumatra 5.00 9.15
7. %ngkulu 4.12 9.20
8. Lampui^ 4.88 8.88
9. Jakarta 4.88 8.97
10. West Java 5.16 8.46

: 11. Central Java 5.19 9.40 1
12. Yogyakarta 5.32 8.49
13. East Java 5.30 8.51
14. Ball 5.22 9.22 :
15. West Husa Tenggara 5.13 8.55
16. East Nusa Tenggara 4.79 8.99
17. East Timor 5.20 9.05 ;

1 18. West Kalimantan 5.11 8.89
19. Central Kalimantan 5.13 9.06

1 20. East Kalimantan 5.08 8.91
Continued

welfare score from each province in Table V-2.^ This table.

Data oo table V-2 axe ac&ïpted from Katiooal Sœio-Ecomsnic Survey 
1982 and 1988. la e&cb survey, the of t W  selected household wasasked to cc^^nt on selected assets of fcwifare. In the 1962 survey they were six aa^æts: (1) Access to transportâtIcm facilities, {2} Public
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Table V-2 (Xmtlnued.

(1) (2) (3)
21. South Kalimantan 5.28 8.80
22. North Sulawesi 5.57 9.46
23, Central Sulawesi 5.44 9.12
24. Southeast Sulawesi 5.55 9.12
25. South Sulaimsi 5.72 9.28 1
26. Maluku 5.54 9.38 :
27. Irian Jaya 5.25 8.23

Notes: Score means the average numiœr of aspects of
%%lfare the households feels comfortable. 

Source: Indicator Keseiahteraan Rakyat fWelfare
Indicators^ 1990. Biro Pusat Statistik, Jakarta, 
1991.

however, need to be read carefully because the score of 1979- 
1982 (column (2)) uses 0-16 scale whereas that of 1983-1986 
(column (3)) uses O-ll scale. Therefore a larger number in 

column (3) does not necessarily indicate an increase. For the

order sod safety, (3) Sealth cowittion of household ^asiærs, (4) Housirvj 
facilities, (5) Household socio-ecoBcanic coruJitiocs, and (6) The balance 
of household iocomm consumption. Those of the 1986 were slightly different 
and covered eleven aspects. They were: (1) hcræss to enroll in elementary 
School, (2) Recess to enroll in Junior High School, (3) Holiday 
celebration, (4) Access to transportation facilities, {5} Public order and 
safety, (6j Health conditio of boosaiuild members, (7) Bousing facilities, 
{8) Household ln««œ, {9) Food con swept ion of household, (10) Shelter 
condition, (11) Cloth of iuHisehold asmbers.

Welfare Zndicstar 1990 explains that for each question, there were 
four possible an^^rs available* better, wrse, cOTtiiuioasly good and 
continuously bad. ^useholds giving mi a n m m r : ’*^tter** or “continuously 
go«%j" all scorK) as 1 and those giving “worse" or “continuously bad" as
0.” After that, the average score of the s^sple houseln^ld in each province 
was calculated. For the 1982 survey the score ranged from 0 to 6 and for 
the 1986 survey the score ranged frcæ 0 to 11, Score 0 s^ans that the 
average household did sot live ccsnfortably in any particular asf^ct. score 
6 —  in the 1982 survey —  ami srore 11 -—  in the 1986 survey indicated 
that the average hou^bold felt cosiforbable with the indicators of 
welfare. 8 %  Welfare indicator 1990, Biro Pusat Statistik, Jakarta, 1991.
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period 1979-1982 the score was between 4.12 and 5.72 of a 
maximum of 6 . In the period of 1983-1986 it was between 8.23 
and 9.76 with a maximum of 11-

The success story of Indonesia's development still can go 
on and on, but there is one thing to be bear in mind, all of 
those successes represent the product of development. It does 
not tell the full story of the process of development. In this 
regard, most of the state’s concern is on the ’product' of 
development, i.e., economic welfare, rather than on the 
process of achieving it.

B. POLITIChI, SDSTJOiaBILITy OF TEE DEVEIiOPMEMT FSOCESS.

Bearing in mind that sustainable development essentially 
is a methtxiology in the process of development, assessing the 
product of development is not enough. In fact, the problems of 
politically unsustainable development arise from the process 
of development. Since the goal of sustainable development is 
the improvement of human well-being, it must 1^  conducted 
humanely,®

Essentially, the root of the politically unsustainable 
development is the way the state exercise its power. The 
r.tate's authoritarian style in exercising power does not 
encourage the three iixiicators of politically sustainable

® see tiæ OSDP, op. cit., 1991, 13 sjkÎ 79.
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development to perform well. The rest of this section shows 
that authoritarianism does not provide the conditions for: (1 ) 
enhancing equality in sharing the processes and the oroduct of 
development, (2 ) implementing the spirit of mutual 
vulnerabilitv between the state and the society and (:i) 
allowing a politically meaningful participation in 
development.

1. e q ua l i t y.

The authoritarian structure does not only have ,i 
difficulty in allowing an equal role between the state and the 
society, but also in distributing the successes of development 
discussed earlier. Because sustainability is about 
distributional equity’ allowing the aggregate results of 
development to be distributed unequally negates any 
quantifiable the success.

There have been attempts of the state to redistribute the 
fruit of development,’® however the inequality is difficult

As Professor So low argues, sustainability "io about into gets what. 
It is about the sharing of %«ell-bsing between present people and future 
people” Solcw, Robert H., "Sustainability; An Ecoc«nist*s Perspctive" The 
Eighteenth J. Seward Jotoson Lecture, June 14, 1991, Marine Policy Cuntrr. 
H(X)ds Hole Oceanographic Institution, %30ds Sole, Massachusetts, p. £>.

Emil Salim suggests policies targetW to lov«r the inequality 
which includes; ”3. Credit policies favoring the econcsiically weak arnJ 
disadvantaged such as small-scale investment credits, capital in'/estment 
loan and so on. ... 2. Policies aimed at developing small-scale industries 
through promoting “foster-cœspany* relation with big industries; the 
establishment of sssalX-scale industry co#^lexes and "industrial Village”
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to reverse. As Table V-3 shows, the Gini Coefficient of Income 
distribution has been increasing since the New Order 
government in power. It was 0.22 in 1964, increased to 0.30 in

1971 a n d to 0.34 in 1976.
Table V-3 IncOTie Distribution 

in IndcMiesia

Year

Gini 
Coeffi
cient of 
Income 
Distri
bution

Percen
tage of 
Income | 

Received 
by lowest 

40%
1961 0.30 25.3
1964 0.22 25.5
1971 0.30 26.8
1976 0.34 12.7
1980 0.46 10.4

Source: Arief Budiman,
1988, p. 125, as 
a d o p t e d  f r o m  
Hasibuan, 1984, p. 
18.

By 1980 it was 0 .4 6 . The 
increasing concentration 
of income distribution 
also indicates the decline 
in share of the lower 40% 
income-group of the 
national income- In 1964 
it took 25.5 percent of 
the national income. In 
1971 the share increased 
marginally to 26.8 but in 
1 9 7 6  it d e c l i n e d  
dramatically to 12.7. By

1980 the lower 40% income group ret^ived only 10.4 percent of 
national incoE®.^^

The deterioration of income inequality has coincided with 
the success in reducing poverty. This is an unusual phenomena.

to acccaeaH3date c o t t a ^  iiidnetry and ha»ücraft. 3. The establishment of 
"nucleus plantations” responsible for the de^lopment of smallholder' 
plantations around thaas. 4. Policies a i ^ d  at encouraging cooperatives, 
... S, Fotxi production g l i d e s  provldii^ subsidies and facilities ... 6. 
Policies favoring the ecœicœlcally weak Goverz^^it purchases and 
contracts. 7, Governa»nt spendii^ aimed at e ^ l oya^nt creation. See Salim, 
Emil, "îteveloïsænt with Equity: Indonesia's Future Challenge^, in Prisma, 
So.27, March 1983, p. 15.

11 Budiman, Arief, op. cit., p. 125,
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There is no sign that the inequality in the near future 
will get better, as Indonesia has been implementing Structural 
Adjustment Program.’̂ This has been done in response to the 
decline of the revenue from oil-and gas since the ear]y 
1980s.’’ As the external debt increased’* liberalization of 
the economy encourages the private big business groups to gain 
more control of productive assets. As Robison argues, the 
economic development in the New Order era has given rise to a 
number of very large and diversified domestic busincr.;-.

structural ftdjusti^nt Programs (SAP) are specific "packages" ut 
policies measures carried out under the auspices of the Internat umal Monetary Fund (IMF) and ti» World Bank. This "packages" aims at correcting 
economic destabiliration, especially related to debt repayment probltsnn 
experienced by most of Developing Countries. Cbossudovsky points out the 
measures as follow: "(1) Devaluation and unification of the exchange rate and elimination of exchar^e «ïntrol and oajltiple exchange rates; (?) 
Liberalisation of trade and elimination of protective tariff barriers; (J) Market liberalisation within the national econtmiy implying inter alia the 
elimination of subsidies and/or prices control; (4) Privatization nl parastatal, de facto privatisation of some social services; (5) Reduction of budget deficit and contraction of national and real government 
expenditure, austerity in govemœnt spending; (6) Q>ntrol of internai 
demand implying de facto control over real wages and labor cost through de—indexation,(7) Poverty alleviation schemes directed toward target 
groups."
See ttiossudovsky, Michel, "The Third World structural Adjustment 
Programs^*, Paper presented in Friday-Scxin Lecture Series at Saint Mary'n University, Halifax, Canada, March 1991, p. 14.

Studies on SAP are nunærous. Scaœ of them are Levitt, Kari; ”ccbt,
Adjustj^nt and Development: Lcxskiî  to the 1990s", Economic and Politic,,) Weekly, July 21 1990. The World Bank, Africa's Development and Growth 
the J960’s, IBRD, Washington, 1988.

”  On research on structural adjustment in Indonesia see Arndt, H.H., 
and Hill, Hal, “The Indonesian Economy: Structural Adjuetaænt after oil Boom", in Sandhu, Kemial S., Southeast Asian Affairs 1988, Institute of 
Southeast Asian Studies, Singapore, 1988. See also Hill, Hal and Dull, 
Tery (eds.), XBdoaesia Assessment 1990, Department of Political and social 
Change, Research Sctu^l of Pacific Studies, Australia Rational University, Canberra, 1990, Part 2-

’* According to The World Bank, Indonesia's debt service ratio (DGR)
had increase frost 19.8 perœnt in 1983 to 46.7 in 1988. The World Bank,
World Debt Table: Ssiter^jal Debt of Oeveloping Countries, First Supplement, 
1988-89 edition, p. 31.
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groups.^ They are the only econtmic agents bene fitting from 
the liberalization measures which leads to 
CO ng 1 ome t a r a t i on.

The emergence of cot^loi^rates leads to political 
vulnerability in pursuing sustainable development. Most of the 
conglomerates are in the hand of the ®non-indigenous® groups 
fnon-pribuffiii ; the Chinese. Of the 40 largest big business, 
ten are regarded as pribimi ? of these all but three are in the 
bottom half of the rankings. The issue of oribumi vs. non- 
pribumi in Indonesia is very sensitive.’® In fact, 
conglomeration just accentuates the present condition in which 
there are terwlencies for conflicts to emerge. The core of the 
problem is racial jealousy toward the Chinese.

Spatial inequality is another problem that the New Order 
has been attempting to resolve. Economic activity has been

Robison, Richard, cy. cit., 1986.
té

matter 7“, in Hill, Hal and Bull, %rry, o p . a i t . .  5he &)at prcaninent 
croî l osier ate is. Lies SLos Lioi^, one of the wrld*s 30 richest næn. See AsiaveeA:, Bay 18, 1990, p. 21.

Hill, in Bill and Hull {eds.}, op. c i t . ,  p. 57.
In responding to the issue of congIcgnerati«i, President Suharto 

had made an interesting ’manœuver* by ®forcing® big business to assists 
the poor, it %ms dose in the eestii^ 31 prominent Xrukaœsian businesæiæn - - 29 of whom were Chii^se descent. meeting was lœll covered by mass media, includii^ the TVRI, the national television.

At that mating Prssiitent asked these busii»s^en ®to sell a quarter of their co^jsnies* stocks to cooperatives, t̂ iich extend crœiit to farsærs and worters. T*^nty-seveo business groups sub^^uently pledge to hand over an initial 1% of their equity.® Asia^k, May 18, 1990, p. 20.
Econcmically, tha manœuver had a negligible ir̂ pact, but politically it made a consit^rable sense, by boostii^ his popularity and by the sane token putting the bls;^ of ti» wor^alng ij^pjality on the congIf^erates. MacIntyre, Andrew, ®Political Dimensicms to Controversy over Business®, in Hill and Hull {eds.}, op. c i t . ,  p. 122.
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historically located in Java, and to a lesser extent, Sumatra. 
Kill and Weidemann noted that in 1983, these two regions 
produced 50 and 32 per cent of Indonesia's GDP, respectively. 
They were 55 are! 29 per cent in 1971.^

That assertion, however, does not mean that economic 
develoiHnent only takes place on Java, in fact, measured by 
national average of Rp 73,300 per capita non-raining GDP in 
1975, all provinces in Java island fall under category of low 
income, excluding Jakarta (Figure V-l). Among these low-income 
provinces, only East Java experienced a growth in non-mining 
GDP greater them the average of 5.1% in the period of 197 5-83, 
West Java and Central Java grew at about average rates and 
yogyakarta much less.

Jakarta is a region with high income and experiences a 
high growth- But high income does not necessarily lead to a 
rapid growth. The income of two resource-rich provinces of 
East Kalimantan and Riau rank at the top but their growth rate 
is among the lowest. On the contrary, the fairly poor 
provinces of Aceh, West Sumatra, ^i^Jculu and Bali experienced 
the most rapid growth, exceeding 9%.

Even though most of the economic activities are 
concentrated in Java, this region has the highest proportion 
of the population living below poverty line (Table V-4). in

^  Hill, Sal and Neldanana, Anna, "Regional I^ïnalopeænt in Indonesia: 
Pattern and issues”, in Hill, Hal (ed.}, dalty asd diversity: Regional 
Scoasi^c Dsvelope^nt in Xndonesis since 1970, Oxford University Press, 
Oxford, 1989, p. 5.
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Figure V-l Provincial Economic Perfor^nce 1975-1983
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Table V-4 Percentage of People Living Below the
Rjverty Line and Living In Discrepancy and 
index of GDP Per Capita at Provincial 
level.

Province

Percentage 
living 

below the 
poverty 
line, 
1980=)

Percenta
ge living 

in
depriva

tion
1980=)

Index of 
GDP Per 
Capita 
(without 
mining) 
1983**)

(1 ) (2 ) i l ) (5)
1 Aceh 8 . 8 1 . 6 113
2 North Sumatra 20.4 2 . 6 113 ^
3 west Sumatra 14-0 3.3 1 0 1

4 Riau 13.3 6.7 1 1 0

5 Jambi 7.9 2.4 76
6 South Sumatra 13.6 3.8 149
7 Bengkulu 2 1 . 0 8.9 8 8

8  Lampung 45.5 5.1 65
9 Jakarta 16.9 0 . 6 276
10 West Java 32.7 0-3 87
11 Central Java 57.9 0.7 74
12 Yogyakarta 59.9 3,6 65
13 East Java 54.9 0,7 97 :
14 Bali 38.3 2 0 . 6 127
15 West Nusa 
Tenggara 50.0 20.9 52
1 16 East Nusa 
Tenggara 56.6 44.4 54
17 East Timor n.a. n.a. n.a.

Continued



Table V-4 Continuai.

(1) (2) (3) (5) j
18 West Kalimmtan 9.4 5.3 96

1 19 Central Kalimantan 12.3 insiqnif, 129 ;
20 South Kalimantan 12.5 0.9 129
21 East Kalimantan 13.4 8.8 206
22 North Sulawesi 32.7 0.6 112
23 Central Sulawesi 28.8 4.1 70 j
24 South Sulawesi 42.3 4.2 81
25 Southeast Sula%wsi 49.1 5.3 74
26 Maluku 39.0 13.5 100
27 Irian Jaya 7.8 5.9 120
Indonesia 34.3 3.3 100 1

Note/Source: From Christine Drake, 1989, p. 280. In 
this index, Indonesia = 100. From Hal Hill 
and Anna Weidemann in Hal Hill (ed.), 1989.

West Java, Central Java, Yf^gyakarta and East Java, the 
proportion of people living below the poverty line is 32.7%, 
57.9%, 59.9% and 54.9% respectively. The concentration of
poverty in this r^ion signals regional and national 
inequality. In addition, the adjacent provinces, such as 
Lampung, West Nusa Tenggara and East Nusa Tei^gara also share 
a high proportion of people livii^ below the poverty line, 
4 5.5%, 50.0% and 56.6% respectively. The places in which most 
of the economically disadvantaged are located are also well-
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known as * the poverty pocket *.

2. MDFDAL VDLHEBABlLITir.

By definition, the idea of authoritarianism is 
contradictory to the idea of mutual vulnerability. The first 
aims at strengthening political po%fer in order to assure 
domination and hegemony upon the society.^ The 
authoritarian-developi^ntal state of Indonesia creates 
structural conditions conducive for pursuing a state-1 od, 
economic-oriented style of development. Because control over 
the society becomes the main concern, sharing responsibility 
between state and society on a mutual basis entirely depends 
on the willingness of the state to do so.

It is widely documented that Indonesia civil society in 
weak vis a vis the state^’ and therefore the development

^  On the b^e^Tny of the state of Indonesia over its society see 
st̂ ie articles in BadiMm, Arief (ed.;. Stats and Civil society in Indonesia, Konash Papers on Souttaast Asia So. 22, Canter of Southeast 
Asian Studies, Xonash Onivsrsity, Victoria, 1990. Anang the oŝ st explicit explanations on this are L&n^shsrg, Michael van, ®The Hew Order
Stats: Langua^, Ideilogy, He^^oay®, Poulchar, Keith, construction
of an Intkntesian Katioaal Culture: Patterns of %gmaony and Resistance".

^  Budimas, Arief (ed.), ihid., S %  also Jackson, Karl 0, and
Pye, lAiciao w. (Ws. ), op. cit-
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process virtually is out of society's control. ̂  The 
inevitable consequence is the vulnerability of the development 
process to the abuse of state power. As the state's self- 
interest is uncfaallei^ed, the development process is in a 
vulnerable condition- This will b& illustrated in the case 
studies.

There have been attemqjts of the society to share control 
of the development process, but the structurally weak position 
that it has does not always allow this. Worse still, it 
sometimes invites a repressive response from the state.

A more detailed analysis on the issue of mutual 
vulnerability will be discussed later on the commentary
regarding of the case studies. i

3. PARTICIPATION.

Officially, people's participation in Indonesia is well 
understood as a necessity for the success of development. This 
is, for example, e s ^ a s i z ^  in the concluding remark of the 
1989 GBHH. Participation is l^ally guaranteed, including that 
which creates an environmentally souixi development. |

Despite that guarantee, the meaning of participation has *1
____________________________________  I

In respond to this Rizal *^laraiK;eog si^gests that J
Indonesia imeds an aatono^xts institntloa to ensure a process of achieving sustainable c^velMc^nt. Xallarax^asg, Rlzal, ^DiWtuhksn Irsmbaga Otonom 
ssbagai Pengtmtrol^ laotoncœcæ Institutiraj is tequix^J, Prissa, so. 1,Jamjary 1991, 61-62.
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been distorted due to the state's dominant role in 
development. The state usually defines it in the context of 
state-led development, and hence, people's participation must 
be to support its initiatives.

This study suggests that participation is self- 
actualization of both individuals and communities aimed at the 
betterment of their well-being. The condition for 
participation is reciprocal, people participating in state 
programs and projects but also the reverse, the state 
participate in people's activities.

Currently, the range of participation, is determined by 
the state. The authoritarian structure of the state uni y 
allows participation as far as it is aoolitical^̂. in the 
sense that it is not: (1 ) challenging the state's monopoly in 
decision making^ (2) not in opposition to the state^. These 
two points inhibit meaningful participation in development.

Participation is usually perceived as people's

It was amntioned earlier that for the sake of creating socio
political stability as a necessary condition for economic-oriented 
develope^pt, the stats has depoliticised the society. This implies that people's response to the (Wvelt^ænt process need to be apoJjitjcjJ. 
Politicizing the people is believed to lead to political destabilization.

^  Hardlasoemantri, Koesnadi, Aspek Huktm Peraa Sere a rtasyara/îat 
dal am pe/igelolsan UjigJatagao ffudap /legal Aspect of Basa Participât, ion in 
Enviroimaatal sasepestent], Gadjah Sada University Press, 1990, p. 4.

®  Historically, tlœ state is seen as a big family which has to live 
in a harmoniofta condition. The official circles uses three wordu 
keserasian, keseisbengaa and keselax-asaa which together mean harn&ny. 
Because this han^ny is ideologically and culturally determined. Disposition is rejected or not recognized because it leads to disharmony. 
Any conflict sixnild resolve through the del livrât ion mechanism 
im/syavara&i to achieve a^ree^nt (mafaJtat). See Yap Thiap Hien, "law, 
state and Civil Society", in Budiman, Arief {ed.), op, cit., p. vii.
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involvement in planning, iaple^nting ar«3 evaluating 
development projects. These are, indeed, important but 
politically insufficient because the structure on v^ich the 
management proceeds has disc^iraged people to bargain strongly 
for power vis a vis the state.

The discouragement of strong bargainii^ power of the 
society has been done throi^h at least two ways. First, the 
state has created a corporate structure aimed at controlling 
people's activities.® Corporate organizations are «state- 
owned*» rather than “society-owned.** Hiis implies that serving 
the interests of the state are more i^ortant than that of the 
society. Second, most of the resources and the ultimate 
authority to make decisions are in the hands of the state, 
especially that of central government- Moreover, the 
develops^nt policies flow from the top-down rather than 
bottom-up,^ This iiwiicates that participât ion is a marginal 
thing because without it development proceeds anyway.

Ihere are, however, attempts to break the apolitical 
atmosphere of popular participation through the work of non-

As beijig discussed earlier, there are overwhelming tnsabers or 
corporate organixatioos, for the civil œrvatxts, HKTI
Kexiikssaan Teuii ZadooBsIa] for farmers, SBSX {Bitspstaaa Selayan selturub 
Zndoaasia] for fishem^, SPSI ISsrJLkat Pa^rja Seluruh iwku^sia] for labor, ASPJ {AagAataa Jtoda fsabaharvaa Xndosesia] axsS KBPZ {tCtmitg 
Basional Pemada Xndonesla] for youths, PfiE {Psœhijaaan geaejsht&raan Keluarga] and Ohansa Vaslta for wsami, KAÛIÏÏ { Xas&r Dagasg d&a Zadustri] 
to r busiRasso^ and so on.

MacAndrew, Colin, “Central 6ovena»nt and Local Development in 
Indonesia: An overview^, in KacAndrmf, Colin ( W . }, central Government and 
local Development in Jndooesia, Oxford University Press, Slngapoie, 1986, p. 9,
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governmental organizations {KGOs}. They play a political role 
in enhancing popular participation but they have to conceal 
their activities so that they look non-political. First of 
all, the K<K>s tactically label themselves as lumbago 
Penoembangan Svadava ■Masvarakat/Lembaga Swadava Hasvarakat 
f Self-Reliance Community Institution. The notion 
of 'non-government’ could easily be perceived as ’anti- 
government ’. By using this label they formally show a non- 
oppositional attitude. Second, they have to play a 'double 

game’. On the one hemd they have to be government’s partners 
but on the other hand they have to exercise their own 
political interests against the government, such as empowering 
the (Kîor or conducting highly-political activities.

C. DEVELOPMENT IN ILXJSTShTIONS.

It is important to bear in mind that there is a strong 
state structure reaching from Jakarta down to the village 
level. The following are develojxaent cases selected to show 
the functioning of the that structure- Since sustainable 
development in Indonesia is approached from the technocratic 
reformism approach, the cases study also exemplify development

®  Conceptually, the LPSfts are in charge of facilitating and guiditig 
the LSMa. In practice, ZSSa some times take LPSSs 'b role at tbe same time because Zhay are facilitating and guiding ttm activities of other, usually the m&aller, LSBs.
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practices under it.
Unlike the case studies in chapter IV, which illustrated 

the exemption of powerful forces from the current managerial 
iramework, the case studies in this chapter shows the 
manifestation of the three criteria of the politically 
sustainable development.

1. CASES.

The Dukuh Taoak Case. The community of Dukuh Tapak in 
Tugu sub-district is not far from the city of Semarang, the 
capitol of Central Java Province, suffered from water 
pollution caused by eight industrial factories for fourteen 
years. It was reported that many people lost their livelihood 
as fish-farmers. Even though water tests by Indonesian 
Environmental Forum fWahana Linakunaan Hldup. WALHI) and by 
the local Diponegoro University confirmed the pollution, the 
government failed to act®.^

In 1990 people launched a public protest, with the 
assistance of a local NGO, Legal Aid Institute (LBH1. they 
threatened to sue the polluters if they persisted with their 
action in the area without coi^jensating to the community. They 
asked US$1 million in compensation of 242 families, and 
provision of a clear, water supply system and rehabilitation of

^  I>om to Eajrth, Ho. 13, Hay 1991, p. 7.
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the area. Negotiations were attempted several times but were 
unsuccessful. Repeated complaints articulated through NCOs 
were unheeded by both the industries and local government 
offices.^

In response to this dispute, 15 NGOs, including WAUn 
(Indonesian Environmental Forum), VLBHI (Legal Aid 
Foundation), YLKI {Indonesian Consumers Association), 
announced and urged a national boycott to 13 products and any 
dealing with those factories. In the following months ]ii 
Sumatra-based NGOs joined the boycott.

The response of the state apparatus was split. The 
Coordinating Minister for Political and Security At tain-, 
Sudomo, warned the NGOs not to be extensions of torcign 
subversive forces. At the same time he called tor a 
professional handling of environmental problems, implying that 
they were involved in subversive activity and were not 
professional^^ He prefers persuasive solutions, such .;s 
negotiation, which according to the NGOs did not work. The 
same position was taken by the Mayor of Sernarang. He appealed 
to the NGOs to charge their mind, arguing that the action 
would cause at least 1 , 0 0 0  job losses or reduced pay. rtu- 
opposite position was taken by Emil Salim, the state Minister

^  Indanesiaji Observer, Tuesday, April 23, 1991.
See jSerita ïadha, 23 1991, Media Indoaesla 23 April 1991 jn'i

Indonesian Observer, op, cit,
^  Devn to Earth, no. 13, Hay 1991.
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for Population and Enviroiment the key person in both KIJi and 
BAPPEDAL. He welcca^J the boycott as a measure to protect the 
local people and the environment.

The boycott seemed to have forced the co^mnies to the 
negotiating table. Initially the company was willing to pay 
compensation to 61 families, since the other's no longer had 
fields and veils affected by the pollution.^ Supportive 
action of the State Ministry of ï^jpulation and Environment 
jKlH) hand in hand with the Environmental Control Board 
f BAPPEDAL) in favor of the community and the NGOs led to the 
solution of the dispute. The industries were forced to clean 
the environment and to pay the compensation

The Case of Keduna Ombo Dam. The surface of this case is 
about conflict over land^ between communities and the state

This, howver, does not make sense to the pe^le because the 
}x>llution forced the families to sell their land. "The caopaaies have also 
been accused of attempting to buy off villagers by offering Rp. 2-5 
million {US$1,315) to drop the charges. Dovr. to Barth, No. 14, August 
1991,

^  Tbe 1945 Constitution granted a right to ttœ state to control the 
land. According to Basic Agrarian Act of 1960, the ultimate right over 
land is in tte hand of tte state. Tiære are several degrees of individual 
right over land, but all of tlæm are grants by the state. See Gautama, 
Sudargo, and Rarsono, Budi, Agrarian Lav, P2idjajaran University Law 
School, Bandung, 1972.
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in the dam area. The state’s da® project^ of Kedung Ombo in 
Central Java eventually displaced 23,380 people (5390 
families)^ of which approximately 5,000 accepted offers of 
relocation. Environesia notes that the compensation ranged 
from 300 to 700 rupiah per square meter. This is equivalent to 
the price of three to seven eggs.^ The remaining refused to 
do so on the grouixi that the compensation was not fair.

In fact the issue is more than that, na^Iy an unjust

The project CMt US$283.1 million, most {74%> came from a World 
Bank loan, and additional funds from Japan Import-Ksport loan. The dam is 
design for multi-^irposee i controlling of flood ami ^naging water flow of four rivers, generating 30 mega watts hydroelectric power, providin̂ j 
irrigation for 43,340 hectares of dryland, developing aqua-cujturw. See 
Musantera, Abdul Hakim G, ”Human Sights and Envirorœental Protection: An Approach to Sustainable Development", A conference paper, Oregon, March 3, 
1990, p. 4.The project covers 6,207 hectares submerging 20 villages, l^vlronesi.i, 
Vol. three, no, one, March 1989, p. 1.

^  The state’s typical alternative offer to those replaced by a 
development project in Java {the most densely populated area) is to move 
to the outer island umter government’s tranœnigration scheme. People ck> 
not sees to be attracted to this alternative.Environesia quotes the World Bank statement that 75t of th<.' 
villagers originally were willing to relocate to transmigration areas. It 
then turned out that only 10% of those people have actually n»ved. "Ther*- 
are reports that many of those willing to leave were coerced into tl.t-ir 
decisions by local officials”. See Environesia, vol. three, no, one, March 
1988.

^  "Water Rise at tbe Kedung Ombo 0am”, Environesia, Vol. Three, Ho. 
One, March 1989, p. 10. Klinken reports in jsœîe detail. "The ccsop«nsation 
prices are Rp.700-800/ra^ for house yard and Bp, 3OO-40O/b^ for rice fields, 
{AUD$1.00 = iq>.1,500) The faroærs are dananding Rp. 10.000/®^ for farming 
land and Sp.35,000/mr for land on vdüicb their houses were built. As well, 
they seek ccs^œneatioa for crops and trees destroyed, plus otter land to 
replace that lost. In order to jwrchase cce^arable land in tte vicinity, 
they would have to outlay many times tte price they were offered." Klinken, Helena van, ” ’We just want to share in tbe fruits of 
dsvelop^nt': Tte Kedung Osbo Dam court cases”. Inside Indonesia, Ho. 2C,, 
26 March 1991, p. 18,
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share of development; process and benefits.® The people were 
determined not to leave until tJiey get are given equivalent 
iand-^ Hie prolonged conflict eventually hindered the 
realization of the project's t i ^  schedule. As both parties 
insisted on their own dermis, the conflict culminated in a 
tragedy:

®with full knowledge that many people still 
resided in the area, the government opened the 
gates of the dam and allows the flood of water to 
inundate inhabited settlements. ... The intentional 
drowning of some of the Kedung (Mbo community was a 
truly callous act committed in the name of 
devel opment ®

There had been nation-wide support from both communities 
and individuals, includii^ university students, and

An expression of a resident is reported by E av lrx tae s ia vol. three 
no. one, p. 10 as follows jaet want a piece of land near the dam, tbe sai^ size as our original land. We have been forced to leave our home, but other will receive tiæ beiæfits. Iks, want a part of this development, too." Another resittent expresses tlœ sacæ tbii^ as guotW by Klinken " ^  just want to share in the fmits of develt^i^nt. 9o are not trying to hinder progress'. See Xlinten, op. cit., p. 17. See also, Kusantara, op. 
cit., p. 5 for confirisation, ^ t  W  also reports anothâr issue, namely top-down planning. Be notes "Prtm tl» out^t the planning of ttæ dam was solely in the hm^s of tectnuæcats and government <^œisif»i eakers. Local 
residents kiœw little of the plan for tiæ dam- l^ident were called-In by sub-district government or other local officials and inforsæd of their fate: i.e., that in orûex to si^^rt national c^velcpoænt they would have to voluntarily surrender their land and relocate. ... The local resident understood the benefits of the dam, W t  not lAy they tmwld be the ones asked to make heavy sacrifices®.

Culturally, the Javanese put a high value on land. This is 
represent»! in a poplar phrase "although it is a piece of land only as wide as our foreb^d and as long as tmr finger, we will defend it with our 
lives". See also fbvirrtnesia. Vol. Thr^, So- O ^ , March 1989, p. 10.

Musantara, Abdul Hakim G., op. cit., 5-6.
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intellectuals.^’ Such efforts amplifie! the criticism against 
the state. in respond ii^ to the criticism, the state 
appeared to terrorize local i»ople as part of its 
justification for mal-development.*’ The residents who 
objected to the state were labeled ’anti-development' and

Both KCOs and university students launched a campaign, both at 
national and international levels on behalf of Kedung Onüjo’s community. 
The student call than selves as /teJosyoÀ S o l id a r i t a s  Korban P&mbangun,in 
Keéu/iç Ombo [Solidarity Group for the Victim's of Development at Kedung 
Ombo]. See CriM), Ikd%rt. ^Indonesia’s Political Developments, 1989-1990", 
in Bill, Hal and Bull, Terry (eds.), o p . C i t . . The Group ccsspiled nearly 
1,000 signatures for a letter recently sent to President Suharto, various 
government ministries and provincial government of Central Java. The 
letter demanded (1) the bait of tbe flooding until the disputed were 
settled, (2) a decision regarding the cc^pensation based on negotiat ion 
with the residents, and (3) tbe formation of an independent developwnt 
advisory group. Another student effort was to organize deironstrations in 
several strategic places simultaneously. E n v iro n e s ia , vol. three, !J«. 
one., March 19B8, p. 10.

Romo Hangun Widjaya {a prœainent priest and professor -*t Giidjah Mad.i 
University) Kiai Haman Dja’far (a prominent rauslita scholar whu 
Pesantren (traditional Islamic school} of Fabelan) and Slas^t Rahardju (a 
professor at Di|»negoro University w W  also tbe chairman of central Java 
Red-Cross) attatpted to help the sufferers by providing education for the 
eleœntary school ehildrmi. On their capacity as individuals, they foriwd 
Voluntary Committee for Kedung Ombo's Children (POK-AEO). Their actions 
were eventually prohibited by the security officer on the grounds that tfw 
governaent has been takir^ care of the children, resçjo, 25 Ma ret 1989.

An example of SGOs effort is that of the Legal Aid institute ( i.m i, 
L&sbsga Bactuan Buksss) to persuade the World Bank to put the pressure wr. 
Indonesian govems^nt. In fact, the World Bank's first recognition ot 
occurrence of the conflict was from LBH as it explained a chronology <A 
the distressing event covering 1984 to 19S7. Appen F e a tu re s 9/89.

The Kedung Cmbo caœ was taîœn up by iJKioneaian and fetestern jk̂O;; 
at the April 1989 meeting In Brussels, and the Indonesian IiCOs in tun, 
ware severely rebuked by the Internal Affairs Minister Rudini in August 
for allegedly blackening Indonesia's name abroad. See Cribb, Robert, 
i b i d . , p. 33.

rê po, 25 march 1989.
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'communist remnants'*^ and the outsiders who supported their 
struggle were labelled 'subversive*.*^ Moreover, the 
residents were then isolated from outsiders as the military 
sealed the area restricting entrance to thxeugh several gates.

The state apparently was unable to entirely resist the 
residents demands due to nation wide and international 
pressures. It offer«l an alternative to settle in the state's 
forest nearby. This, of course, was not designed from the 
outset- Previously, this land was allocated as a "green belt" 
around the dam.

The solution inevitably sacrifices environmental 
considerations. The offer comprises 1,000 square meters to 
accommodate 600 families.**

The Becak Ban. Since 1972 Jakarta had been attempting to

Niisastara, Abdul Hakim G, op. c i t . , p. 5. It has been typical in 
Indonesia to laWl those who challen^ the authority of the state as either ccgmunist (P%I) remmant or anti dsvelc^jsent. It is %)rth elaborating what 'ccaaaunist remnants' i^lies in the contest of the anti ccmmunist state of Indmiesia. Oacammist party has been baontKl since 1965 and the remnant has discredited by the state. Therefore, having alabel of communist reliant ^an a severe discredit ion.

In relation to tla label, Presittent Suharto and the current Minister of Hf̂ ae Affairs Budini stated that it is possible that tbe PKl's remnants stimulated and encouraged the residents to refuse the state's plans to r̂ Tve the people out. The grcKmds for th e state^nt is that the area was fomærly a PKI stronghold.
*̂  E n v iro itB a ia , vol. tbr^, no. one, March, 1988, p. 10. This 

publication surest s that the label, in fact, is directed to the Solidarity Group for the Victims of Development at Kedung O^bo.
** Because the œ w  land is iK>t ready for habitation and must be 

cleared the govarmætot provide 150,000 Rupiah (0S$ 85) to tide thess over until their land is ready for cultivation. S w  "Kedung Ombo Dam: Resettl®i®nt Policies Gone &#ry", in Environesia, Vol. thrœ. Bo. two, June 1989, p. 7.
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get a rid of becaks —  pronounced ‘bechaak'. This is a 
tricycle vehicle or trishaw with driver pedalling. The legal 
basis for the action is the Jakarta Municipal Government
Regulation no. 3/1972 on the removal of becaks. Operation
Hopeful Future fOperas! Esok Penuh Haraoan. OEPH  ̂ was a 
concrete effort to ban the becaks, targeting that by 1 9 9 0  

Jakarta would be becak-fee. The banning is part of the 
government attempt to make the city clean, humane and 
authoritative Tberslh. i^nuslawi dan wibawal

The ban was made on the ground that the job of pedalling 
the becaks is an inhumane livelihood, as the driver has to
spend most of his energy to deliver passengers. Besides,
the becaks are 'slow and inefficient' so cause traffics 
problems. Moreover, they are perceived as 'eyesores', 
therefore detract from the appeal of the city for tourists. 
Simply put, becaks hinder the governments ambition to make the 
capitol a ®modem** city.*’

According to the government scenario, the becak drivers 
will be given training and converted to drivers of snaU 
motorized transport, bus conductors, vegetable vendors or 
transmigrated to the outer islands. The government has 
allocated iq?. 2.1 billion to implement this program.

This i s  m t t to  o f the city.

** Ironically, a poll by Teispo indicated that 92% of 240 becak
drivers denied the charts that their livelihood is inhumane, see Tempo, i 
Pebruari 1990, p. 76.

E a v iT o a e B iS t Vol. four, Ito. Oste, p. 10.
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This scenario, however, was insufficient because it only 
focuses on thc^e who are officially residents of Jakarta. 
According to the goverms^nt statistics they are only 3 
percent.

Only 2,200 drivers, those who posses other skills 
or [were] lucky enough to enter trainii^ progras^, 
take on new jobs such as ^torized pWicab drivers, 
minibus conductors or vegetable sellers. Those 
becak drivers who do not fulfill the rigid
requirements needed to enter the government "change 
of profession program" have been "invited** to join 
Indonesia's transmigration progrsus of returning to 
their home village.^

Environesia estimated that between 1985 and 1990
approximately 75,000 becaks were dumped into the bay while 
another 49,000 were held in a storehouse waiting for the 
dump-^ Environesia reïxsrted by March 1990, more that 130,000 
becaks has taken over by force by the government, forcing
twice that number into une^loyment.̂

The banning of the I^caks is subject to criticism in 
terms of its goal, in the way of achieving it, and in its 
socio-environmental effect , In terms of goal, the government 
manipulated the word of 'bimane* livelihood. It is unjustified

^  T s i^ o , 3 Pebruari 1990. 
i h l d . , p. 7.

^  E n v iro jie A ia , Vol. foar, No. one, p. 7.
^  i b i d . , p. 7. See also 3 February 1990, p. 73, Usually the

becak drivers do m^t owned tl» becaks. ^  has to pay rent either on daily or weekly basis. Therefore, the suffers are not only the drivers but also the owners
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that to be jobless is more humane that pedalling becaks. 
Moreover, the earnings of the becak drivers was better than 
those of a factory laborer. "A Becak driver can earn 3,000 
(US$1.70) to %».6,000 (US$3.35) per day while the unskilled 
laborer earns only %). 750 ($0.42) to Rp. 1,500 ($0.83) per day 
. -. In terms of the other goals, getting rid of traffic 
problem causW by tweaks raises suspicion this ^humane" pol icy 
resulted from the lobby of upper and middle-class car owners 
who are bothered by becaks crossing their paths.Another 
suspicion is pressure from car and bajaj —  Indian motorized 
tricycle —  mamufacturers and owners,̂  who want to enlarge 
their market and intensify their operation in Jakarta, and 
later in other cities in Indonesia- The assumption that becaks 
detract tourists is doubtful since many foreign tourists enjoy 
riding these vehicles as it a unique experience.

The manner the government evacuated becak from Jakarta ir. 
really inhumane. Nusantara suggests that through a violent 
campaign against becaks, KAîfflB [acronym of keamanan dan 
ketertiban. meaning security and order keeper] officorn 
confiscated and wrecked becaks, anywhere they found thorn,

** I b i d . ,  p . 6. 

i b i d . , p. 10.

In this context, it important to bear in asind that militai y taku 
significant role in both tbe car and manufactures businesses.
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including in private r e s i d e n c e s . I n  most cases tJie becak 
drivers were abused by the KAKTIB officers aiui in many cases 
arrested. Many of those who did not get access to "change of 
profession program" were return®! to their area of origin by 
force.^ All of this runs rough^xxi over their basic human 
right: the right to work and receive a decent wage as
guaranteed in the National Constitution.®’

Ihe ban on becaks inevitably had social and environmental 
impacts and therefore could be subject to stipulations of 
Article 16 of the Environmental Management Act and its 
implementing regulation, conducting an Environs^ntal Impact 
Assessment (El A}. This, has never been done because the El A is 
mainly geared toward physical projects, such as industries and 
therefore overlooks sfxzial prcxframs and gx)licies.

The impact of the ban of becaks to the social environment 
is clear from the previous discussion, namely the increase of 
unemployment which increases the builds potential for social 
unrest.

The physical-environmental impacts of the ban are

"... it is against tbe law to take saseoia belongings without 
proper permission; the task force could be likened to ccsbshi thieves. These thieves, twwever, were on a minion by ttæ government to take away 
the belcmgings of people who should be prot®:ted by the governsent". environesia, Vol. four, Oa%, p. 6.

^  February 1990 the governsæstt has sent 1,5(X) becak drivers back 
to their original village. To mure that they went to their villagepolice officers accanpanied their travel.

59 Husantara, op. cit., p. 9.
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twofold. First, replacing becaks with motorized vehicles 
obviously exacerbates Jakarta's air and noise pollution 
problem.*^ Second, the dump site in Jakarta Bay created water 
pollution- Environesia reports that research being done in 
that site shows that iron levels have risen markedly. This 
negates the government's program aimed at cleaning up Jakarta 
Bay and contradicts to the government stated goal to make 
Jakarta as a clean city.

The FT, Inti Indoravon Utama fllUi. In 1984 PT. I7U 
granted a concession covering 86,000 ha of natural pine forest 
in Sibatuloting. This land supplies raw material for a pulp 
factory built in 1986, This US$360 million project was 
expected to produce 165,000 tonnes of pulp and 54,000 rayon ot 
tones annually.

The allocation of land for the pulp factory raises pros 
and cons at the state level. The area contains a water 
catchment for 6,526 ha of sawah {wet rice paddies} supporting 
the life of 668,000 people. This area is well-known as the 
"rice bowl” of North Sumatra. The pros and cons are as follow.

"Tbs pollution frtm exhaust fuses of ̂ toriz^ed vehicles in Jakarta 
has already reacb«l an alarming level, according to the studies done by 
the University of Imkxmsia Environmental ftesearch Institute as well as 
the Department of Health Ertvirozaœntal Center, the lead {Fb) content in 
Jakarta's air is already 90 microgrmm per cubic ^ter, higher that the 
World %alth Organization (t̂ D) standard of 60 microgram per m3. Load 
pollution in Jakarta comes mainly frtxs higb-octana fuel released by 
autos^iles usii^ st^er gasoline.” E a v ir o n e s ia , Vol. four. Ho. one. Hatch 
1990, p 1990. This (k>cument also suggests pollution frcos CO, HC, îfOx and 
S) has attained alarmli^ levels.
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“Initially, constructira of IIü plant vas not 
supported by either the Minister of Envirom^nt aiu3 
Population (KI£} or the Minister of Public Work.
... Later, however, the two ministries and three 
others were coordinated by Minister of Politics and 
Security Affairs Sudomo to offer top level of 
support “

This pro position inplies a close relation bet%%en the 
industrialists and parts of state apparatus, but their 
decision is formally justifiable because the industry is part 
of the strategic development plan. Moreover, it will 
strengthen the state's ambition to become the biggest pulp 
producer in the world.

From the local people's point of view, however, the 
establishment of PT IIU raised at least two issues. The first 
issue is land treinsfer. Bart of the laiui allocated for the 
factory was owned by the community. The conflict emerged 
because the transfer of the land, according to local customary 
law, was illegal Regardless of this dispute, the FT IIU 
staff proceed®! the take-over- % i s  of course raised the anger 
of the community because the land is the only source of income 
that the people have. Some of the comminity members fought for 
the right to retain their land. % i s  conflict eventually led

Saviroassia, Vol. four. Ko, two, p. 4.

^  tt»ir Isiui was transferred to IIU by ti» village headman.
He bad «xïperated with ths Casmt < aobdistrict chief} in facilitating this takeover (pago-pago; for the amount of 60,(XX) {US$350} without consent of the landowœrs. Such transactitm is not legal in the Batak region, as 
customarily only tte tribal Isater, in this case tte BarlMiing clan, ^ y  carry out pago-pago. CUstce^ry law forbids tte village hea*̂ ian from representing tritel interest s. “Sovinanesia, Vol four. So. twa, April/August X990, p. 3.
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teiî elderly women to be sentenced to six months in jail as the 
judge decided that they were guilty of destroying ten ha of PT 
IIU eucalyptus plantation.*^

The second issue was law suits. At a provincial level, 
with assistance of Medan, nine villagers from the factory 
area sued their local government aiul PT IIU for compensation. 
They sued for "the damages to crops arwî loss of income due to 
deforestation and water drop in the area water table".** This 
suit was eventually abandoned due to alleged intimidation from 
North Sumatran officials including the military.*^

At the national level WALHI. represented by LBH sued IT 
IIU and five governmental units including the Governor of 
North Sumatra, the Board of Investment fBKPMl and Ministers of 
Industry, of Population and Environment, and of Forestry on 
behalf of the environment. Ihis law suit was grounded on two 
things. First, PT IIP has irrevoceibly damaged the local 
environment- Second, the government agencies issued the 
business license improperly. WALHI accused the government 
officials of granting a forest concession in the absence of an 
Environmental Impact Assessment (ElA) required by Government 
Regulation No. 29 of 1986 fPP ANDALl , This suit served as a 
testing ground to measure the seriousness of the government to 
enforce its own environmental laws.

^  Jbid., p. 3.
** E avixTssesis , Vol. thr^. So. (%%e, March 1968, p. 9. 

^  Snylroaiesla, Vol. Thrra, Ro. two, p. 8.
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The critical question of this study is not the degree of 
environmental degradation, or whether or not the environment 
was degraded. Instead, it is how the state responded. From 
this regard, there some interesting points. The first is in 
regard to WAUil*s right to sue. Initially the defense council, 
part of the state apparatus, charge that WALHI had no right to 
do so, later on it reversed this claim.^

Second, ”lp]olitical control in Indonesia has made it 
difficult for HALHI to counter the unsubstantiated evidence 
provided by the Government” .*̂  For example, during the trial 
period in April 1989, TVRI. the state-owned television company 
and the only domestic television broadcast availeible at that 
time, twice broadcast a report in favor of PT IIU. ”In its 
world news program it reported that the factory does not cause 
pollution, especially to the nearby rivers. The broadcast had 
Coordinating Minister for Political and Security Affairs 
Sudomo and local people talking in support of IIU”

The verdict of that trial allowed both parties to claim 
success. The judge decided that the Government was not at 
fault and the procedure of Environmental Impact Analysis was 
valid as undertaken.*^ WAIHI on the other hand claim a 
success in that its right to sue was granted. In fact, this

** E a v ir t in e B la , Vol, three. S o . one, p, 10. 

Nusantara, Abdul Hakim G, op. c i t . ,  p. 16.

E D v l r o i .e s ls , Vol. thrœ, Ho. two, p. S. 

Husantara, Abdul Hakim G,, o p . c l t .  p . 16.
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was WALHI*s main “political** target, to be the î irst 
institution to challenge the state through the court in 
defense of the environment.

2. THE RELEVANCE.

The unequal burden and benefit of development. Thon- .Uf 
many legal provisions granting the same right and obligation 
to everybody. This is, however, merely a formal opportunity. 
The granting of formal opportunity is important but it in 
politically insufficient if people are unable to uso it 
effectively. If the opportunity granted was practiced, there 
would have been relevancy for WALHI to sue the government.

Politically, the burden of development is not sot equal 
automatically. For example, those who were displared by 
development projects have to s**ruggle for fair compensation ot 
material and immaterial losses they experience. There are many 
cases in which people or communities fail in their r.truqqlf 
due to state’s resistance. The typical attitude of résistent 
is met by the state accusing people as being "trouble maker", 
"anti developments", or "communists", essentially discreditinq 
them from the rest of the society.

The state has not always resisted popular demand tor 
equal share of the burdens and benefits of development. The 
WALHI‘ lawsuit is one example. Initially the state denied
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WALHI*s attempt to sue the government. WALHI. a big NGO with 
linkages both at national and international levels, 
sufficiently countered with strong political influence. 
Conversely, the attempt of the politically weak people from 
the surrounding PT IIU to sue their local government and PT 
iJU, was abandoned due to the state's political control and 
resistance.

Comprehension of the spirit of mutual vulnerability. 
Mutual vulnerability is a spirit needed to be mar^tested in 
carrying out development activities. It rejects one group 
dominating another. Instead, it calls for mutual assistance.

The Dukuh Tapak cas: provides a lesson of the
manifestation of the lack of the spirit of mutual 
vulnerability. On the one hand, protection of industries from 
part of the state's apparatus —  in the name of industrial 
development, political stability or job creation —  permitted 
vulnerability through the lack of protectii^ the environment. 
On the other hand, local community groups and NGOs remain 
vulnerable since the political structure allotted an easy 
denial to their demands. At the community level such 
vulnerability causes further deterioration of the environment 
and also their livelihood.

The involvement of KtKîs in the Dukuh Tapak case means an 
attempt to raise mutual vulnerability between the society and 
the state. Their atteins, were not effective until two
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national environmental agencies, the KLH and the RAPEDAL, 
supî^jrted the boycott.

The absence of support of those two environmental 
agencies would maintain complete vulnerability of both the 
local community and NGOs, The point here is that the 
willingness to exercise state power in defence of environment 
and vulnerable social groups has led to problem soivimj.

The willingness of the local community and NGOs to demand 
that industry actually meets its responsibilities lessened the 
vulnerability of the state to control all industries., 
espe^'ially in that area. There is no question that the st.it *■ 
by itself was unable to control them.

The Kedung Ombo case is a good example of the failure oi 
the state to comprehend the spirit of mutual vulnerability. 
The Kedung Ombo community, is a vulnerable social group. Yc-t 
they are perceived as the “hindrance** of development becauro 
they prevented state's intention to finish the project on 
time.

The involvement of a third party (NGOs, student;-., 
intellectuals, mass media etc.} lessened local people's 
vulnerability vis a vis the state. The support community 
encouraged the local community to insist on their demand and 
has its bargaining position.

The state’s insistence, on tbe other hand, eventually 
showed its vulnerability. As the state respondes to people's 
demands with force, i.e. inundate the community, it



jeopardizes its credibility. National and international 
support to the Kedung Ombo community, which a rosed due to a 
repressive measure, eventually lessened the state's insistence 
to deny the demand of the community. State compromise was 
unavoidable, with an environmental sacrifice, allowing the 
green belt to become less functional.

Regardless of the strength of the state, its apparatus in 
tact is fragmented into competing factions. For the purpose of 
this study they are categorized into those who defend the 
politically sustainable development and those who are 
indifferent or in opposition. The enhancement of the spirit of 
mutual vulnerability is highly depend on which faction has 
more power.

The essential spirit of mutual vulnerability, however, is 
not weakening the state against the society or vice versa. 
Instead, it is a driving force to help each other in resolving 
problems of development.

Politicallv meaningful participation. WAIüI*s lawsuit 
also aimed at breaking up the conventional expectation that 
participation means obeying state's policies or guidance, but 
also includes actions in objecting them. In this sense, it is 
an unconventional style of participation. The future challenge 
is to turn this into convention.

WALHI‘s lawsuit brought two interesting points. First, 
this kind of unconventional participation is elitist in the
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sense that it could not be understood, let alone to be done, 
by ordinary people. Second, because WALHI’s attempt 
essentially was political, the state response was also 
political. The overwhelming power and facilities available tor 
the latter made it easy to counter-act that kind ot 
participation. The use of television broadcasts to negate 
information distributed by WALHI is evidence.

Popular participation as a self-expression in soekinq the 
betterment of their well-being is not always constructive, i! 

it is understood as a self-interested struggle against othorr,. 
It should be done in the spirit of mutual vulnerability; The 
weak bargaining position of the society against the 

authoritarian political structure. However, there is no 

guarantee that the powerful state would not servo its uwn 
interest. The lack of such guarantee, in many cases, 

stimulated people’s co^itment to destructive measures.
To avoid destructive popular participation, the 

authoritarian state of Indonesia needs to more participatory 
so that people may struggle for the betterment of their well
being.

All three criteria of politically sustainable development 
ideally reinforce one another and therefore need to be 
comprehended simultaneously.
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D. TfiB POLITICAL CHAIÆÆKGES: COKCLOSXOH.

Assessment by the three criteria —  equality, mutual 
vulnerability and particii»tion —  shows that an authoritarian 
form of the state is not conducive for politically sustainable 
development. Nonetheless, there are factions within the state 
attempting to create conducive conditions.

The authoritarian-developi^ntal state finds it difficult 
to allow politically sustainable develop^nt to proceed as a 
new paradigm. The seriousness of the state to adopt 
sustainable development at a paradigmatic level is tested by 
the unwillingness to revise, if not to eübandon, the 
authoritarian-developmental framework.

Objections to the current framework is not only that 
authoritarianism yields weak performance in the three criteria 
of politically sustainable develojHiœnt, but also in that the 
developmental role of the state tends to overlook non- 
econoroic-orlented developi^nt. % e  objection to the 
developmental state fraj^work is not only in that it 
exaggerates the importance of economic growth but also that it 
take a partial view of human development.

The main challer^e for Indonesia's political 
sustainability is to restructure the state, namely 
transforming the authoritarian-develojmental state into an 
alternative form. Such an alternative however, does not 
necessarily mean reviving Western liberal democracy that
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Indcsiesia failed to i^leiacnt in the 1950s.™ The local-form 
of democracy, attributed as democracy of Pancasila. is not 
well established, so far subject to the persistence of 
authoritarianism.

In searching for alternatives, this study proposes three 
requirements. Ihe new format of the state should: (l)
facilitate the orientation of sustainable development, (2 ) 
promote partnership between the state and the society, (3) tx- 
capable of sustaining the current successes. Needless to say, 
the three criteria of a politically sustainable development 
discussed earlier are conducive to these requirements.

1. Facilitation of the orientation of sustainable 
development. In terms of this goal, sustainable development 
should be oriented toward human development. Methodologically 
the required facilitation is to replace the output-oriented 
development with a process-oriented development. Th is is 
critical because currently the state tends to ovoreraphasiKo 
the urgency of economic output, and hence overlooks tho 
appropriateness of development process. Included in the 
reorientation into process-oriented development is a spiritual 
aspect to ensure a humane type of development. For example, it

J. So^jati Djiwandotto, suggests that the failure was not only 
because Western liberal democracy was unsuitable to Indonesian conditions, 
but also Indonesians tî^œeXvra are iKît —  at least as yet —  capable of 
practicing modem Western liberal d«SK>cracy. Djiwandono, J. Soedjati, 
"Progress in iJfâwcratic Esperimsnt in Indonesia®, in Southeast Asian 
Affairs 1989t Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, Singapore 1989, p. 158.

^ this is understandable because historically Indonesia has been 
lacking in desK>ccatic tradition. Ibid., p. 156.
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is contradictory to the spirit of development when the state 
apparatus discredits people who desand equal treatment as 
"anti-development", "subversive" or "communist".

In terms of human development index (HDI) the UNDP ranked 
Indonesia in the 98^, but its GNP is rank 19 points lower.^ 
This fact does not necessarily mean that Indonesia's 
development is more oriented toward human development than 
economic development. First, HDI only measures life 
expectancy, adult literacy, years of schooling and income per 
capita.^ Bearing in mind the broadness of the concept of 
human development as being discusses in chapter I, HDI only 
measure a small part of it.^ Second, HDI only measures the 
output and not the process of development. In the Indonesian 
case, measuring this as^æct would negate the relatively strong 
performance of HDI, In terms of human freedom index (HFI), for 
example, Indonesia is ranked in 5^ from the bottom.^ This 
confirms the earlier assertion that Indonesia's development is 
more output-orient®! rather than process-oriented.

Shifting into process-oriented type development will be 
conducive to the state's current attempts to strengthen its

^ Froas both indicators, hotfever, Indonesia Is still in the lowest ^
group. UHDP, op- oit-, 1991, p. 120, |

^  See t®:hnical notes in DMDP, op. cit., 1991, pp. 88-100. I
in casementing to the limitation of the HDI, t*m OTIDP acknowledges ^

that the concept of hmmn development is much broader than itsœcasurojMMît-*' See UK3P, op. cit., 1991, p. 15.
^  See USOP, op. cit., 1991, p- 20.
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capability in environmental protection and management. 
Moreover, the humane development process would encourage 
people to participate in environmental protection and 
management.

2. The promotion of partnership between the state and the 
society in development process requires a shifting from state- 
led into participatory form of development. The success of the 
state-led development in providing material progress, to a 
considerable extent, depends on the availability and tlu* 
control of natural resources- Assuming that the natural 
resources become scarcer and the life support system become 
more vulnerable, the state-leadership would lose its relevancy 
for future development. This is exacly the case with the 
declining revenue from the main natural resources, namely oi! 
and natural gas, has forced the state to withdraw state 
leadership by launching SAP. This suggests an urgency ol 
strengthening the society in order to be ready to share tho 
“cost” and the "fruit” of development.

Sustainable development demands the strengthening of 
society's bargaining position vis a vis the state in order to 
partnership between them occurs. Otherwise the state has a 
potential to resist popular needs of equality, mutual 
vulnerability and participation. As was mentioned earlier, the 
legal guarantee from the state for equal right and obligation 
before the law, the right and obligation to protect the 
environment and resourcess are meaningless if the society is
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kept apolitical.
3. Sustaining the current success. There are two salient 

legacies of the authoritarian-developmental state which are 
relevant in strengthening the pursuit of sustainable 
development: (a) % e  provision of material needs. This is
crucial in oveioœaing the persistence of poverty and bare 
subsistence, (b) The provision of stability. % i s  is necessary 
condition for development process to succeed. In terms of 
pursuing these two, however, the New Order state is subject to 
criticism. It exaggerates material progress and socio
political stability and at the same time sacrifice other 
important aspects. In many cases jxjpular initiatives were 
barred as socio-political destabilizers. In other cases the 
state overlooks the protection of survival of the weakest 
economic groups in the name of material progress.

Ihe state needs to redefine the concept of stability. In 
the current framework stability only refers to socio-economic 
aspects and excludes environmental aspects. In order to 
achieve sustainable developi^nt the environment requires 
stability, in the sense that the prtxæss of supporting the 
improvement of quality of life should not exceed the carrying 
capacity of the nature. Int^rating this dimension with the 
current development efforts dictates a comprehensive 
understanding of political stability. For example the state 
discouragement of the rise of social movement in defence of 
environment was unjustifiable because the short-term socio-
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political stability that the state wanted to maintain was done 
at the expense of environmental stability and even 
particularly, of long-term political stability.

The proposed idea of stability is not easy to realize in 
Indonesia due to a competition between technocrats and the 
military within the state,^ Such a competition potentially 
hinders the inclusion of environmental concern within on the 
concept of stability. There is no need to explain that 
stability affairs are under the control of the military, üuch 
an inclusion might lead the military to take control ut 

environmental policies which are currently under 
technocrat's control.

The question of who might be the agent of change —  
whether elite or masses —  is very interesting. This, however, 
is not addressed because it is beyond the scope of this study.

^  On the issue of c«çetition betv^en technocrat and military, see 
Robison, Rickard, op. cit., 1986.
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VI
ctmcamism

This study departs frc® Tiœberlake’s premise that 
sustainable development is about making development 
developaentallv sound, instead of environmentally sound. In 
making development, developaentally souW, a political 
analysis is important because: (1 ) it complements the economic 
and the ecological perspectives which dominates the current 
discussion of sustainable development; (2 ) it brings the idea 
of sustainable development into reality.

With regard to the map of the thinking of sustainable 
develop^nt, this study endorses a radical position which 
attempts to interlock technocentrisa and ecoc^trism. As a new 
paradigm, sustainable development respects the existence of 
natural limits and social limits. Consequently: (1) the
pursuit of material progress should be replaced with the 
pursuit of hunHin development, (2 ) it calls for social, 
economic and political rearrangement.

The political arrangesænt of the current development 
paradigm in Indonesia is authoritarian-developmental. The 
perpetuation of this political arrangement led the state to 
adopt technocentric reformism. The technocentric character of 
development in Indonesia manifests in the reliance on state’s 
power. The refonaism character is jjxiicated by unwillingness 
to redefine the notion of develop^nt. Bather than modify the
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orthodox paradigm of economic-growth-orianted development most 
of its attes^ts to bring about sustainable development rely on 
the ability to manage environment and natural resources.

The state admits tJiat authoritarianism is a cost for 
bringing about economic-growth-oriented development. The 
authoritarian form of the state inherited from Sukarno’s ora 
has been preserved by the New Order Government. Moreover, a 
series of transformations was launched in order to ensure 
relative autonomy of state in implementing the material- 
progress-oriented development- Mochtar Mas’oed points out five 
pillars of the formation of the authoritarian-developmental 
state in Indonesia: (1) control of the civil bureaucracy, (?) 
the coordination of the armed force, (3) loyal popular 
representatives, (4) simplified system of political parties, 
and {5} the President's office as the core.’

The developmental state framework assigns the state 
leadership in development by creating a balance between: (1 ) 
goverrusent regulation and market processes, (2 ) state and 
civil society, and (3) domestic and international economies.^ 
The way to do so is to selectively intervene in the market.

The implementation of the developmental state framework 
in Indonesia is characterized by (1) the accelerated 
transnationalization of the economic structure, (2 ) the 
emphasis on accumulation in the public sector as well as

’ Has'oed. Sochtar, op. cit., p. 150—184.
 ̂White, G. aœi R., in White, G. (ed.), op. cit., p. 25.
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-support for accumulation in the private sector, and (3) the 
strong material and coercive capacities of the state to 
formulate and enforce its own priorities for accumulation.^

Treating sustainable development as a subordinate of 
•luthoritarian-developmental state is deficient. The unchecked 
conceiitration of power in the hands of the state inevitably 
has negative impacts: abuse of the state's power. The state 
has been unable to comply with capitalist framework that it 
intended to do because of the lack of competition. State 
bureaucrats started to take advantage of their strong 
political position to enrich themselves.* This deviation is 
labeled as 'ersatz capitalism' by Kunio®, as 'bureaucratic 
capitalist state* by Arief Budiman and as 'military 
bureaucratic state* by Richard Robison.

The powerful state's force is not balanced by strong 
institutions to allow effective natural resource and 
t-nv i ronmental management. Moreover, the powerful forces do not 
always of^rate within the institutional arrangeiaent. Instead, 
they operate within the political framework which is beyond 
that of nature' resources and environmental management.

There are conflicting interests embedded in the 
functioning of the state. On the one hand the state attempts

* Park, Sa-Hyung, op, cit., p. 269,

'* Budiman, Arief, "The esærgence of the Bureaucratic Capitalist 
State in Indonesia", in Lim Tech Ghee (ed.), Reflections an Development in 
Southeast Asia, Institute of Soutteast Asian Studies, 1988, p. 112

 ̂ Kunio, Ÿoshihara, op. cit..
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to have sound management of natural resources and environment 
by creating sets of institutions, in this respect the 
soundness of the management is heavily dependent on 
functioning of those institutions. On the other hand, the core 
power of the state attempts to resist the framework of the 
management. This is shown by the interest of the ruling elite 
to gain independent control over FERTAMINA and the state's 
forest for its political interest. Their success in achieving 
their goal inhibits progress in implementing sustainable 
development.

Unless the powerful forces of the state function in 
support of the management of natural resources and 
environment, the implemer'-ation of sustainable develo[,mcnt 
suffers from internal barriers. In other words, the slate 
reliance on its ability to manage natural resources and 
environment in achieving sustainable development is weak due 
to the exclusion cf political power from the practice uf  

resources and environmental management.
Regardless of the deficiency of authoritarian- 

developmental state framework in politically guaranteeing the 
sustainability of Indonesia's development, there has been no 
attempt to abandon the framework. Currently sustainabJf 
development is implemented as a subordinate of chat framework. 
Bearing in mind that sustainable development is a now 

development paradigm, accordingly it should replace the- 
authOi i tarian-developnsental framework,
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There is no doubt that the implementation of the 
authoritarian-developmental state framework has led Indonesia 
to considerable prt^ress, such as economic growth, reduction 
of poverty, the increase of life expectancy and so on. But 
this is not a justification to preserve it because it does not 
guarantee success in the future. Moreover the sustainability 
in achieving that **success" is questioned. The assessment in 
chapter V has shown, based on the criteria of the politically 
sustainable development —  equality, mutual vulnerability and 
participation —  the current political arrangement does not 
provide a sufficient guarantee of political sustainability. 
The authoritarian form of the state is not conducive for 
creating a politically sustainable development.

The seriousness of the state to adopt sustainable 
development at a paradigmatic level is tested by the 
unwillingness to transform the authoritarian—developmental 
framework. Therefore, the main challenge for Indonesia's 
j>olitical sustainability is to restructure the state’s power 
and approach, namely transforming the authoritarian- 
developmental state into an alternative form.

In searching for the alternative this study proposes 
three requirements. The new format of the state should: {!)
facilitate the orientation of sustainable development, { 2 )  

promote partnership between the state and the society, (3) be 
capable of sustaining the current successes. Needless to say 
the three criteria of a politically sustainable development
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discussed eajriler aire conducive to these retjuireiEonts,
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